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Title page, detail, A house in an Alice Springs town camp
designed by Mark Savage and Jane Dillon in the mid 1980s,
[Photographer: James Ricketson, 1987, AERC Collection,
University of Queensland,]
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Watercolour sketch of an Aboriginal village near Mt
Shannon in north-west New South Wales. The function of
the small domes (adjacent to the larger ones) is not known,
but there are two plausible suggestions as to their use. One
is that they were used to store grass seeds and other staple
seeds and grains. The other is that they were dog kennels.
[Source: Sturt Capt C. 1e49 Narrative of an Expedition into
Central Australia, London: 1. and W. Boone, 1S4D, VoL 1
iacing p.254. Artist: J H. L-8 Keux.j
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A photograph of Meriam people building a house in 1958
on the island of Mer (or Murray Island), the most easterly of
the Torres Strait Islands. It was built of bamboo and bush
timber, with woven coconut leaf walls. The grass-thatched
roof was about 2.4 metres high at the ridge of the gable.
Elevated, split bamboo floors were also utilised, being
raised about a metre from the ground. Under the influence
of Pacific Islander missionaries around the turn of the 19th
century, this gable roof design superseded traditional dome
forms. iPllotograpller: J. Beckett, UniverSity of Sydney.)
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Part of a discrete urban settlement on the outskirts of a rural
town in the Murdi Paaki region of western New South Wales
in 1999. The humpy survives from a town camp established
on a Town Common Reserve in the 1950s. As part of an
ATSIC program, most hum pies have been replaced by
modern houses on elevated platforms to reduce flooding
risks presented by the nearby river. However the residents
had retained a few humpies, partly for storage and visitor
use, but also as symbols of a past lifestyle era.
[Photographer: P. Memmott, AEF,C, University of Queensland.]
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Paul Memmott
Associate Professor Paul Memmott is an architect and anthropologist with 30 years experience in the field of
Indigenous people-environment relations. He is currently Director of the Aboriginal Environments Research
Centre (AERC) located in the School of Geography, Planning and Architecture at the University of Queensland,
which maintains a national focus on Indigenous housing and settlement research. Memmott is also Principal of
the consulting firm Paul Memmott and Associates (PMA), which is based in Bnsbane and operates in close
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heritage investigations for Indigenous groups, to architectural projects, settlement planning and housing policy
development for government clients. Memmott's general research interest is the cross-cultural study of the
ethno-environmental relations of Indigenous peoples. He is the author of five books, 90 published papers and
some 200 technical reports for clients ranging from Indigenous organisations, to state and federal governments.
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upper Tully River basins, and maintains connections and interests in townships and locations where Dyirbal
people are located. Go-Sam's Bachelor of Architecture degree was completed in 1997 at the University of
Queensland, and was complemented with studies in anthropology. Go-Sam's study focused on the issues of
Aboriginal environmental design and culminated in the completion of her final year thesis entitled The Mutitjulu
experiment: a study of decentralised houses by Paul Pholeros, which was awarded the Department's thesis prize.
Go-Sam has worked for Aboriginal community organisations such as Kambu Progress Association, Tangentyere
Council and Musgrave Park Cultural Centre. She has been employed by various Brisbane architectural firms and
worked on the Bidungu Housing Project, Gregory Crossing, North Queensland. Her professional services range
from project management, architectural design, negotiation with authorities on town planning issues and design
assessment. She also participates in traditional owner organisations such as Budjubulla, Gumbilbara and
Gooliwana Bana, which focus on service delivery for Dyirbal decendants.

Julian and Barbara Wigley
Julian and Barbara Wigley are practising architects who have specialised in community planning, housing
management and building design for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander client groups for the past 31 years.
Their architectural practice specialises in Aboriginal town planning:' housing, land negotiation and facilitating
community participation in development projects. They assisted in the establishment of Tangentyere Council in
Alice Springs during their stay in Alice Springs between 1975 and 1979 while working for the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Housing Panel. The Wigleys continued an independent national architectural practice from
Melbourne, assisting community clients In northern Australia after the closure of the panel in 1979. They have
co-authored a number of books on housing and housing management.

Jane Dillon and Mark Savage •
During the 1980s Jane Dillon and Mark Savage spent eight years in Alice Springs working for Tangentyere
Council, an Aboriginal community council and resource agency that provides architectural and planning services
to Aboriginal communities and organisations within a 600 kilometre radius of Alice Springs. The range of work
conducted by Dillon and Savage was considerable and included housing, schools, clinics, stores, sporting
facilities, art and craft centres, community and childcare centres, offices and media facilities. The nature of their
work in Central Australia provided an understanding of the broader issues surrounding the provision of housing,
infrastructure and other community facilities for Aboriginal groups.
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Dillon and Savage currently run a small architectural practice in Sydney, which has focused on providing
architectural services that require a high degree of community involvement. They have continued to work on a
variety of planning and design projects with a wide range of Aboriginai communities and organisations in many
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parts of Australia.

Su Groome
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Su Groome is a Cairns based architect and a founding partner of Studio Mango, with over 10 years experience
working in Tropical North Queensland. She has worked with Indigenous communities for more than seven years.
Groome's work with Indigenous communities includes: settlement planning with developing communities; design
of housing, outstation facilities and community buildings; and housing maintenance projects based on the
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Housing for Health methodology devised by Healthabitat (see Pholeros below). Her work in Cairns includes a
demonstration sustainable house, designed around passive design principles and incorporating substantial
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renewable power and water conservation components. The Master Builders and Housing Industry Association
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gave this house an award.
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Groome's published work includes numerous contributions to the Centre for Appropriate Technology's Our
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House magazine, discussion papers on participatory planning and kitchen design for the Centre for Appropriate
Technology, planning reports for the Port Stewart and Mona Mona communities, a report on the Housing for
Health project in Pormpuraaw and the Your House book for Queensland Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Housing. Groome is also a contributor to the National Indigenous Housing Guide.
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Paul Pholeros is an architect and has a small practice working on urban, rural and remote area architectural
projects throughout Australia. He is also a co-director of Healthabitat Pty Ltd, in partnership with a specialist
medical doctor and an environmental health professional. For over 17 years, Heaithabitat has been involved in
improving the health of Indigenous people by improving their living environments by means of community
projects around Australia.

Cathy Keys
Cathy Keys graduated from the Department of Architecture, University of Queensland in 1993 after completing
a final year thesis concerned with Indigenous birth practices and their implications for architectural design. She
then commenced a doctoral thesis on Warlpiri single women's camps or jiiimi. Over the four years of this research
based in the Warlpiri community of Yuendumu she completed a number of user-needs consultations for the
community. She has tutored and lectured in Aboriginal environments to architecture students and written and
published on aspects of Warlpiri women's living environments. Keys currently works in the Queensland
Department of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Housing,
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Strategy housing and infrastructure projects in the Northern Territory and Queensland. Fantin's particular
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design process of the Bwgcolman Youth Space on Palm Island for the Queensland Community Renewal Team.
Fantin has recently submitted her PhD thesis entitled 'Housing Aboriginal culture In northeast Arnhem Land'
which focuses on the Yolngu people in Arnhem Land and the translation of their cultural beliefs and practices into
architectural design outcomes. She has won numerous grants and awards for her research into Aboriginal
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housing design and culture at the Aboriginal Environments Research Centre, University of Queensland, and has
co-authored papers and reports on Yolngu traditional architecture, Indigenous homelessness and post
occupancy evaluations of Aboriginal Housing in the Northern Territory. Fantin is currently a lecturer in Design
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Philip Kirke is the Principal Architect of the Western Australian office of GHD Architects, He graduated with an
Honours degree in Architecture from the University of Western Australia in 1988, From 1990 to 1991 he worked
in Manchester in the United Kingdom and was involved in community architecture projects for its Inner city West
Indian community, Kirke gained corporate membership of the Royal Institute of British Architects before returning
to Australia. From 1992 to the present time he has been the architect for the major staged development of the
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Kimberley, the Great Victoria Desert with the Spinifex people and with Western Australia's wheatbelt Nyoongar
cOlllmunities,
Kirke has developed an interest in the idea that our own society has become too large and anonymous. A true

c~lture,

that is a culture born of the spirit of man and functioning as a living instrument of that spirit, is

no~here

to be found, except in pockets as micro-cultures, He is currently designing a series of unique houses for focal
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Synthesising Indigenous HOlJsing Paradigms:
An Introduction to TAKE 2
Memmott &. Carroll Go-Sam
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· The collection of specialist knowledge and skills related to the design of housing for Aboriginal Australians
has emerged as an architectural sub-discipline 1. One of its chief components centres on how an
understanding of the cultural differences inherent in Aboriginal domiciliary behaviour can inform the design
process. This can be described as the cultural design paradigm. Two other architectural paradigms have
impacted on Aboriginal housing design in recent years; these are the environmental health paradigm and the
housing-as-process philosophy, both of which contribute to its distinctiveness as a field of study and
practice. Reconciling all these approaches within the design process has become a key challenge for
contem porary practitioners.
The cultural design paradigm involves the use of models of culturally distinct behaviour to inform definitions
of Aboriginal housing needs. Its premise is that to competently design appropriate residential
accommodation for Aboriginal people who have traditionally oriented lifestyles, architects must understand
the nature of those lifestyles, particularly in the domiciliary context. This knowledge also increases under
standing of the needs of groups who have undergone cultural changes, including those in rural, urban and
metropolitan settings, by helping to identify those aspects of their customary domiciliary behaviour that have
been retained. The approach was adopted by a variety of practitioners in the 1970s and is analysed here in
TAKE 2. For example, the first essay by Julian and Barbara Wigley, who have 30 years of experience in the
field, starts with a thumbnail sketch of Aboriginal history2, and goes on to outline a series of design
conundrums in Aboriginal housing. It addresses some contradictory cultural needs, a number of which are
considered by later contributors.
Julian Wigley's work in Alice Springs during the mid-1970s included assisting with the establishment of
Tangentyere Council, an umbrella Aboriginal organisation that now services some 18 or 19 Alice Springs'
town camps. Tangentyere is considered something of a benchmark in Aboriginal housing design and
practice. In the mid-1980s, its architectural department was managed by the TAKE 2 contributors Jane
Dillon and Mark Savage. At this time Paul Memmott was contracted by the council to carry out an evaluation
of its housing stock. He attempted to apply the 'cultural design paradigm' to his analysis of the
approximately 120 designs in the Tangentyere portfoli03 . It was this early work, and the experience he gained
by exposure to other Central Australian projects throughout the 1990s4, which forms the basis of his essay
in TAKE 2. Jane Dillon and Mark Savage's contribution deals with the design approach that developed within
Tangentyere during the 1980s in response to the town campers' culture. The perspective of the first three
papers in the monograph is, therefore, strongly focused on Central Australia.
Meanwhile the cultural design paradigm has been taught, researched and applied from within the Aboriginal
Environments Research Centre (AERC) at the University of Queensland, of which Memmott is Director5 . Two
of the AERC's doctoral graduates, who are architectural practitioners in their own right, have also
contributed to TAKE 2 and their work demonstrates elements of this approach at its strongest. Shaneen
Fantin's paper on Arnhem Land Yolngu people deals with the relationship between housing design, and
avoidance behaviour and sorcery, whilst Catherine Keys' discussion of women's domiciliary camps built and
occupied by Warlpiri people of the Northern Territory's central west extrapolates design strategies related to
their culturally distinct household needs. Their work is complemented by that of Philip Kirke whose essay
considers further issues related to designing for spatial behaviour, as exemplified in his work with the Martu
tribespeople of the Western Desert of Western Australia.
Whereas Dillon and Savage's paper draws readers into the specifics of tropical, arid-area climatic design,
material choice and detailing, Sue Groome's contribution provides an overview of these technical design
aspects, which is illustrated by using a number of examples from Australia's tropical north. These contexts
are characterised by the monsoonal influence and reflect her professional experience with the Centre for
Appropriate Technology6 before she establishsd her own practice in Cairns.
The attention given to technology and detailing by Dillon and Savage, and Groome leads readers into the
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second paradigm: environmental health design. This approach emerged from within Nganampa Health
Council in Alice Springs, which services the Anangu Pitjantjatjara homelands in the north-west of South
Australia. Between 1986 and 1987, Nganampa, in conjunction with the South Australian Government,
sponsored a review of environmental and public health in these homelands. The resulting document has
become known as the 'UPK report'7. In it architect Paul Pholeros combined his architectural skills with those
of Paul Torzillo, a doctor, and Steph Rainow, an anthropologist, to develop an understanding of the critical
relationships between poor Aboriginal health and housing technology performance. A seminal project of a
similarly multi-disciplinary type, involving an architect and a doctor, had been carried out prior to the
Nganampa et al study8. However, the former was the first that systematically isolated and causally linked
complexes of health problems with sets of design features and ranked them in a set of priorities based on
the likelihood of improving health standards. Pholeros, Torzillo and Rainow have produced further books
about their work, most recently under the logo of Healthabitat, as well as a series of important papers 9 Their
work culminated in a commission from the Commonwealth, State and Territory Housing Ministers' Working
Group on Indigenous Housing to prepare The National Indigenous Housing Guide 1o , and their methodology
has been practically applied through a large-scale ATSIC project entitled, Fixing Houses for Better Health
Project.
Despite some contradictions existing between the design practice guidelines or methods advocated by the
proponents of the cultural design paradigm and the environmental health paradigm11, these two approaches
can and should be complementary. They lead into a third architectural paradigm: the housing-as-process
philosophy, which aims to firmly situate housing design and provision within the broader framework of an
Aboriginal community's planning goals and cultural practices, as well as its socio-economic structure and
development. One fundamental aspect of this approach involves design attention being given to the
community's housing management capacities to ensure that all technology is locally sustainable. This
subject is introduced in Simon Scally's essay on outstation architecture in the Top End. A second grass-roots
proponent of this philosophy is the architect and builder Paul Haar, who has extensive experience in self
help housing projects involving Indigenous Australians and whose essay draws on his experiences at Mt
Catt, another Top End outstation, and St Pauls in the Torres Strait. Thus, four contributions in TAKE 2
Groome, Fantin, Scally and Haar-focus on northern Australia. The housing-as-process philosophy is
considered more systematically as a design methodology in the essay by Geoff Barker12 . Finally, the
integration of social planning and architectural design in the context of a metropolitan setting that has been
rife with drug abuse, violence and police conflict is examined in the paper on Redfern by Col James, Angela
Pitts and Dillon Kombumerri.
Why has this monograph been prepared? Despite the specialist nature of Aboriginal housing design, there
has not been a book produced that deals with this subject from a broadly architectural perspective, that
encompasses general principles and contrasting paradigms and that offers examples from around the
continent. However, there have been other important books on Aboriginal housing published. The first, A
Black Reality13, collected a series of essays written mainly by anthropologists, which were headed by an
overview of housing policy completed by the editor. It contributed to the cultural design paradigm that was
emerging in the 1970s through its anthropological documentation of domiciliary behaviour in traditionally
oriented camps but, as architects did not write it, it failed to translate its findings into design strategies. Three
successive books, written by architecturally trained authors, did engage in design issues but were largely
case studies of single settlements. These were: Black Out in Alice 14 that considered the Mount Nancy town
camp in Alice Springs; Humpy House and Tin Shed 15 that dealt with Wilcannia in western New South Wales;
and Housing for Health16 that examined the Pipalytjara people living in the north-west corner of South
Australia. Helen Ross's 1987 book Just for Living 17 is a further example of the case study type, centring on
the Aboriginal community at Halls Creek in Western Australia. It was written by a social scientist whose
perspective was essentially one drawn from environmental psychology, and like Heppell's first book, while
it offered important insights into cultural values and behaviour in relation to housing, it did not translate these
into design strategies that could be readily implemented by architects. A fifth book, Housing Design
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Assessment for Bush Communities 18 , again provides case study material on seven Central Australian
communities, but also contains useful housing design guidelines for that region. Another relevant housing
book, recently published, is Settlement: A History of Australian Indigenous Housing edited by the historian
Peter Read. Its themes are strongly focused on history and government policy but not design, even though
some contributors were architects19.

In selecting contributors for TAKE 2, we have assembled some general papers that provide an overview of
housing design principles and strategies being used across the Australian continent. Our apologies to those
colleagues whose housing designs and case studies we have had to unfortunately refrain from including due
to a lack of space. It is within their important work that one will discover a further range of design solutions
that emphasise in different ways, the three contemporary paradigms sketched out within the pages of this
monograph.

Endnotes

1 In making this statement, we are not suggesting the approaches to Aboriginal housing design that we discuss are somehow
fundamentally different to those adopted in mainstream practice. Indeed, all of the normal principles, methods and precepts
apply. But in addition there is a gradually accruing body of knowledge and techniques focused on a range of problems
encountered in this field of work, which in combination, if not in their inherent nature, are rather unique.
2 The reader interested in Aboriginal housing history would benefit from perusal of Read, P. (ed.), Settlement: A History of

Australia Indigenous Housing, Canberra: Aboriginal Studies Press, 2000; Memmott, P., 'Aboriginal Housing, State of the Art (or
non·State of the Art)', Architecture Australia, (June 1988): pp.34-47; Memmott, P. (ed.), 'Aboriginal and Islander Architecture in
Queensland', Special Edition, Queensland Architect: Chapter News and Views, Brisbane: Royal Australian Institute of Architects,
September 1993; and Wigley, B. & Wigley, J., Black Iron: A History of Aboriginal Housing in Northern Australia, Darwin: Northern
Territory National Trust, 1993.
3

Memmott, P., 'The Development of Aboriginal Housing Standards in Central Australia: The Case Study of Tangentyere

Council' in Judd, B. & Bycroft, P. (eds), Evaluating Housing Standards and Performance (I-/ousing Issues 4), Canberra: Royal
Australian Institute of Architects, National Education Division, 1989, pp.115-143.
4 For example see Memmott, P., Long, S., Fantin, S. & Eckerman, E., Post·Occupancy Evaluation of Aboriginal Housing in the

N. T for IHANT Social Response Component, Brisbane: Aboriginal Environments Research Centre, University of Qld, 2000.
5 Formerly in the Department of Architecture, now the School of Geography, Planning and Architecture. The AERC grew out
of the Aboriginal Data Archive, which was founded in 1976 by Peter Bycroft and Paul Memmott.
6 Mention of technical design Issues and the Centre for Appropriate Technology (CA1] raises the subject of alternate technology,
as explored and publicised by CAT. The concept originally stems from the design philosophy of its Director, Bruce Walker (1986,
1990-91, 1994). It might be argued that alternate technology as it applies to Aboriginal housing and settlement design is another
design paradigm; however, in our view, it can be readily examined and analysed within the other paradigms.
7 Nganampa Health Council Inc, South Australian Health Commission, & Aboriginal Health Organization of South Australia,

1987 Report of Uwankara Pa/yanyku Kanyintjaku: An Environmental and Public Health Review Within the Anangu Pitjantjatjara
Lands, Alice Springs, December 1987.
8 In Wilcannia in 1974-75, see Memmott, P., Humpy, House and Tin Shed: Aboriginal Settlement History on the Darling River,
Sydney: Ian Buchan Fell Research Centre, Department of Architecture, University of Sydney, 1991, pp.151-154.
9 For example, see Pholeros, P., 'The Provision of Housing·-An Improbably Dream?' in 1987 Report on Uwankara Pa/yanku

Kanyintjaku: An Environmental and Public Health Review within the Anangu Pitjanijatjara Lands, Alice Springs, December 1987;
Pholeros, P., AP Design Guide, Building for Health on the Anangu Pitjanijatjara Lands, Alice Springs:'Nganampa Health Council,
1990, (Reprinted 1994); Pholeros, P., Rainow, S. & Torzillo, P., I-/ousing for Health: Towards a Healthy Living Environment for

Aboriginal Australia, Newport Beach, New South Wales: Healthabltat, 1993; and Pholeros, P., Torzillo, P. & Rainow, S., 'Housing
for Health: Principles and Projects, South Australia, Northern Territory and Queensland, 1985-97' in Read, P. (ed.), Settlement:

A History of Australian Indigenous Housing, Canberra: Aboriginal Studies Press, 2000.
10 Healthabitat, The National Indigenous Housing Guide: Improving the Living Environment for Safety, Health and Sustainability,
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Canberra: Commonwealth, State and Territory Housing Ministers' Working Group on Indigenous Housing (Australian
Department of Family & Community Services and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission), 1999.
11 For example, see Shaneen Fantln's essay in TAKE 2.
12 Om" of Geoff Barker's major contributions to Aboriginal housing has been to facilitate the second sustained integration of an
Indigenous organisation and an architectural service, after Tangentyere. This organisation is known as Northern Building
Consultants (NBC). NBC evolved in the 1980s under different structures, with the duration of Barker's involvement being from
1984 to 1991. NBC now has two successful independent companies, one operating In the Northern Territory and one in Western
Australia.
13 Heppell, M. (ed.), A Black Reality: Aboriginal Camps and Housing in Remote Australia, Canberra: Australian Institute of
Aboriginal Studies, 1979.
14 Heppell, M. & Wigley, J., Biack out in Alice: A History of the Establishment and Deveiopment of Town Camps in Alice Springs,
Monograph 26, Canberra: Development Studies Centre, Australian National University, 1981.
15 Memmott, Humpy, House and Tin Shed, 1991.
16 Pholeros et al Rainow & Torzilio, Housing for Health, 1993.
17 Ross, A., Just/or Living: Aboriginal Perceptions of Housing in North-west Australia, Canberra: Aboriginal Studies Press, 1987.
18 Morel, P. & Ross, H., Housing Design Assessment for Bush Communities, Alice Springs: Tangentyere Council, NT
Department of Lands, Housing and Locai Government, 1993.
19 See Memmott, Keys, Smith, Phoieros et ai, and Haar in Read, (ed.), Settlement, 2000. All except Smith are contributors to
this journal.
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Above
A typical cross section through a domestic space illustrat
ing the climatic and functional relationships between a
house and related bower shades, windbreaks and other
outdoor facilities. [Source: Wigley, B. & J., 'Community
Planning Report: Barkly Region', 1990, p.62.]
Below
An architectural impression of a cook house unit and
bower shades with a timber floor platform located in a
yard space or near a house used during rainy periods.
[Source: Wigley, B. & J., 'Community Planning Report:
Barkly Region', Prepared for ATSIC on behalf of the
Jurnkurakurr Aboriginal Resource Centre, 1990, p.58.]

Remote Conundrums:
The Changing Role of HOlJsing in Aboriginal Communities
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& Barbara Wigley

An Outline History of Aboriginal Housing
There are numerous records of highly specialised shelter building and patterns of settlement existing prior
to European contact with Aboriginal Australia. Domestic, religious and special purpose spaces were built all
over the continent; this was not an empty landscape.
Robin Boyd in his book Australia's Home refers briefly to Aboriginal shelter building and notes, '[i]nsulation
from the excesses of the elements, which is the basis for human home-building, was not among the
achievements of Australian Aborigines'1. Boyd was not alone in failing to appreciate the highly specialised
nature of Indigenous people's response to the environment, from stone dwellings in Victoria to lightweight
elevated platforms in the tropical north. Boyd also failed to note the uses of materials and technologies
adapted by Aboriginal shelter builders after contact with Europeans; tin, galvanised iron, wire and nails were
qUickly incorporated into their repertoire.
When Europeans moved onto the land, Aboriginal settlement patterns across the country were irrevocably
changed. Permanent and seasonal camps, places of ritual and meeting and pathways were disrupted by
roads, fences, telegraph lines and new settlements. In areas where there was little disruption to Indigenous
life, vernacular building flourished until the 1950sor even later. 2
One of the first European responses to the presence of Aborigines was the establishment of institutions
intended to protect them from what was considered to be the degradation of contact, limit the spread of
disease, halt the mixing of races, control movement and finally, control and manage Aboriginal employees.
Under this protectionist policy (later assimilationist), residential compounds, prisons, leprosariums, dormitory
buildings, schools and training institutions were constructed throughout Australia. During the late 1950s, the
establishment of government settlements in remote areas and outside rural towns embodied the desire to
contain people's movement within geographic areas. In many cases Aboriginal people were forcibly
removed from towns where they were not wanted 3 . Community settlements were set up in isolated regions
and, with government support, old missions were revitalised. Frequently the government settlements placed
people outside their traditional lands.
During the 1950s and 1960s housing was seen as an important part of the government's policy of
assimilation. Housing programs, communal dining rooms and ablution blocks were built with the aim of
providing for a staged process of cultural and behavioural change. It was believed that in these settings
Aboriginal families, with guidance and training, would adopt European ways of living. This was the period of
'transitional or staged housing'4, and the policy was adopted on missions and reserves across Australia. At
the same time conventional housing was built for the European administrative staff and for selected 'half
castes'5. In certain towns, selected families were offered rental housing by the state housing authorities on
the basis that they were strictly monitored. The aim was to have these people absorbed by the pool of non
Aboriginal tenants, and the practice was commonly referred to as 'salt and peppering'.
In the mid-1970s, land rights and policies of 'self-management' and 'self
determination'

enabled

the

development

of

community-based

organisations, planning instruments and resource agencies, and state,
territory and Commonwealth housing instrumentalities, all of which
resulted in a wide range of housing designs of varying quality and livability.
The new Department of Aboriginal Affairs (DAA) embarked on a
dramatically expanded program of capital works. It demanded that
community councils and resource agencies engage architectural, bUilding
and engineering consultants to assist them in their physical development
Figure 1 Manufacturing stabilised soil bric~s for transitional housing in Warrabri (now Ali
Curung), Central Australia, during the mid·1960s. Warrabri was one of many settlements
established in the post WWII period in which to assimilate Aboriginal people. [Source: AERC
Archive, University of Queensland. Photographer: B. Saini.]
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Figure 2 Renovation of a Kingstrand Hut (left) at Yuendumu in Central
Australia. These transitional houses were built during the 1960s and are
shown here being upgraded and extended during September 1987 to
better suit community needs. [Source: AERC, University of Queensland.
Photographer: P. Memmott.]

programs, in order to ensure efficient delivery of housing
and infrastructure services. The aim of these programs
was social change. Equality would be achieved through
education for the young and old, and this required that
properly serviced housing with community support
infrastructure be established throughout Australia's
Indigenous settlements and towns. 6 A growing political awareness and the expansion of Commonwealth
. Aboriginal program funding led to increasing recognition of the economic role of Aboriginal development in
remote rural areas.
For the first time conventional housing came within the reach of many Indigenous families 7 . As the preferred
type of dwelling, it became a symbol of citizenship and equality with non-Aboriginal Australians. This
preference for conventional housing and its reliance on specialist rather than universal skills and knowledge
has contributed to a decline in the range of vernacular bUilding skills being practised and, generally, the
---
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Figure 3 In the 1970s architects began to examine self-constructed Aboriginal residences to understand domiciliary behaviour patterns,
use of space and artefacts, and scale of surroundings. Study by Julian Wigley in the Mt Nancy town camp, Alice Springs, c.1976. [Source:
Heppei and Wigley 1981 :136.]

demise of a non-specialist building culture among Aboriginal Australians. Remnants of Indigenous vernac
ular construction can be seen in some remote towns and settlements, particularly where immediate shelter
solutions are required to meet cultural demands, for example, in 'sorry camps' or 'business camps' or
'women's wiltja,g The programmers of housing delivery have viewed the Indigenous population as
homogenous for clear institutional reasons, which have been either political, economic or social in nature. 9
Over recent years pro-forma design guidelines have been based on the outcomes of post-occupancy
evaluation reports and housing studies 1o . They offer a blend of cultural, climatic and technological
requirements, and aim to provide durable and maintainable housing stock that has cultural and climatic
relevance 11. Housing delivery coupled with housing management practices that are responsive to changing
cultural demands and supported by adequate funding, may offer communities a better opportunity to
manage, maintain and develop healthy living environments.
There are no economic incentives to drive the renewal of housing built in Indigenous communities, because
the stock cannot be sold or exchanged for profit. Occupants, even if they decide to ignore cultural
responsibilities, cannot capitalise on the house asset; they cannot borrow against it to undertake other
endeavours as most 'home owning' Australians can. Welfare housing 12 can be a Clayton's gift. The renewal
and maintenance of remote community housing is dependent on both the largesse of political parties and
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their policies, and the strength of public opinion in supporting ongoing funding, Governments have an
interest in maintaining populations and infrastructure in remote areas, and current housing delivery reflects
this situation,
As each generation of Australians gains insight into the cultural climate of the time, lessons of past housing
delivery can be too easily forgotten, A recent collaboration between the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Commission (ATSIC) and Indigenous Housing Authority of the Northern Territory (IHAN1), which sought to
establish a set of designs suitable for Top End and Central Region communities of the Northern Territory
does have a precursor 13 ,
In March 1953, the Department of Works and Housing (Darwin) prepared a report entitled, Basic Plan for
Native Housing in the Northern Territory along with a memorandum stating that:
1,

There is a need for two types of houses to suit the arid and sub tropical conditions, The plan may

2,

Kitchens, ablutions and latrines should be communal,

3,

When siting houses, consideration should be given to tribal taboos,

4,

Adequate permanent ventilation must be provided since natives tend to close all doors and windows,

5,

The structural form must be simple and must be related to the mode of construction and availabil

6,

The cost must be kept to a minimum, This cost is seriously effected by those materials, which

be similar, but the ventilation must be increased for the latter type,

ity of types and sizes of materials,
must be imported into the area or prefabricated by white labour, (C'wealth Dept of Works and
Housing 1953),
Over the next 15 years a variety of prefabricated huts such as the Econo-huts, and Riley-Newsum and NACO
units were constructed on settlements throughout the territory14, There is no evidence that at the time any
Aboriginal people were consulted on the matter of suitable housing, If one were only to change the expensive
items contained in the memorandum's second point, the list would contain little that differs from theaims of
current government welfare housing-whether for Aboriginal Australians or other welfare recipients,
Processes do change, In 2001, ATSIC commissioners in Central Australia proposed to offer communities set
designs for climatic regions in the Northern Territory, This was done under continuing political pressure to
provide housing that meets the cultural, social and economic demands of a supposedly homogeneous
design population differentiated only by family size and climatic location, These commissioners also
continue to face pressure from their constituency to provide housing quickly,
Aboriginal peoples cannot be viewed as a homogeneous group, although most share the experiences of
colonisation, such as the violence and later the protracted contact with the state, Government agencies tend
to believe that Aboriginal housing is merely public housing and that human behaviour with education and
training can be modified to meet the demands of the built form, The focus of housing providers has been
on the technological aspects of building, essential services, durability of materials, functional detailing of
building components and attempts to improve construction standards in remote areas 15 ,
Aboriginal Housing Design
Since the 1970s there has been a lot of public attention focused on the appropriateness of Aboriginal
housing designs, Many people believed that there existed a single design solution to 'the problem' of
Aboriginal housing,16 This served as a clarion call to architects and designers around Australia; the results
of many unsuccessful solutions are still remembered in communities,
Certain non-Aboriginal people held that all housing would be inappropriate, because there had been no
previous tradition of building in Aboriginal culture and, therefore, housing would be destructive to the
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maintenance of culture. This view tended to
focus on housing as a primary agent of change
rather than recognising the more important
agents such as transportation, land rights,
citizenship and communications.
The challenge for architects, and others, has
been to provide for those functions that can best
be catered for within conventional building
forms while also enabling culturally specific uses
of space to continue 17 . In an open camp situ
ation featuring smaller scale structures, all
movement in the social space can be observed
and personal space maintained 18 . Footprints in
the sand reveal the movement of people and
animals around private and public spaces. Early
knowledge of certain people's whereabouts
means they can be avoided 19. The conventional
house offers no such convenience. The doors
and walls can cause surprises, doors require
locks for privacy and security, and no telltale
footprint can be left in vinyl or concrete surfaces.
Within this cultural context, designers have to
Figure 4 An example of a house design for Alice Springs town camps in
1976-77 by Julian Wigley. The design is one permutation of a generative
design approach on a rectilinear planning grid with a 'core' of service
I·ooms. Generative designs in the 1970s and 80s were a response to
mass housing briefs for needy communities with modest budgets. The
Aboriginal adaptation of use patterns on the above house is as recorded
in September 19B7. ISource: Memmott 1989, p.123; also see Heppell and
Wigley 1981.]

pick their way through

the

process

of

developing housing and settlement plans for
client groups or individuals. Cultural respon
sibilities will vary between individuals and their
affiliated groups where acculturation has
caused change to people's expectations and

responsibilities. Understanding some of the aspects of regional social histories is an important part of the
design process, as these can help identify the adaptations and modifications to ways of living preferred by
a particular client group.
The term 'camp' is used throughout Indigenous Australia in a polysemous manner to describe a number of
potential elements: the fire or hearth; an individual domestic living area; the shelter or dwelling of a family
group; or even the total geographic and social space used by a group of individuals and their families. The
undifferentiated use of the term reflects the different notions of public and private space within the living
environment, which still exist to a large degree today. There is no evidence that shelter building itself followed
any ritual blueprint. Rather it is the location of the camp or shelter, and more particularly the location of the
fire or hearth and its relationship to the mythological and physical landscape, that carries the symbolic
meaning to a community's settlement pattern.
Anthropologists have drawn attention to the continUing importance of clan and kinship loyalties, which
determine among other things the spatial location of families and individuals within a camp or community.
They shed light on the strong spiritual attachment to land and the stresses endured when families are
displaced or forced to live amongst strangers. Joseph Reser noted the critical role housing plays in a
transition situation, and the way in which it can be negatively determined with respect to adaptation potential
and cultural viability2o.
Indigenous housing recipients are now able to remind housing providers that culture is not a static recall of
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the past and that rather than modifying function, the changing activities of Indigenous communities will
determine the form of dwellings and the spatial relationships in and around them. Above all, householders
are concerned that their housing remains useful, supports the way they wish to live and, finally, that it attracts
little attention from within or outside their community,
Remote Conundrums: Livability
There is clear evidence that pre-contact Aboriginal Australians built a variety of temporary and semi
permanent dwellings at specific campsites across Australia, These ranged from very large and complex
dwellings to very simple but efficient shade structures21 . They were immediate responses to personal need
and were not required to be elaborate, just functional. The materials and the technology used were the
primary determinants of the shelter's form,
A European codification of domestic space is what defines the conventional Anglo-Australian house. In most
Indigenous households some, but by no means all, household activities have now been incorporated within
this conventional house form, The transition this change represents has not always been an easy one; often
there remains a lack of fit between some of the functional demands of domestic activities and the
conventional house form, Present day use of conventional houses by extended families can exemplify some
of these demands; for example, a bedroom may contain a refrigerator and food supply for a family unit living
within the larger extended household. In some cases, especially in large complex households, the kitchen
is a non-area where none of the occupants take ultimate responsibility for it remaining functional.
Many householders cannot even afford to equip their kitchens, Few families in remote Australia can afford
to pay the ongoing costs of maintaining a conventional house, They remain devoid of any furniture other
than mattresses on the floor. The actual use of internal and external spaces may not be that envisaged by
designers: bedrooms may be used as storage rooms and living spaces for sleeping areas. Since the living
room is the largest room in a conventional house, it can accommodate a large group of Indigenous
householders who prefer to sleep together, Bedrooms prOVide lockable storage, when padlocks are fitted.
Vehicles are not parked in defined driveways either because the location is inconvenient or the owner wants
the car close to where they sleep.
The primary function of a bush shelter was to serve as an environmental mediator: to provide shade in the
hot sun; protection from cold winds and rain; warmth in cold weather; coolness in hot weather; elevation
from groundwater; and protection from mosquitoes, snakes and centipedes. It was to protect against the
influences of magic, Many houses fail these primary functional requirements either because of the state of
structural disrepair they have fallen into, or because the designer concentrated on only one aspect of a
design and thereby produced a completely new set of design problems, For example, recent tropical
designs incorporated a skirting detail that was meant to allow water to drain from a room when it was
mopped, The housing recipients were concerned about what they perceived as poor workmanship-there
was a gap between the floor and the wall, and water occasionally dripped through to the room underneath,
Kitchen design has vexed housing designers over the years, particularly in remote housing settings22 . 'A
designated outdoor cooking area, as defined by a fixed hearth (B80), shade structure (pergola) and ground
finish (concrete paving or sand), cannot compete with the flexibility of a mobile bush shade that can be
relocated to meet the demands of privacy, changing seasons and the sun's daily movement. Designers have
attempted to link conventional kitchens with outdoor areas by using strutted and roller shutters without fly
screens. The solution is neat if people use the feature as designed, The acceptance and maintenance of
such design features will depend on their usefulness 23 , If they are useful they will be adapted and main
tained, but if they are not useful they will not be used and will fall into disrepair.
The house design based on conventional models, which meets all these functional requirements, has not as
yet been achieved. The fixed nature and scale of conventional construction can make it extremely difficult
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to adapt living spaces to meet the many seasonal changes experienced in northern Australia, whilst keeping
out magic, maintaining avoidance relationships and providing safety and security. Householders will add on
windbreaks, blue-sheets or tarpaulin roofs, bush structures and air conditioners. Achieving more ethereal
ends, such as maintaining avoidance relationships within a walled house with corners and closed doors,
requires new strategies 24 .
Issues of privacy, security and safety are also problematic for designers in some communities-the use of
security screens can make cleaning windows difficult, they become blackened with dirt and cut off interior
space from the outside environment. All this works against the maintenance of a healthy internal
environment that is well lit and well ventilated.
There are many other influential factors at work; for example, the anarchistic nature of Indigenous society,
the social problems arising out of poverty and overcrowding25 , and the cultural demands of kinship
conflicting with individual control of personal space. Consider the case of a community representative who
explained his frustration about the care and upkeep of a new house. Warlpiri mourning practices require that
he, on the death of a relative, give up his house and all other possessions, and move to another house. In
some instances people must move from the community altogether. The community representative said, 'I
don't feel like planting a garden or making any improvements to the house as my family may have to move
out any time and start all over again.'26 The design response to this issue that was enacted by the
community's housing committee, involved making all house designs the same and scattering these new
houses throughout the community. This example does not negate the provision of a wide variety of design
solutions for Indigenous housing. It highlights one of the issues faced by some Aboriginal people attempting
to make sense of their changing cultural climate, be they housing recipients or representatives of a regional
Indigenous housing authority.
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Customary Aboriginal Behaviour Patterns and Housing Design
Paul Memn'.ott
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Since the 1970s a small group of researchers have been studying the domiciliary behaviour of Aboriginal
self-constructed shelters and settlements, in either traditional, sedentary or fringe camps. These self
constructed camps are the laboratories in which customary lifestyles are practised and learnt. Since they
are organised and constructed by their residents, a clear cultural fit can be observed between the
settlement's type, the distribution of structures and the activity patterns containi'd within them. 1
This paper's key premise is that to competently design appropriate residential accommodation for Aboriginal
people who have traditionally oriented lifestyles, architects must understand the nature of those lifestyles,
particularly in the domiciliary context. This knowledge also assists them in understanding the needs of
groups who have undergone cultural changes by helping to identify those aspects of their customary
domiciliary behaviour which have been retained. The aim is not to identify an architectural solution for each
item of customary behaviour, but to highlight the range of behaviours and the accompanying design issues
which require some degree of consideration by a designer.
I will focus on domiciliary behaviour patterns and related design concepts relevant to Central Australia2 . This
region I define quite broadly as encompassing all of the semi-arid and arid areas of the Western Desert,
Central Australia proper, the Simpson Desert, the Lake Eyre basin and the north-west of NSW, and south
western Queensland. However, when describing traits of domiciliary behaviour, I shall attempt to write about
customary behaviours commonplace across much, or all, of the continent. This paper is largely in the
present tense, since these behaviours are still widely practised by many groups.
Domiciliary or household groups and their classification
In many anthropological reports concerning both northern and Central Australia, domiciliary groups, or the
households associated with domiciliary spaces, are consistently classified as follows:
(a)

the nuclear family,

(b)

the single men's group,

(c)

the single women's group.
I'lt(l(lkwtnd ,of 1'\1I,119(1 brclIlches

Customary nuclear families consisted of a man,
his several wives, and the couple's unmarried
daughters under 10 or 12 years and their
uncircumcised sons3 . Once children reached
adolescence, the girls were married, usually by
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and the boys were sent to an
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ensure that old people have young spouses to
care for them until they die; and the Walbiri
recognise the element of social insurance in
these usages. As a result, it is rare for the house
hold to include more than the parent and child
generation-levels. 4

Figure 1 Diagram illustrating the customary layout of a small Western
Desert group of three households recorded in April 1957. This is the
camp of a group of Aboriginal people who were, at the time trespassing
in the territory of the Pitjantjatjara people near Mt Agnes in the Blyth
Range on the WNSA border. The domiciliary groups comprised a
nuclear family (left), a single men's group (top) and a single women's
group (right). ISource: Tindale, N., 'Journal', South Australian Museum.
April 1957.]

Thus in the 1970s, Denham 5 observed in Alyawarr camps on the Sandover River that 55 per cent of women
between the ages of 15 and 24 had spouses, but all of the males in this range were still single. As noted
above by Meggitt, amongst the Warlpiri this was due to the custom of older men obtaining younger wives
as well as polygyny. He found many men had two wives and a few had three. Arranged marriages are no
longer a common feature in many communities but there are still reports of polygynous households
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comprising of a male spouse, two wives and
children. Residential surveys of Alyawarr and
Warlpiri camps in the 1960s, 1970s and 1990s
indicated that men's and women's households
were prevalent, each representing up to 25 per
cent of total households in the camp, as well as
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Whereas there is persuasive evidence for the
traditional three-fold division of household
types in Aboriginal camps, as set out above, a

range of ethnographic reports also mention the
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household forms 6 . A nuclear family group may
have occasionally included other relatives who
had strong ties of affection and obligation, such
as those among the Warlpiri as described by
Meggitt 7 ; either the male spouse IS old

"

Figure 2 A semi-sedentary domiciliary space belonging to an Alyawarr
man, his two wives and their young children. A-hearth for internal
warming (winter nights) and cooking (wet weather); B-sleeping hearth;
C-men's hearth for manufacturing artefacts; D-women's external
cooking hearth (especially for sunny cold winter weather); and E-men's
roasting pit for kangaroos, wallabies, emus and turkeys. [Source:
Memmott, p. AERC Archive, University of Queensland, adapted from
Binford 1987: 468, O'Connell 1987 and author's data.]

widowed mother, his father, his father's father
or his wife's father. Writing about the Jigalong
camps in the Western Desert, Tonkinson 8 uses
the term 'composite' to describe such an
extended family, and gives examples of the
type of relatives attached to the nuclear family:

(a) a married daughter and her children whose husband is away working; (b) an elderly 'wife'9 whom the male
spouse looks after, and (c) the male's aged mother, if she has chosen not to camp with other widows.
Eckerman has established a more detailed household ciassification 10 in which she defines the category of
extended family as consisting of at least three generations of kin. She distinguishes this from the nuclear
family, the single parent family, and the compound family. She would describe a nuclear family, to which are
attached diverse kin who do not extend across three generations, as a compound family. This seems to be
the most precise method of classification available.
Designing for household types
Contemporary Aboriginal households in Central Australia are variable, and frequently complex, in their
structure. Therefore the designer must profile them before embarking on design work.
The question of whether co-wives and their children prefer separate sleeping areas is pertinent to the design
of contemporary bedroom layouts. Upon reaching adolescence the children of these wives may combine to
form separate sleeping units divided by gender. This needs to be
checked by the architect. Another obvious consequence of the
age differential between the marriage partners described here is
that there will be a high proportion of widows who may wish to
occupy single women's residences. On the whole, published
material dealing with the design of single women's houses has
been produced by Keys 11.
Figure 3 An Arremte family camp photographed in 1896 near the site of present
day Alice Springs. They are seated in front of this domed shelter constructed of
heavy limbs and clad in grass. The family is probably polygynous comprising a
man, his two wives and their respective children. The man is scraping back a spear
shaft with a stone adze, the women are grinding seeds to make cakes, and the boy
is making a toy spear. [Source: South Australian Museum, Photographer: F. Gillen or
possibly B. Spencer.]
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Kinship and camp behaviour
Camp residents are subject to many rules and obligations based upon kinship. There are rules for sharing
and access to food, as well as for other material items and resources. For example, a woman has to provide
food and water for her mother's brother, and a man may ask his brother's wife forfood 12 . On the relationship
between the kinship system and everyday behaviour in camps, Professor. Elkin had the following to say
about the tribes living in the vicinity of Lake Eyre:
The kinship system here as elsewhere in Australia is not only the principal factor to be considered in arranging
marriages, but also provides patterns of behaviour for all of life's situations, the patterns being represented
or codified by the various types of relationship, such as father-son, mother's brother-sister's son and so on.
The behaviour is both positive and negative; that is, a certain relationship demands that the two persons
concerned perform certain duties, or make certain gifts, often mutual; and it may also prescribe that certain
things be not don·e. The kinship obligations operate right through life and lay down what a person must do
or not do with regard to his various classes of relations from their birth, through initiation to illness and death,
and any complete description of the social and ceremonial life of the tribe would show the important part
played by kinshi p 13.
Amongst these rules and obligations based on kinship are some that affect socio-spatial behaviour, or the
actions of people in spatial relationships to one another-either their relative spatial positions, their
orientations, or the extent of their body contact- seen as an expression of their particular social relations.
A new arrival in a domiciliary group can precipitate a shift in spatial behaviour depending upon the particular
kinship relationships between the newcomer and the existing members of the group. A special category
comprises the rules of avoidance 14 between, for example, men and their mothers-in-law, or women and their
brothers. Moving across the continent,. one observes that there is a certain amount of consistency and some
variation in these practices.
Another category of spatial behaviour is that required of an outsider approaching a domiciliary space. This
is connected with the notion of personal space and with various kin avoidance rules. An approaching person
may signal with noise cues (singing, coughing and talking) and require a positive response from an occupant
of the domiciliary space before proceeding 15 .
Designing to reduce the negative impacts of the sharing ethic on environmental health
A number of initiatives were first undertaken by architects. in Central Australia in the 1980s, to ensure that
some important items of furniture and possessions were not subject to obligatory sharing rules and stayed
in the house. These efforts applied particularly to items that contributed to healthy living. This aim was
achieved either by designing architectural fixtures such as veranda seats, kitchen tables and seats, and
stainless steel wash troughs 16 as baby's baths, or by providing security measures, like 'fridge pantries'.
These were lockable, vented food-storage rooms that incorporated a refrigerator as well as larder storage 17.
Designing for culturally-specific socio-spatial behaviours
A complex set of spatial rules based on kinship is expressed in the arrangement of a customary camp or
settlement 18 , and designers need to understand the relevant socio-spatial behaviours enacted in Indigenous
households. In traditionally oriented communities, avoidance rules applicable to adult brothers and sisters,
parents-In-law and children-in-Iaw, need to be strictly observed. Feelings of tension and stress can be
created by poorly designed room layouts and lines of vision. In her contribution to TAKE 2, Fantin further
analyses subtle aspects of avoidance behaviour, such as those related to the visual surveillance of
approaching persons and the positioning of toilets.
The Domiciliary Space
Anthropological researchers have consistently described domiciliary space, variously referring to it as the
residential space, the household activity area, the nuclear area or the core domestic area. Domiciliary space
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is made up of shelters, hearths and
activity areas. Artefacts, food, water and
various resources are stored in it. The
ground surface is kept clean and refuse
removed. The types of shelter construct
ed in a domiciliary space will vary with the
climatic conditions. Shelters can be
generally divided into three basic cate
gories: windbreaks, enclosed shelters
and shade structures.
In windy but otherwise fine weather, a
Figure 4 A women's domiciliary group in Yuendumu, Central Australia,
photographed in May 1987 next to their self-constructed shelter Oilimi).
[Photographer J. Ricketson. Source: AERC, University of Queensland.]

windbreak was used as a main shelter
almost everywhere on the continent. It

still is in many places. The windbreak allows the entry of sunshine, and together with warming fires, provides
protection from cold wind. The height is such that the occupant can see over the wall. Enclosed shelters,
roofed and partly or wholly walled, were and are used in inclement weather as a main shelter. This occurs
especially in wet weather and at camps where residence might continue for more than several months. The
functions of the main shelter include sleeping, seeking privacy, obtaining protection from inclement weather,
and storing goods and equipment. Shade structures were and are regularly used diurnally in most parts of
the continent, especially in summer. They were usually not the main shelter of a domiciliary group, but more
often a centre for socialising with a mixed group of camp people 19 . Since architects have come to under
stand this simple three-fold division, the incorporation of their functions into Aboriginal house design has
formed a baseline for the design process.
In nuclear family households the domiciliary space is sometimes divided into male and female activity
zones 20 Customarily, nuclear family camps were often abandoned during the day, especially in larger camps
when husbands gathered at the single men's household and wives at the single women's household 21 .
Many examples of domiciliary spaces can be divided into sleeping areas, general diurnal activity areas, and
areas where meat is roasted in a pit. Researchers have noted much variability in the location of traditional
household activities, especially in single gender households22 .
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The relationship between large Indigenous households and crowding 23
In many contemporary Indigenous Australian settlements, the customary types of households continue, but

{ more complex ones have also emerged because of the cultural change effected in domestic economics and
social authority structures. In many cases we find several customary family units occupying a single house,
each residing in a separate bedroom. Houses therefore do not necessarily correlate with single family units
in contemporary Indigenous societies. In contrast to the national trend, in which increasing proportions of
households are being made up of single persons and childless couples, Indigenous households tend to be
larger and more complex, often including a number of family sub-groups.
If one examines the size of Indigenous households in the central and northern regions of Australia, one finds
on average that they contain five or more persons24 . A survey of a sample of Aboriginal houses from across
the Northern Territory25 revealed that the average number of permanent residents per house was 8.9, and
per bedroom was 3.2. Household sizes of six to 12 people were common, and much larger ones of up to

20 members were regularly encountered in the survey. In reality, these averages are even higher at particular
times during the year because of visitors. In the largest households, it is normal to find each bedroom
occupied by a family unit comprising of, for example, a couple with infants, a single parent with a child, or
a group of single men or single women. They may also contain a grandparent with several infants or
teenagers, as well as conventional nuclear families. Such a sub-unit would be considered a family unit in
mainstream Australian society. In some cases these families are residing together, because of a shortage of
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housing, and are experiencing crowding. However, in many other cases they may choose to reside in such
large household groupings, in keeping with their traditions, and the designer should not assume they are
crowded.
A single Indigenous house may sometimes be doing the job of three or more houses as mainstream society
might conceive their capacity. They may be occupied by, not 2.7 persons-the current national average
household size-but two or three times this number. Unfortunately this circumstance is often overlooked by
funding agencies and architects in the Indigenous housing sector, who consistently continue to provide
houses to Indigenous people that are eqUipped for relatively small nuclear families 26 .
Designing houses for large household sizes
Designers may need to cater for large households, providing sufficient sleeping areas, toilets, bathrooms,
and bedrooms. In some cases large households can overflow onto verandas. The kinds of activities carried
out in bedrooms include sleeping, eating, storage of food and other possessions, watching TVlvideos, and
listening to music. Household sub-units often wish to store all their personal items in their own rooms, which
can include fridges, hunting gear, clothes and toiletries 27 .
A further important factor is the ability of house designs to cope with large numbers of visitors, in addition
to householders. According to Aboriginal kinship practices, the sharing of accommodation with certain kin
is a social responsibility28. As a result, visitors either occupy living room spaces or the bedrooms especially
vacated by some householders. An associated problem set includes the over-taxing of toilet and shower
facilities, and septic systems. Visitors will usually stay at a relative's house for anywhere between a few days
and a number of months, for example in the wet season. Aboriginal housing in remote locations particularly
needs to be designed with the impact of these visitors in mind. Some strategies that have been developed
by architects include the provision of generous verandas and equipping yards with facilities like properly
drained taps, Vlp29 toilets, and shade3o . A further consideration is whether to make verandas secure for use
as sleep-outs (see later paper by Dillon.)
If bedrooms are too small or too few,
regular household members or visitors
will sleep and live in the 'living room' of
the house. Living rooms need to be
designed to accommodate mattresses
and people sitting on the ground facing
one another in conversation. This differs
8ub-l'-fOlIp2
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from the typical Australian, living room,
which features a couch and television.
Sufficient spaces are required in the
house for individuals to congregate in
small groups without compromising
avoidance relationshi ps31.
Room planning and privacy in houses
In large households made up of a number
of discrete sub-groups, between whom
tensions may arise, consideration must
be given to allowing each person or sub

Figure 5 A house built at Ngukurr (Roper River. NT.) during 1998-99 and
designed to accommodate a complex Indigenous household. The household
genealogy and floor plan show the sleeping locations of the six household sub
units or groups. The total population of the household was 14. [Ardlitects,
Northern Building Consultants, Darwin, Source: Memmott et ai, 2000.1
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group the independence, and visual and
aural privacy they may have previously
obtained in self-constructed domiciliary
spaces32 .

Dogs as members of Aboriginal households
Dogs are a characteristic feature of Aboriginal domiciliary spaces and they fulfil both functional and
companionship roles. For example, they warn and protect against unwanted visitors, assist in hunting and
are objects of affection-puppies are treated like newborn babies. Households of older people without
children tend to have larger numbers of dogs and maintain a deep emotional attachment to them. In the
Western Desert 33 , dogs act as essential sentinels, warning against approaching malignant spirits or mamu,
which are invisible to humans. I have observed dogs in Warlpiri households being assigned a social class (a
subsection) and accordingly addressed as kin by the residents and their visitors. 34 Dogs also have a
significant symbolic status since, right across the continent, they feature in Aboriginal religion as sacred
ancestors and are often the subject of ceremonial practice.
Designing to reduce the environmental health threat of dogs
Dogs can transmit illness to humans-through bacteria and parasites such as scabies-and some preven
tative architectural measures have been formulated to prevent this. These include storage places being set
out of reach of dogs and external tap drainage being designed to prevent ponding in which dogs can leave
excrement. Despite these design measures, dogs still pose regular potential health risks35 .
Customary hearth-based activity
Aboriginal hearths are often multi-functional, but in many cases, especially in larger domiciliary groups, they
can be clearly divided into several functional categories. These are: sleeping, warming, mosquito repelling,
nocturnal illumination, general cooking, and roasting oven fires. There are also fires, or hearths, used during
the manufacture of artefacts and for carrying out clothes washing, which maintain other fires and deter
malevolent nocturnal spirits.
Most commonly, night fires were, and are, located at the foot, or by the side, of sleeping positions. Fires are
kept alight through the night for warmth in the cold months, and for driving mosquitoes away during and
after the wet season. At night they can be devices with a number of subtle purposes; their size being
carefully controlled and their light differentiating the space inside and outside of shelters and camps, even
when no shelter structures are present.
In established camps, cooking and other daytime fires were, and are, usually located separately to the
night's warming fires. A cooking fire may serve at least one domiciliary group and possibly several adjacent
ones if the occupants are close relatives. Customarily, most cooking was carried out on unlined campfires
either directly on the coals or in the ashes. Roasting pits were used for large game like kangaroos, emus,
wallabies, euros, or plain turkeys, as well as for yams. Roasting was a male-centred activity, which occurred
outside those parts of the domiciliary space maintained by women. Hot and hazardous fires were burnt to
quickly generate a large quantity of roasting coals36 . Kinsmen often congregated around the male
householder in charge of a roasting pit, with the expectation that they may receive a share of meat.
During March 1976, Heppell and Wigley37 mention a domiciliary space in an Alice Springs town camp in
which the determinants of the cooking area's location were the ability to observe other households in the
camp, and its exposure to sun in the early morning and shade in the late afternoon. Here, as in many rural
and some remote communities, external food benches-conventional tables-were used to prepare food
and store cooking utensils.
Accommodating external cooking activities in semi-enclosed house spaces and yard areas.
In central and northern Australian communities, many families continue to cook on external fires, especially
game like kangaroos, wallabies, emu, dugong, and turtle, which is too large to cook on conventional stoves.
However, hearth location will be selected according to a number of factors including wind direction and
velocity, other weather conditions like sun, shade and rain, and socio-spatial preferences. One design
challenge is how to facilitate improved environmental health in this context.
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Providing fixed exterior cooking hardware, such as barbecues
and benches, often proves to be unsuccessful 38 as hearth
locations will shift around the house due to climatic (diurnal
and seasonal) and social reasons. The yard needs to contain
an adequate number of suitable cooking spaces in preferred
locations featuring well-drained ground and some landscaping
(shade, windbreaks). Health hardware experts have, in the
past, promoted external cooking benches. The ease with
which utensils and food can be passed from the kitchen to an
outdoor bench should also be considered - but note Wigley's
warning. The relationship between toilet, bedroom and shower,
windows, and external living areas also needs to be
considered. A further related issue is the provision of
appropriately sized washing facilities for hearth hardware such
as large billies, pots, camp ovens, and five-gallon drums39 .
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Nocturnal behaviours
Warming fire is employed in camps on winter nights to enable
comfortable sleeping, although one must regularly awake to
stoke it and change one's body position in relation to it.
Sleepers often lie parallel to one another, between the hearths.
The preferred orientation for sleeping in Central Australia has
one's head facing east and one's feet facing west 40 . This is
believed to facilitate good dreams and spiritual health. There is
little research on the composition of contemporary sleeping
groups in either camps or contemporary Aboriginal house
holds41 , despite the fact that good house designs are pred
icated on an understanding of the composition of sleeping
groups.
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Figure 6 TNe Queensland Government's house design
type S1559-one of only two types used for
Indigenous people throughout the State during the
late 1960s and early 1970s-showing how they were
adapted for external living with sand being spread
underneath and the installation of a windbreak and
hearth, at Mornington Island in the Gulf of Carpentaria.
[Source: P. Memrnott, University of Queensiand.]

Location of toilets for nocturnal use
Despite general arguments in support of toilets being located on verandas or in yards, residents in certain
communities may not be prepared to use them at night. The possible causes of this aversion, all well
reported in the Aboriginal housing literature, include: fear of malevolent spirits (particularly problematic in the
Western Desert); fear of persons using toilets whose actions are considered suspicious (possibly involving
a threat of violence or sorcery practices); and aged or disabled residents experiencing difficulties negotiating
routes to external facilities. Another, more general reason for dislike of external toilets, is that they are
inconvenient to use in inclement weather. In communities where alcohol violence occurs, external toilets
may engender a fear of night-time assaults 42 .
The external orientation of behaviour
The ethnographic literature for both Central Australia and other regions of Aboriginal Australia consistently
records the high degree to which domiciliary spaces are externally orientated.
Aborigines prefer to spend most of their time out of doors. Apart from excretory and sexual activities, very
little that an individual engages in takes place outside the gaze of others. It is very important for each person
to be able to observe much of what goes on around him, for in this way he [or she] can keep abreast of all
developments in the ongoing relationships within the group and in activities which are being planned. For
example, arguments and fights are invariably of interest and concern, not only because of the complex
network of kin relationships that binds every individual to many others and involves expectations of aid and
reciprocity, but also because such clashes, potentially, can rip a group apart 43 .
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The auditory environment within the camp was constantly monitored, especially to detect potential
emergencies such as fights, children crying, and calls for help from the elderly. Any of these cues may have
resulted in individuals responding with assistance or support44 .
There are two other important reasons reported for maintaining this surveillance. The first involves knowing
wllen a neighbour was about to apportion newly prepared food, in which case, if one was in an appropriate
kinship relationship to receive a share, one would quickly attend that individual's domiciliary space45 .
Residents utilised sign language to pass messages between domiciliary spaces, including invitations to
share in the consumption of excess food 46 . A second reason for maintaining an external orientation is to
allow people knowledge of who is approaching one's domiciliary space. If some severe restraint or
avoidance relationship is in place, both individuals may take evasive action 47 .
Heppell and Wigley48 identify an underlying value that inhibits internally-oriented behaviour: '[a]ccording to
traditional values, any person or family which conducted most of its affairs in private had something to hide
and therefore was regarded as being up to no good.'
Designing for exterior visual surveillance
Aboriginal people value highly their ability to
maintain surveillance of their social and
natural

environments.

This

includes

monitoring external community activities,
events

LVG

and

conversations,

observing

children playing and participating in long
distance communication, such as with sign
language49 .

v
Figure 7 A prefabricated, transportable
house provided to Aboriginal families in
Wilcannia, New South Wales in 1980,
Note the lack of attention given to external
space, the poor sun-shading, narrow
verandas and the ablulion facilities that
are deeply embedded in the plan-all
negative design attributes, [Source:
Memmott. p, 199~J:213,]

The desirability of maintaining external
surveillance from within the house was one
of the early significant findings of Wigley's
research in Alice Springs 5o . Residents
required that their windows relate to subjects
in the surrounding camp environment, which
were of interest to them, like other related

households and camp entrances. Wigley's architectural successor at Tangentyere Council, Dobkins, later
wrote that he had been able to provide views in three directions from the kitchen and living spaces in most
of his designs 51 . A lack of European furniture, and a preference or tendency to sit and lie on mattresses or
blankets on the floor, also means that conventional sill and balustrade heights are often too high to see over5 2 .
Whilst it is often important to provide some form of privacy to veranda spaces (screens, slats, blinds), people
also wish to have clear views; therefore veranda edges must be designed with the sometimes competing
concerns of surveillance and privacy in mind. The veranda edge also must permit communication with those
walking along pathways and roads, which may involve close-range and distance hand signalling 53 .
Designing for activities in outdoor and semi-enclosed spaces
An externally-oriented lifestyle requires the provision of suitable semi-enclosed or unenclosed peripheral
spaces. A challenging problem is to design such spaces so as to provide maximum protection from
inclement forms of weather under all seasonal conditions. These include cold seasonal and dry-hot seasonal
winds, driving rain and hot sun. Shady summer places are required, as are sunny winter places (especially
for morning use). Places must also be oriented to catch prevailing breezes in humid weather. They should be
three or more metres wide to accommodate small and large seated groups. Ver.andas one or two metres wide
are not practical 54
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People prefer to sleep and sit outside unless this is made too uncomfortable by mosquitoes and rain. If
verandas fail to provide adequate protection under varying climatic conditions, the household is forced to
withdraw to internal rooms. This may create a number of potentially stressful situations especially when one
considers the sometimes poor climatic performance of internal rooms, and the needs of large and complex
household structures. Verandas have to perform a number of seemingly conflicting climatic control
functions-to provide maximum exposure to ventilation in hot-dry and hot-wet times, and to provide
protection from wet weather. However, a balance is achievable with good design.
Veranda spaces must accommodate both the householder and their daytime or overnight visitors. For
example, there may be single gender groups who meet and socialise daily or regularly at a particular house.
It is important to note that some people will sleep on verandas at night-time, whilst other people or
households will not for reasons of safety and privacy 55.
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Figure 8 The floor plan and section of a
house 'designed for Gregory Outstation
in north-west Queensland designed by
Deborah Fisher and Carroll Go-Sam
during 1998. Note the generous veran
das and externally oriented living areas.
[Source: Paul Memmott & Associates,
and Fisher, D., 'Gregory Outstation
Design Development Report', Brisbane:
Prepared for Project Services and the
Bidunggu Aboriginal Corporation, 1998.]
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Conclusion
The rationale of this paper is that architects cannot successfully design housing and plan settlements for
Aboriginal people unless there is an understanding of their everyday behaviour. The customary use of
domiciliary space supports distinct types of household groups and sub-groups, typical diurnal/nocturnal
behaviour patterns suited to different seasonal periods, as well as characteristic socio-spatial structures.
Culturally distinct behaviour includes set forms of approach and departure, external orientation and sensory
communication between domiciles, different concepts of privacy and crowding, sleeping behaviour and
sleeping group composition, cooking and use of hearths, and storage of artefacts and resources. A range
of direct links between customary camp behaviour patterns and contemporary housing design issues have
been demonstrated, some of which will be examined in further detail by other TAKE 2 contributors. However,
there are further culturally distinct aspects that have a bearing on housing design and settlement planning,
and are the subject of ongoing research, such as frequent residential mobility, different values and attitudes
about the possession and sharing of objects, including shelter, and response to the death of a householder5 6 .

Endnotes
1 The material in this paper on customary behaviour comes from the following sources: early explorers and ethnographers
(Sturt, Mathews, Horne and Aiston); anthropologists working from the 1930s to 1960s (Elkin, Tonkinson and Meggitt);
ethnoarchaeologists (Gould, O'Connell, Binford and Denham); and architectural ethnographers working since the eariy
1970s (Memmott, Hamilton, Keys, Heppell and Wigley). The material on housing design application is mainly drawn from
Memmott, P, 'The Development of Aboriginal Housing Standards in Central Australia: The Case Study of Tangentyere
Council' in Judd, B. & Bycroft, P (eds), Evaluating Housing Standards and Performance (Housing Issues 4), Canberra: Royal
Australian Institute of Architects, National Education Division, 1989, pp.115-143 and Memmott, P, Long, S., Fantin, S. &
Eckerman, E., Post-Occupancy Evaluation of Aboriginal Housing in the NT for IHANT: Social Response Component,
Brisbane: Aboriginal Environments Research Centre, University of Old, 2000. The findings in Memmott, et ai, Post
Occupancy Evaluation of Aboriginal Housing in the NT. for IHANT: Social Response Component are based on a survey
sample of household interviews and inspections carried out at Nguiu, Galiwin'ku, Wadeye, Ngukurr, Papunya, Nyirrpi and
an anonymous Central Australia community in early 2000. The 18 social/behavioural design issues documented were those
that were seen in the questionnaire responses most widely and consistently across the sample of communities.
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House Design in Alice Springs Town Camps
Jane Dillon and Mark Sa1lfagle
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This article documents some of the ideas we developed while working, during the 1980s, as architects within
Tangentyere Council: an Aboriginal community council/resource agency based in Alice Springs. Its content is
greatly influenced by the research undertaken by Memmott, and Morel and Ross1 during this period. A fit of
youthful polemics produced a paper by Dillon 2 , which argued that the design of individual houses was often
of less significance than the method used to implement the housing program. We believe much of this is still
relevant, refer later to Barker's paper, but will concentrate here on issues more directly connected with design.
The Alice Springs Context
Tangentyere Council manages the is-odd special purpose leases or town <:;amps located in and around
Alice Springs, and provides support services to the 1200-1800 residents. Most of the people living in the
town camps are traditionally oriented Aboriginal people who view these areas as the only places within Alice
Springs where the continuation of Aboriginal cultural values and customary laws can be fostered.
Working at Tangentyere was intrinsically different from the role that most consultants play in the provision of
Indigenous housing. Its Design Department was part of an integrated community resource organisation and
directly controlled by Aboriginal executives and senior management. Unique among Aboriginal housing
organisations, Tangentyere not only directly employed architects to assist with acquiring additional leases,
community planning, providing essential services and building design, but also constructed and maintained
the houses and provided land management services. It continues to do so.
Tangentyere was interested in modifying and improving houses to suit changes in housing experience,
aspirations and technology. The refinement of designs was undertaken using direct feedback from residents,
community workers and tradespeople, as well as more formal post-occupancy evaluation techniques. The
organisation was also able to commission research and build up a historical overview of housing practice,
which contributed significantly to the resources and information available to housing providers, residents
and designers.
General Design Issues
The philosophy or approach of Tangentyere's Design Department was founded on detailed consultation with
residents to determine their specific needs and aspirations. We encountered important and sometimes
conflicting design considerations, including the need to respect traditional Aboriginal customs and values;
the preference for outdoor living areas; the range and size of domiciliary groups, such as extended and
nuclear families, single women and men, elderly or disabled people to be accommodated; and the effect of
fluctuating visitor populations. Other factors to be considered were the extremes of an arid zone climate
where temperatures ranged from minus 70C to 45C, the durability of finishes and detailing in coping with
high usage levels and unfamiliarity with household technology, social problems, security needs, the desire
for conventional looking houses and restricted budgets. We found that the siting and orientation of a house
was often more important than its plan. The following discussion about design considerations represents a
distillation of what we learnt in Alice Springs' town camps.
Outdoor Spaces
Aboriginal people in Central Australia tend to
live around their houses rather than in them.
This allows them to: maintain close contact
with activities occurring throughout the
camp, benefit from breeze and sun, use
traditional campfire cooking methods, gather
informally in large groups, supervise playing
Figure 1 A photograph of an Alice Springs town camp
under development in 1987, showing both steel sheds
and a conventional 110use (background left). [Source:
AERC, University of Queensland. Photographer: J.
Ricketson.]

children, engage in activities such as painting or carving, sleep in comfort under a shade structure or next
to a fire and accommodate visitors. Consequently, we found that the design of the building perimeter and
the adjoining yard areas is vital to the successful functioning of a house. As climatic and social needs can
vary significantly, a range of spaces are required that include:
•

Verandas with a solid floor raised above the surrounding earth for painting and other activities that
need to minimise dust-the shape of the veranda is important, being wide rather than long to
accommodate group activities;
Sheltered but sunny places for use during cold weather;

•

Solid windbreak walls high enough to provide shelter without impeding the vision of a person

•

Areas with earth floors shaded by roofs or vines-considered by some people more comfortable

seated on the ground (also useful as seating or storage);
to sleep or sit on (we used deciduous vines on eastern and western walls to provide summer
shade and winter sunlight);
•

Freestanding shade structures with shade cloth or traditional thatched roofs (often located away
from the house to provide more privacy when visitors are staying);

•

Semi-enclosed sleep-outs, which provide summer accommodation or act as an overflow space
for visitors, with low walls to encourage breezes and screens for security and insect control
(canvas blinds were sometimes added for additional weather proofing).

The landscaping of the yard is critical for both health and social reasons. Planting can be used to reduce
dust and provide fresh, nutritious food. Trees providing shade, windbreaks, fruit and firewood were popular
additions to yards as they provided a focus for outdoor activities and could act as a buffer between different
social groups. Fencing is significant in defining the extent of individual house yards and differentiating areas
within them. Large rocks can be used to restrict car access in order to protect planting and prevent damage
to absorption trenches.
Size and Type of Household
Most of the Tangentyere houses accommodated a large number of permanent residents as well as a
fluctuating number of short- and long-term visitors. The composition of households varied and ranged
between conventional nuclear families, usually with several children; extended families with multiple
generations; husbands with multiple wives; groups of single men or women of several generations; and, very
infrequently, single people or couples.
In response to such high occupant numbers, a house's design should provide spaces of adequate size
and variety to allow groups or individuals within the household to maintain privacy and securely store
valuable possessions. In most houses the use of space is not differentiated to the same extent as in
conventional Western housing; people sleep in living rooms and kitchens, and use bedrooms for eating
and recreation as well as sleeping. A room designated as a bedroom may need to be large enough to
accommodate two to three adults and several children. Aboriginal perceptions of crowding are not
necessarily related to density but rather the relationships between people. Providing extra rooms will not
automatically lower the density per room, instead it may allow for the accommodation of additional
family members 3 .
Sufficient service areas must be provided to cope with the number of people needing to cook, wash and
use bathroom facilities. Separating toilets and showers allows them to be used by more than one person at
a time. Additional bathroom facilities located for convenient use by visitors camping outside can reduce
stress for permanent household members. Locating bathrooms on the perimeter of the house rather than
internally, means that sewer blockages do not have to make the whole house uninhabitable. While detached
bathrooms may offer several advantages, such as easy access for visitors and removal of potential
contamination problems from the main house, they are often unpopular with residents for a variety of
reasons that include lack of security, inclement weather and fear of malevolent spirits at night.
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Although cooking is often done outside at fires, kitchens can still be used very intensively when meals are
prepared throughout the day by different household groups. Stoves, taps and bench-tops all need to be
durable to withstand these loads. Steel frames with stainless steel or compressed fibre-cement bench-tops
are more expensive initially but can prove cost-effective over time. The success of attempts to provide fixed
outdoor cooking facilities has been mixed. Generally, less formal individual cooking fires located to suit
specific weather conditions and social activities are more popular because of their flexibility; these are
frequently sheltered by shade structures and windbreaks. Easy access to raised storage and water can
provide significant improvements in cooking hygiene.
Most households have dogs, so secure storage for food that is above ground or in a closed pantry is
essential. Many households also request that the lockable pantry space is properly ventilated and large
enough to fit a refrigerator. Lockable cupboards are also useful in each bedroom. They can provide security
for guns, electrical goods and food, rather than store more conventional clothing items. External storage for
tools and firewood can be located on verandas; locks on these cupboards are also greatly appreciated.
Climatic Design
For half the year Central Australia is extremely hot and mostly dry, although torrential rain can fall with little
warning and cause severe, localised flooding. In the relatively short winter, days may be pleasantly warm, or
cold and overcast with persistent cold winds. Night-time temperature can drop well below zero.
J. VBI'IJ.ndah

We found that the standard Western

2. BedrolYlYl

housing provided, had used a combination
of light and heavyweight construction, and
deep surrounding verandas, to deal with
these climatic extremes. In the hot season a
house's heavyweight construction kept it
relatively cool during the day but made it
retain heat at night, therefore lightweight
sleep-out areas 4 were more comfortable. In
winter the deep verandas allowed little
direct sunlight to penetrate and warm the
house, and interior spaces had to be heated
with wood burning stoves or open fires.

Figure 2 An example of a concrete block house provided by Tangentyere
Council and designed by Dillon and Savage for Alice Springs town camps
between 1984-86. The design is characterised by extensive veranda and
sleep-out areas for external activities and visitor accommodation, pot belly
stoves for winter heating, lockable storage cupboards, a refrigerator inside a
lockable pantry, pergolas with deciduous vines. abiution rooms separable in
case of effluent blockages, and security grilles. The 1987 photograph
illustrates the kind of use to which an ex1ernal liVing area was put.
[Photograpller: P. Memmott. Source: AERC, Universrty of Queensland.]

In arid zones in other parts of the world, housing tends to be built of heavyweight materials. There are often
thick, earth walls with minimal openings, and internal courtyards and roof terraces that are used at night
when the temperature cools. Some designers have achieved limited success in their efforts to adapt this
model to Aboriginal housing. The layout and structures of a traditional Aboriginal camp would alter to
accommodate social, personal and seasonal variations. Because structures were lightweight and
impermanent, they did not inhibit the ability-so crucial to maintaining social harmony-of occupants to see
and hear what was going on in the camp. The internalised design and opacity of much arid-zone housing
severely limits widely ranging visual or aural communication.
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Our Tangentyere houses attempted to moderate the extremes of climate while also allowit:lg the residents to
maintain visual and aural surveillance of the surrounding area. This was achieved through passive methods
such as appropriate orientation of the houses, large north-facing windows, and a range of shading options
including verandas and pergolas with deciduous vines that allowed winter sun penetration and kept the
house relatively cool in summer. Active climate control methods included ceilings high enough to allow safe
installation of ceiling fans and winter heating with slow combustion stoves. Windows and highlights were
located to provide natural cross-ventilation and additional observation points.
Generally the houses were constructed with concrete floors and concrete block walls. The use of
conventional building materials and techniques reduced construction costs and minimised problems with
difficult and unfamiliar detailing. In houses that were appropriately oriented and shaded, the need for artificial
heating and cooling mechanisms was reduced by solar access and the building's thermal mass. The large
diurnal temperature range and careful design allowed the houses to cool down at night, even in mid
summer; though in extreme heat many residents still preferred to sleep outside, on verandas or sleep-outs.
Appearance of Houses
We find many people are surprised at the conventional appearance of most of the town camp housing,
usually anticipating that detailed consultation with Aboriginal clients will produce designs with an innovative
look. Most of the Aboriginal families living in the camps have limited experience with different housing types.
Often they have only seen houses in Central Australia where the majority are of masonry or fibrous cement
construction and have pitched steel roofs. Many of these are poorly designed or oriented but superficially
attractive, because they are kept artificially cool and well maintained with established gardens.
Generally Central Australian Aboriginal people request that their houses look like standard Western housing.
They make a reasonable assumption that if this is the preferred housing for non-Indigenous people then
alternatives may be inferior. Rarely do town campers feel the need to use the appearance of their houses to
make a statement about Aboriginal identity; this may be because traditional culture is still vibrant and
Western buildings are seen as having little relevance to its continuance. Many residents move frequently
between the town and bush, town camps, and houses. An individual house may have little significance to
its residents other than as a place to seek shelter, security and useful services.
While houses are not used to define

Figure 3 A further example of a concrete block house
provided by Tangentyere Council and designed by Dillon and
Savage for Alice Springs town camps between 1984-86.
[Source: Photographer: J. Ricketson. Source: AERC, University
of Queensland.]

status to the same degree as is
common in Western society, many
Aboriginal people are aware of the
role they play in indicating social
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Aboriginal residents soon realise
their disadvantages and move to
more traditional shelters. If Western

style housing does not provide significant benefits, it will be
abandoned for alternatives that do provide irnproved
ternperature control and better visibility, and require less
rnaintenance, but do not require rnajor financial outlays.
When houses were painted during construction and ren
ovation, residents were always consulted about colours.
The responses we received varied. Sorne people choose
dark browns assuming that they would be easy to keep clean, others chose a palette of colours closely
reflecting the ochres used in traditional sand paintings. However, mostly bright clear colours were picked,
which led sorneone to remark that the houses looked like a group of rainbow finches.
Household Technology and Detailing Issues
In Central Australia, most electricity is diesel generated at great expense. Natural gas is sometimes piped to
distant locations, but is generally available only in gas bottles. Sewerage systems cause endless problems,
often due to poor construction but sometimes due to the way that they are used. Water is obtained from
underground aquifers, its quality being variable. Often it is extremely poor and contains high levels of salts.
Ideally an appropriately designed house would provide for greater flexibility. It would adapt to the number of
full-time residents and smaller social groups within the house, as well as to fluctuating numbers of visitors
and varying climatic conditions. A tension exists between such flexibility and the need to provide a robust
dwelling that can cope with large numbers of people, limited maintenance budgets and the occupants' lack
of familiarity with household technology. Often it is most effective to provide a range of spaces that can be
used in various ways, rather than to expect that movable parts will be tough and flexible enough to provide
the degree of adjustrnent required.
Most houses have solar hot-water systems, which utilise the long hours of daylight and rnake significant
energy savings. These systems need to be carefully selected and installed. Pipes can freeze in winter and
poor quality water can block pipes over time. Closed circuit collectors using specially developed fluid have
proved effective. Pressure relief valves need to be located in sheltered areas beneath the eaves so that they
do not freeze and burst. As water can become extremely hot during surnmer, for added safety it can be
temperature delimited. Toughened glass panels or mesh screens can be used to help protect the roof-top
collectors from damage.
Septic absorption trenches need to be located where they will not be driven over, as the soil becornes
compacted and the drains do not work effectively. Large stones or landscaped areas can be used to control
vehicle access. Specifying large pipes for lines running to and frorn the tanks can help reduce blockages.
Solid core doors and good quality locks on internal and external doors are cost-effective in the long-term as
they reduce maintenance costs. If sliding doors are used, they should be hung from their tops on heavy
duty tracks-floor-mounted tracks can fill with sand and dust. Security is an important issue for many
residents so rnetal screens on windows can be installed to prevent unwanted entry. These will hinder the
ease with which windows can be escaped through during a fire, unless the screens are of a type that can
be easily pushed open. Occasionally residents asked for only one external door to be installed to improve
security, but for safety reasons this was generally refused.
Diurnal ternperature can vary by about 20C. Insulating houses, particularly their roofs and ceiling spaces,
can help reduce the effect of this. Verandas with unlined steel roofing can become very hot, so the
installation of sisalation and soffit linings is worth considering. Bulk insulation products, such as mineral
wool, should be used over internal areas to reduce heat gain in sumrner and heat loss in winter. Even town
blocks in Alice Springs are not connected to piped stormwater systems so gutters are not usually installed.
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However, heavy rain falling on roofed areas can drench the
surrounding ground. One solution is to put lengths of guttering in
strategic locations and ensure that the ground to which the water is
directed is protected from erosion with suitable gravel drains.
Floors can be finished with relatively durable surfaces such as smooth
concrete or vinyl tiles. As most households have limited cleaning
products and tools, a preferred method for cleaning floors is to hose
out the rooms. Unless the room opens directly onto an outdoor area,
a drain has to be provided in the floor, which is protected from vermin
entry by a frog flap on the external wall.
Conclusion
Figure 4 Wood stoves custom-made for
Alice Springs town camps and Central
Australian outstations by Tangentyere
Council in the late 1980s. [Photographer:
P. Memmott. Source: AERC, University of
Queensland.]

Designing housing for traditionally oriented Aboriginal people requires
an understanding of how they use their environment in and around
their dwellings. Complex, sometimes conflicting, cultural, behavioural
and climatic factors need to be considered. Western-style houses
need to be flexible and robust enough to accommodate extended
family groups and fluctuating populations of visitors without causing
undue stress. Housing aspirations continually change as more houses
become available and residents gain greater experience, so well
designed houses should be adaptable to future needs.

Endnotes

1 Memmott, P., 'Aboriginal Housing, State of the Art (or non-State of the Art)', Shelter: National Housing
Action, 5, (July 1988): pp.36-45; Memmott, P., 'Aboriginal Housing, State of the Art (or non-State of the Art)',
Architecture Australia, (June 1988): pp.34-47; Memmott, P., 'The Development of Aboriginal Housing
Standards in Central Australia: The Case Study of Tangentyere Council' in Judd, B. & Bycroft, P. (eds),
Evaluating Housing Standards and Performance (Housing Issues 4), Canberra: Royal Australian Institute of
Architects, National Education Division, 1989, pp.115-143; and Morel, P. & Ross, H., Housing Design
Assessment for Bush Communities, Alice Springs: Tangentyere Council, NT Department of Lands, Housing
and Local Government, 1993.
2 Dillon, J., 'Section 3.9: Aboriginal Housing: Process Not Product', in Foran, B. & Walker, B. (eds), Science
and Technology for Aboriginal Development, Melbourne: C.S.I.R.O., 1986. pp.166-168.
3 Also see Memmott's TAKE 2 paper on this.
4 The Tangentyere sleep-out, as developed by its architects in the 1980s, comprised a 650--800 millimetre

high base wall made of blockwork (with weepholes) surmounted by timber or steel framing between which
insect screening was stretched. The wall's height was sufficient for a person on a low bed to receive relief,
in humid conditions, via breezes. It would also provide security and insect protection. The walls of the sleep
out would be protected in extreme weather with roll-down canvas blinds. (Memmott, 'The Development of
Aboriginal Housing Standards in Central Australia', p.135.)
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Designing for the Northern Tropics
(or how to avoid mango madness)
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Many of us who live in tropical Australia love the dramatic annual cycle of wet and dry weather. The wet is
a time of intense heat, high humidity and torrential rain. Plants, birds and insects thrive; people and animals
wilt. After the wet the floodwaters recede and we receive a brief reprieve as the weather cools. But the heat
returns and the night skies crackle with electrical storms, hinting of rain that does not come. Mango
madness sets in.
These weather patterns place huge demands on houses, which must offer relief from the heat, and shelter
from rain and wind, while also withstanding attack by rust, rot and termites. This paper suggests some
design strategies for responding to these demands. However, our houses are not merely physical shelters,
they must also meet the needs of our families as determined by our cultural traditions, social patterns and
personal preferences; and {his is no less true for Indigenous families living in tropical Australia.
Tackling Temperature
During tropical summers there is minimal diurnal variation in temperature, so houses have few opportunities
to cool down. The challenge is to keep the house as cool as possible using passive design rather than
artificial cooling mechanisms.
Walls and Floors
Traditionally, tropical houses in northern Australia were built of lightweight materials, particularly timber and
steel. These materials have low thermal mass and respond quickly to small changes in ambient air
temperature, such as cool breezes and slightly lower night temperatures. Lightweight materials are even
more effective if lined with sisalation to reflect heat, and they may benefit from insulation if exposed to direct
sun for prolonged times.
In many remote communities, concrete slab floors and concrete masonry are preferred due to their high
durability. The disadvantage of using concrete is that it has a high thermal mass: daytime heat gains are
stored in the walls and floors and are released into the house at night, negating any benefit from cool breezes
or lower temperatures 1. These heat loads can be minimised through design by shading the walls from direct
sun with verandas, roof overhangs, plants and external screens or louvres. Generating a flow of slightly
cooler air across the walls-such as that cooled by a shady garden-can also help to remove excess heat.
Although verandas are an easy way to shade walls and create outdoor liVing spaces, they can make indoor
spaces very dark, causing high power bills and damp mouldy rooms. A solution is to site verandas on more
exposed walls, in combination with eaves on the north and south that shade walls from summer sun yet
admit daylight in winter. Clerestory windows can also be a good option for admitting daylight.
Cross-Ventilation
In the tropics, air movement, such as that created by a fan, makes people feel cooler. Houses that
encourage natural ventilation and harness natural convection processes associated with rising hot air
will feel cooler due to the constant movement of air through the building. For example, ceiling and roof
vents, and operable high-level windows will draw hot air from the house, causing cooler air to enter
through open windows and doors. Orienting lower windows towards the prevailing breeze will improve
the efficacy of this approach. It is also important that rooms have windows on at least two walls, or a
window and a ceiling vent.
For cross-ventilation to be effective, the house needs to be as open as possible. If window or door systems
are poorly chosen or positioned, residents may keep them closed due to concerns about security, privacy
or insects, or simply because a hinge has failed. Door and window selections need to take into account:
durability, particularly in humid, dusty or corrosive environments; protection against rain, awnings,
casements and louvres can be angled against rain; and the ability to capture breeze, casements and
awnings can funnel non-direct breezes.
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Ideas for further consideration include:
Use of obscure glazing or solid louvres at lower levels where privacy is critical, combined with
clear materials above eye height to admit light;
•
•

Windows for airflow close to floor level where people may be sitting or sleeping;
High level openings opposite the prevailing breeze to exhaust hot air and establish convection currents;
Some fixed ventilation-if the cyclone regime and winter temperatures permit-to ensure air
movement even when the house is closed up;

•

Security and insect screens to all openings, allowing doors and windows to be left open without
compromising security.

The Roof
A critical strategy for reducing heat gain in houses and encouraging convection currents is to design a big
roof that will provide maximum shade to walls in summer, shelter openings from rain, and allow window to
be left open for ventilation. Ideally the roof will have a pitch of at least 15 degrees; higher pitches create more
ceiling space to buffer the living areas from built-up heat under the roof2 . It will have low thermal mass and
high reflectivity to prevent heat storage-ideally it will be light in colour and lined with sisalation. Insulation
can also assist in reducing heat load on the roof, particularly if installed directly under it. However, a high
pitched, well-ventilated roof space may be just as effective.
Mechanical or fixed roof ventilation devices, such as ridge, gable and eave vents, reduce heat loads by
allowing hot air in the roof space to escape. Ceiling vents can also be used with roof vents to encourage
ventilation through the house, as discussed previously. When using mechanical vents in coastal areas it will
be necessary to select a system that is suited to high winds and a highly corrosive environment.
I'

Verandas and Outdoor Living Spaces
A good tropical house incorporates outdoor living spaces that offer both a shady retreat from the heat of the
day and a place to enjoy the evening breezes. A solution is to include at least one outdoor living space in a
house and its yard, such as a veranda, deck, 'bough shelter' or shady tree. The value of allocating some of
the bUdget to landscaping cannot be underestimated. Big trees often create favourite outdoor spaces, and
a well-planted garden is one of the most effective ways to shade walls and create a cooler microclimate
around the house.
The inclusion of cooking facilities, such as a BBQ or fire pit and a sink or tub, will provide a welcome
alternative to cooking inside on very hot days and nights. When siting outdoor living spaces take into
account cooling breezes in summer and protection from hot sun, driving rain or cold winds.
Regional Differences and Extremes
Throughout the tropics there is substantial regional variation in climate. For each project it is essential that
the local microclimate be profiled, inclUding summer and winter rainfalls, seasonal and diurnal temperature
ranges, storm threats, prevailing seasonal breezes and climatic impacts on site access.
Tropical winters can get cold; the inland tropics in particular can experience freezing temperatures at night
and persistent cold, dry winds during the day. In these locations, temperate design strategies, such as the
use of thermal mass to capture warmth from the winter sun, will be useful. However, these should not
compromise wet season performance.
Confronting the Extremes
Tropical housing must shelter residents from extreme events such as floods and cyclones in the wet season,
and fires, dust and electrical storms in the dry. Determine the risks of these events with the community and
ensure houses can respond appropriately. Some suggestions are made below, but the needs of every
community will vary.
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Flooding and Inundation
Some remote tropical communities and outstations are subject to flooding. In these situations there may be
mandatory requirements to construct floor levels above one-in-1 00 year flood levels and to design footings
and substructure to withstand flood conditions. Other strategies include providing adequate above-ground
storage, using water resistant floor coverings and fittings at lower levels, avoiding in-ground waste water
systems and securing rainwater tanks, gas bottles and other heavy components.
Even houses not directly subject to flooding may suffer local inundation during heavy storms. Where gutters
are used they need to be large enough and have sufficient downpipe capacity to cope with water flow from
the roof. If gutters are not used, edge treatments, such as gravel drains, will be required directly under the
drip line at the edge of the roofing sheet, and further away where water spills off the roof in downpours. Yards
need to be shaped and drained to direct stormwater flow away from the house: either capturing it in swales
for the benefit of the garden or directing it to stormwater drains, natural drains or creeks.
Cyclones and Storms
In order to respond to cyclonic wind conditions, confirm the extent of the threat, the relevant code rating and
whether the community and residents have particular requirements for cyclonic design. These can include
cyclone shutters for openings; a reinforced cyclone shelter in the house; weatherproof storage; emergency
lighting; and use of gas stoves, solar hot-water and/or rainwater tanks in the event that town services are lost.
Other weather conditions that may require a design response are:
•

Dust storms 

houses need to be completely sealed against the storm;

Electrical storms 
•

Fires 

ensure the house is well earthed, and manage fire sources in the yard;

refer to Bush Fire Design Codes if working in fire prone areas.

Combating the Nasties
During the wet, intense rain combines with the tropical heat to create nature's hothouse in which life thrives,
including mould, mosquitoes, termites, cockroaches, ants, rust and rot. These tropical nasties can play
havoc with buildings. It is important to confirm the extent of these problems during the design stage and
incorporate appropriate design responses.
Mould
Mould blooms in the wet season, particularly in warm and damp areas such as kitchens and bathrooms. It
can be controlled with adequate natural light and ventilation, for example, if it is likely that bathroom windows
will be kept closed for privacy, consider using windows or fixed ventilation above eye level. Other tips include
mould retardant additives for all paints, stains and clear finishes, and vents in doors, floor, ceiling and shelves
for cross-flows. Mould loves silicone, rubber, grout and other sealants and will cause these materials to
perish, a solution is the use of mould resistant alternatives.
Mosquitoes
Mozzies carry several significant diseases, some of which can be fatal. The design of houses and
communities can reduce mosquito breeding with effective stormwater drains, screening of waste water
systems and rainwater tanks, and control of livestock. In many tropical communities it will be necessary to
provide insect screens to houses. It is possible to investigate the different options for screens, and to try to
use screens that are as durable as possible.
Termites
Steel frames are usually the better structural option in northern Australia where termites are so voracious
they will eat car tyres. For other building components, termites can be managed through appropriate
treatment and detailing. The costs of chemical treatment under slabs can be prohibitive in some remote
settings and the chemicals can leach out in extreme wet conditions. Alternatives include mechanical
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separation-for example, suspended floor on steel sub-floor structure and physical barriers such as
stainless steel mesh or composite membranes.
Where timber is used in houses it must be treated to Australian Standard 1604. Because termites and rot
are attracted to wet timbers, careful detailing is needed to waterproof wet areas and protect weather
exposed walls. Treat wall frames in these areas as though they are external; specify minimum Class 2
hardwoods or H3 treated softwoods and ensure end grains and hidden faces are sealed prior to installation.
Use of paths or gravel beds around houses can assist in keeping walls dry and ensure easy inspection for
termite tracks.
Cockroaches
Cockroaches love dark, damp, warm places and are found in kitchens and cupboards throughout the
tropics. Although difficult to eliminate, cockroaches can be reduced by:
•

avoiding the use of particleboard, polystyrene or similar products that cockroaches can lay eggs in;

•

ensuring cupboards and bench-tops have few nooks and crannies where cockies can breed, par
ticularly around sinks, tubs and basins;

•

raising cabinets off the floor by at least 400millimetres;

•

using mesh shelving (cockies cannot walk on mesh);

•

using mesh or vents in doors to admit light;

•

eliminating narrow gaps and unsealed holes (tubular steel framing needs to have all ends sealed).

Cockies also love living in stud wall frames, as do rats. They can move through gaps around windows and
at the base of external cladding if there is no skirt. The detailing of wall junctions and openings is critical for
preventing this.
Ants
Most ants are simply an annoyance, however some like to eat the insulation on wiring. This can cause
electrical fires and shocks. To reduce this risk, take steps to keep vegetation away from buildings and
ensure electrical fittings are well sealed. Consider using conduit for wiring. Provide safety switches on
all power and light circuits and undertake regular safety checks. Pest control will also help. Some ants
also eat silicone, which can lead to water penetration problems. Minimise the use of silicone, and find
alternative sealants.
Rust
The selection and detailing of structure, framing, connections, fixings, claddings and hardware must take
into account the propensity of the product or material to rust, which can be established by inspecting
existing buildings. In coastal communities, thin galvanised steel products such as framing anchors, bracing
straps and cold-folded steel sections will fail in a few years. Even hot dipped galvinised steel is not immune.
The delivery of materials by barge further increases the risk of rust. Consider stainless steel and aluminium
fixings and hardware, and avoid mild, chromed, and cold-folded steel and framing anchors. Check that the
specified roofing screws will not rust out the roofing! In extreme cases, use aluminium or stainless steel
roofing systems. Also ensure that steel to be encased in concrete is free of rust, otherwise it can cause
significant deterioration of the concrete. Other rust-vulnerable elements include light fittings, fans, hot-water
units, handrails and appliances. Investigate alternative products constructed of aluminium, stainless steel,
timber or UV stabilised plastics.
Life's simple pleasures...
Northern tropical Indigenous communities are often heavily reliant on fishing because they are located on
the coast or near rivers. Tenants may appreciate secure storage facilities outside the house for fishing gear
and boat fuel. These storage spaces will make living areas safer for children, and can be used to secure
loose items in the event of a cyclone.
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Table: Health Hardware in the Tropics

IE

•

Electrical problems can mUltiply in the tropics. Ensure all electrical instal

lations are fitted with adequate safety switches and earth leakage devices.
Consider using weatherproof fittings on verandas, in bathrooms, even

r~

throughout the house in extreme conditions.

E

steel hose for the connections.

R
G
V

• Secure gas bottles against high winds and/or flood waters and use stainless
•

Consider solar hot-water units, which have little or no operational costs for

tenants and supply hot-water when there is no power.
• Smoke detectors can be subject to a high rate of false alarms due to insects
and high humidity. Investigate different types of systems, such as optic or heat
detection, also different options to mount systems to make them more insect
and gecko proof.
• In some tropical communities water quality is poor or unreliable. Consider
options to provide a secure potable water supply for houses, such as a

W

rainwater tank. If using tanks, specify fittings that prevent contamination and
insect breeding, and discuss options for ongoing maintenance with the

A

community.

T

these conditions specify polyethylene or polyester pipe work and stainless steel

E

breech pieces.

R

water, and the outside by corrosion. Several manufacturers make systems using

•

•

Aggressive water will destroy copper and brass plumbing components. In

Hot-water systems may be subject to attack from the inside, by aggressive

stainless steel and aluminium that are worth considering, particularly if the
system is externally mounted.

WW

I-

•

Safe disposal of waste water is an issue where there is inundation or a high

water table. Consider sand mounds instead of sub-surface effluent trenches,

AA

composting toilets or package treatment systems.

ST

inputs, such as power, chemicals, servicing and parts, can be guaranteed.

TE
ER

inlets are well clear of the ground, so that stormwater cannot enter the system.

I

• When choosing a system it is critical to determine whether essential external
• For all drainage systems, ensure that inspection openings, pumps and other
Consider fitting one-way flaps to the inlet of septic tanks, so groundwater
cannot flow back into the septic tank.

-------'------------------------

Appropriate strategies for dealing with climatic conditions represent another essential layer of information
that must inform the design of houses for Indigenous communities. Personal and cultural needs will
sometimes conflict with responses to the physical environment; at such times the design consultant has a
responsibility to synthesise these constraints to create an appropriate and enduring home in consultation
with the client.

Endnotes
1 We have monitored masonry houses that did not get cooler than 30e over a 24-hour period.
2 Take into account whether the houses are being built and/or maintained by community members without much experience
working on roofs. If so, a roof pitch of greater than 20 degrees may be unsafe.
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Housing for Health, or Designing to Get Water In and Shit Out
Paul Pholeros
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The design process for a house is often founded on a preliminary assumption that basic services such as
running water, power and waste will be connected and operational. Other common design preconceptions
concern those who will use the house, for example, the number of people who will be occupying it and the
ability of each household to afford to run and maintain it. Wealth tends to ensure that the basics are achieved
and certain preconceptions satisfied-essentially that the house functions. To help maintain the health of
residents, certain key elements must be present in a house, including a safe electrical system, a working
water supply and mechanisms for safe waste water disposal. A healthy living environment is particularly
important for younger children under five years of age.
However, the houses of many Indigenous Australians in rural and remote areas do not deliver these basic
services 1. The projects discussed below show that it is possible, and of the highest priority, to immediately
improve the living situation of these people. The suggested steps may appear minor to those who are
reading this in relative comfort but a well-targeted bUdget can provide safe working lights, a functioning
shower with enough hot water for a family of 12, and working drains and toilet. These will be seen by many
Indigenous people as major improvements. While these works are being carried out, the types of, and
reasons for, housing failure can be recorded. Such details can then provide the basis of the design brief used
by those skilled and creative design practitioners working in all aspects of the living environment. Rather
than working from false givens and preconceptions this brief should really emerge from an examination of
existing 'Indigenous housing.
Background to Housing for Health and Fixing Houses for Better Health projects
What started in the mid-1980s as a small environmental and public health review in Central Australia2 , has
gradually grown throughout many states and is now a national program that aims to make urgent safety and
health hardware 3 repairs to existing housing and surrounding living areas. 4
The Housing for Health and Fixing Houses for Better Health projects have the following key concerns:
1.
2.

To bring about immediate change, ensuring that on the first day of every project, fix work commences;
To prioritise all work on the basis of maximum health gain (healthy living practices or HLPs are
explained in more detail below);

3.

To use defined, standard, and repeatable tests for a house and its components; to collect accu
rate, detailed data in order to ensure that small-scale immediate improvement goes hand-in-hand
with careful documentation of longer-term needs and basic housing faults5 ;

4.

To employ local Indigenous people on every project, ensuring that some local people receive on

5.

To employ licensed tradespersons to carry out more extensive fix work within 24 hours of the

6.

To use the data generated by projects to expose building and product faults, and to help define

the-job tools training about how to test and do minor fix work on their houses;
project's commencement;
the principles essential for producing better designs and specifications.
These projects have not involved the building of new houses, or even major upgrade works, they have
focused on assessing and fixing the health hardware in existing houses and living areas, which are
necessary for families to maintain healthy living practices. These give an indication of what a house provides
for its occupants. When healthy living practices can be conducted in a house, it fully functions and becomes
successful housing. Each healthy living practice delineated here has been thoroughly researched over 18
years, giving the Healthabitat team detailed information about the likely health benefits of implementing a
particular improvement. An example of a critical healthy living practice (CHLP) is the washing of children and
adults, and the following discussion will use this CHLP to demonstrate how this process operates.
Designing to wash a child
The simple draWing over keeps the focus on washing the child not on the necessary water supply (town,
rain, bore or river water), the tanks, pumps, hot-water systems, taps, spouts, tubs, plugs or even the soap,
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shampoo, towel and clean clothes-all of which are needed.
Additionally, many skills are required to achieve this CHLP
including engineering, plumbing, electrical, geological, industrial
and architectural design, building, and store managing. Most
importantly, they must all be working in collaboration to achieve
the desired result.
Washing children and adults
Why is washing so important? Diarrhoeal and respiratory
diseases are the major cause of morbidity amongst Aboriginal
children and also play a major role in the malnutrition often
experienced during their first three years of life. The main route
by which diarrhoeal disease is transmitted is faecal-oral. Washing children can reduce its prevalence and
therefore the likelihood of it spreading. Also, in Central Australia, hospital admission rates for X-ray proven
pneumonia were 80 times greater for Aboriginal children than for non-Abonginal children. Chronic nasal
discharge and middle-ear disease are common; in some regions of Australia up to 80 per cent of Aboriginal
children may have hearing loss that is related to middle-ear disease.
Skin infection is another of the most common problems experienced by Aboriginal children. It is the cause
of chronic illness and discomfort. Persistent scabies infections can lead to an increased risk of infection from
other bacteria, especially group A streptococci, which is associated with impetigo. Constant skin infections
can predispose sufferers to developing kidney disease, which in adulthood can be fatal or cause chronic
disability requiring lifelong medical care. Many other childhood infections also contribute to this condition.
Streptococcal skin infections may also cause the later development of rheumatic fever and heart disease.
The most important step in preventing these skin infections is regUlar washing.
There are high rates of trachoma and bacterial eye infections in Aboriginal children. Trachoma is known to
be associated with poverty and poor living conditions. Other infectious conditions such as bacterial
conjunctivitis can be transmitted via secretions. Some studies have shown a reduction in the prevalence of
eye infections with regular face washing.
The healthy living practices (HLPs) defined through Healthabitat's previous work have been prioritised so
that limited funds are expended on those parts of the living environment most important for health. They
address the risk factors contributing to the situation outlined above and are:
1.

Safety (life-threatening safety issues, especially electrical safety);
Then in order of importance:

2.

Washing children and adults;

3.

Washing clothes and bedding;

4.

Removing waste water safely;

5.

Improving nutrition;

6.

RedUcing crowding;

7.

Reducing harmful contact between animals, insects, vermin and people;

8.

Dust control;

9.

Temperature control;

10.

Reducing trauma or minor injury.6

An essential feature of this work is the specific function tests that have been developed for the health
hardware and services of a house. Such tests allow their performance to be quantified and not just observed
from a distance. To continue the previous example, one way to wash a child is using a shower. A test of this
important device involves the items outlined in Table 1 and Figure 2 opposite.
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Table 1 Shower test procedure and scoring
Tested Item

Test Procedure (item rating)

4.1

Shower water in: hot OK

Leave running for 1 minute and check water flow & pressure OK. (1 = pass, 2= fail)

-

4.2

Shower water in: cold OK

Leave running for 5 minutes and check water flow & pressure OK. (1 = pass, 2= fail)

4.3

Hot water: temp. OK

Run for 1 minute & use thermometer. (1 = temp.> than 44°C 2= temp. < than 45 0c)

4.4

Shower taps: hot OK

Turn on and off at least 3 times check handle secure and no drips. (1 = pass, 2= fail)

4.5

Shower taps: cold OK

Turn on and off at least 3 times check handle secure and no drips. (1 = pass, 2= fail)

4.6

Shower rose OK

Check it is secure and not leaking at the joints and water is flowing OK. (1 = pass, 2= fail)

4.7

Shower drainage OK

Check after cold water has been flowing for at least 5 minutes. (1 = pass, 2= fail)

- 

According to the procedures developed through the projects described
above, if the shower is to be recorded as functioning, all of the above
checks must receive a pass rating. The data in Table 2 give a detailed
picture of the state of health hardware in rural and remote Indigenous
housing in four states between 2000 and 2001? Each item listed was
tested in a similar manner to that described in Table 1 and Figure 2. The
improvements indicated in the table between the first and second
Survey-Fix were achieved with an average budget of $3,500 per house.
During the first Survey-Fix some 792 houses from 21 communities in
four states were tested and repaired. At the subsequent Survey-Fix,
conducted approximately six months after the first, 777 of the original
houses were re-tested and additional repairs were completed if
required. Why were the results from the first Survey-Fix so poor? The
Figure 2 Seven critical hardware performance points for a functioning shower.

1.

most common responses to such negative results, and the ideas
underpinning them, can be categorised as follows :8

Tenant damage: While often put in many ways, the most common explanation offered for the poor
performance of houses is tenant damage, misuse or misunderstanding of how to use the house.
This frees designers and builders of much responsibility as Whatever gets built will be damaged
in much the same way.

2.

The age of the houses: Much Indigenous housing stock is old and the figures simply reflect this fact.
This pushes debate into the '!rena of new housing provision. Combined with the need for new
housing, is usually the need for many more new houses. This often reduces the budget and
specification levels that can be allotted to them. New housing will perform better than old.

3.

Poor design: Inappropriate design has not allowed people to interact with the house properly. It
has not provided for the needs of the users. More and better informed consultation at the design
stage will improve the performance of housing.
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Poor construction: Buildings are built badly and therefore fail. They need to be built of stronger

4.

materials and generally in a more robust fashion.
Poor data: The data does not properly reflect the condition of Indigenous housing. Housing is far

5.

better than this data would indicate. Other state and national data show the better performance
of housing.
It is important to analyse these responses, as the attitudes they reflect often set the housing design, con
struction and maintenance policy agendas in the relevant region and state or territory, as well as nationally.
Tenant damage
A detailed breakdown of the reasons identified by the licensed trades for fix work being required is presented
in Table 3. It is important to note that the majority of all repair works (70 per cent) were impelled by a lack of
routine maintenance and less than three per cent were required because of vandalism, damage, overuse or
misuse. This is particularly important as it reinforces similar data collected by Healthabitat during similar
projects undertaken over the last 17 years and provides further evidence to contradict the popular opinion
that Indigenous housing's main problem is damage caused by tenants.
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required.
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future fix

Plumber: no
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required,
furureftx.

worh:
not
recorded

work
reported, not
recorded

Plumb"r:
Faulty

ro,ported~

Damage

Reason for repair as identified by the licenced trades
Table 3 Plumbing and electrical work items and the reason repair work was required, as identified by the licensed trades. (This table
collates data from reports received from 42 licensed trades, where 13,681 items have been repaired from a total of 18,320 work items
identified.)9

The age of the houses
While much Indigenous housing is old and the figures reflect this fact, there is no clear evidence that new
housing is performing better than old. Table 4 compares the age and overall function of approximately 200
houses in four widely scattered communities from one state. Reducing the cost of new houses to provide
budgets for building more houses, to address real problems of over-crowding, will often reduce the money
spent on key specification items. This leads to a loss of house function. Common reductions are made in
areas such as: little or no insulation; hot-water system, tapware, door and window quality; light fitting
number and quality; less inspections of work; and no yard works or fencing.
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Table 4 Comparing the per·
formance (using the total
critical healthy living practice
score) and the age of houses
in four communities from one
state. (211 houses from four
communities before any fix
work commenced.)10

20
10

o
0·25% poorest

26·49%

50·75%

76..100% best

% total critical healthy living practice scores (the larger the number the greater the
health benefit provided)
:0 1=hOLlse or major upgrade works less than
:02= 2 to 10 years old,(total 41 houses)
:&13= more than ten years (Iotaf 147 houses)

2 years old,
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(total 23 houses)

Poor design
The standard of design and detailed specification does contribute to the poor performance of houses.
However, as outlined above, damage is not the major issue, nor is making the house more robust if it is done
solely to counter vandalism. Robustness of the house's fittings, and hot-water and waste system in
response to overcrowding and aggressive water quality should definitely be considered. Areas needing
better design, and careful specification and detailing include:
•

waste water systems able to cope with large numbers of people;

•

hot-water systems, considering water quality, running costs and house population;

•

bathroom layouts to cope with large numbers of people and floor drainage;
shower roses, considering water quality;
light fittings and energy saving bulbs or tubes;
doors and hardware, particularly locks;
windows and new ways of insect screening;

•

cook tops and ovens;

•

kitchen bench splashbacks;

•

kitchen storage units;

•

solutions to keeping food cool and pest free;
usable yard areas with cooking, sleeping and storage potential;
thermal performance equivalent to sitting outside the house under a tree.

Poor construction
In Table 3 it is important to note the high level of routine maintenance faults that may well have been caused
by poor initial construction. For example, drains with minimal falls are more likely to become blocked by
heavy use. More disturbing is the amount of fix work that is required because original plumbing and electrical
work has been assessed as faulty by licensed trades. Over 2,400 electrical repairs were due to the original
work being installed incorrectly; either the wrong part or component has been fitted or an essential item is
absent from the house. Poor construction coupled with lack of supervision leads to houses that do not
function properly. Improved consultation processes, and levels of design and specification will not produce
better housing unless it can be ensured that those decisions made during the design process are enacted
on the building site.
Poor data
There has been constant criticism leveled at the Fixing Houses for Better Health project data, perhaps
because they tell an unpalatable story about house function. Some typical criticisms have been:
The questions are too hard and no house would pass! The simple test is to examine the questions
in detail. For example, with the shower test, ask yourself which items you would not want in your
house when showering tomorrow morning.
•

The data are collected by Indigenous teams who are untrained. The teams are given training in the
field, first with demonstration boards on which electrical and plumbing fittings can be tested and
fixed. They are supervised in the field by team leaders and the data sheets are checked at various
stages to ensure accuracy. As the majority of the Survey-Fix teams come from the participating
community they quickly see that the marks they make on the form lead directly to a licensed trade
fixing the house and therefore have every reason to ensure accuracy.

•

What use are the data? .... They are too complex. The data are firstly, and most importantly, used
to identify fix work in the house so that immediate change can occur. The example below shows
how data can also be used later in the process to determine bUilding component failures and
foster better design.

An example using the collected data from the above project may make the point clearer. The reader is
referred back to Table 1 and Figure 2 on shower performance.
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National comparison Survey Fix 1 and Survey Fix 2
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Table 5 National comparison of
the 'washing people-shower
working' test done on the houses
assessed during Survey-Fixes 1
and 2. 11

CI at Survey Fix 1 before any fix worll commenced {/(}2 tlOuses)
fl after Survey Fix 2 and all work completed (777 houses)

So how do we improve the design and specification? By using the data obtained around the country we can
examine which parts of the shower are not functioning.
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Critical Healthy Living Practice items
Table 6 National Analysis of Critical Healthy Livin<:] Practices (CHLP), 'Shower working' Practice. (Item performance tested in 792 houses
at Survey-Fix 1 before any fix work completed.)12

Having examined Table 6 above and determined where the highest number of common failures occur, the
folloWing design actions can be taken:
(i)

improve the specification of shower roses;

(ii)

look for more detail about the performance and type of hot-water service specified;

(iii)

improve the hot and cold taps.

If hot-water systems appear to be a major issue, further data is available, which assist in a more detailed
analysis. For example, the following tables have been extracted from the second edition of the National
Indigenous Housing Guide13 published by the Commonwealth Department of Family and Community
Services. It provides further useful analysis on hot-water system performance.
Table 7 Type of hot-water systems available at Survey-Fix 1
% tlOuses

NoJlouses

Total houses

Hot-water system power type: solar

43%

339

784

Hot-water system power type: electric

49%

387

784

Hot-water system power type: gas

6%

48

784

Hot-water system power type: heat pump

1%

4

784

Hot-water system power type: solid fuel

0%

0

784

Hot-water system power type: NO Hot-water system available

1%

6

784
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Table 8 Function of hot-water systems at Survey-Fix 1 before any fix work was commenced.
% functioning OK

No.houses OK

Total houses

Hot-water pressure release/relief valve OK (on ALL systems)

54%

421

784

Hot water per person (>50 litres / person G?nsidered a minimum)

42%

309

740

Temperature OK (>44°C) at time of survey: solar

68%

230

339

Temperature OK (>44°C) at time of survey: electric

79%

306

387

Temperature OK (>44°C) at time of survey: gas

23%

11

48

Temperature OK (>44°C) at time of survey: heat pump

75%

3

4

% NOT OK

No.houses
NOT OK

Temperature warm enough for washing

Temperature stored above required temperature leading
to possible burns and higher power charges)

Total houses

Temperature too hot> 62°C at time of survey: solar

20%

68

339

Temperature too hot> 62°C at time of survey: electric

43%

168

387

Temperature too hot> 62°C at time of survey: gas

6%

3

48

Temperature too hot> 62°C at time of survey: heat pump

0%

0

4

Common faults identified in houses assessed throughout both the Housing for Health and Fixing Houses for
Better Health projects have been documented and forwarded to the National Indigenous Housing Guide.
Conclusion
Design professionals often remark that the various projects undertaken by Healthabitat, including that
described above, are not grand enough and lack a big picture view or major concept. Perhaps the major
concept is to provide housing that supplies the facilities considered by much of the Australian population
and all of the design professions as basic. It is hoped that a clear definition of the day-to-day housing needs
of people actually living in the houses will form the basis for a more sustainable and health providing
architecture.

Endnotes
1 Healthabitat, 'Fixing Houses for Better Health: summary national function data', c,2001. Pholeros is co-director of the firm
Healthabitat, which has been in operation for 17 years, His co-directors are Paul Torzillo and Stephan Rainow,
2 Nganampa et ai, 1987 Report of Uwankara Palyanyku Kanyinljaku: An Environmental and Public Health Review Within the
Anangu Piljanljaljara Lands, 1987, Commonly called the UPK report, In the language of the Pitjantjatjara-some of the people

served by the Nganampa Health Council-uwankara palyanku kanyintjaku translates to-stop people getting sick-hence
UPK.
3 The term health hardware was first used by Dr Fred Hollows to describe all parts of the living environment that provide some
health benefit.
4

Refer to the Memmott and Go-Sam Introduction to TAKE 2 and their discussion of the environmental health paradigm for

more detail on the work of Pholeros and Healthabitat. Following the work conducted for the Nganampa Health Council, further
funds were obtained in 1991 to survey and maintain houses in the Pipalyatjara community, a small Pitjantjatjara settlement in
South Australia, In 1996 the Healthabitat team conducted similar work in Pormpuraaw, a Cape York community. These were
called Housing for Health projects, and furthered the principles set out in the original UPK report, In recent years the team has
been engaged in the large-scale Fixing Houses for Better Health ATSIC-funded project. It has also been responsible for preparing
a nationai Indigenous housing guide (Healthabitat, The National Indigenous Housing Guide: Improving the Living Environment
for Safety, Health and Sustainability, 1999),
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5 Currently 253 checks and tests are carried out on each house. These specific function tests have been developed through
the Housing for Healtl1 and Fixing Houses for Better Health prOjects.
6 These healthy living practices (HLPs) were first defined in 1985 for the UPK enVIronmental health reView completed in Central
Australia. This report featured nine key HLPs that have been constantly updated since. In 1999, Safety---meaning all urgent life
threatening safety issues--was formally added to tile list as the 11ighest priority HLP.
7

Data are from the ATSIC funded Fixing Houses for Better Health (1) project 2000-2002, and include approximately 200

houses each from WA, NT, OLD al1d SA. NSW also participated in the project but final data was not available at the time of
writing. The project involved a cycle of survey and fix work, or what were called Survey-Fixes.
8

These categories represent a compendium of responses encountered over 18 years of conducting surveys on poorly

performing houses for Indigenous people. The sources for such responses have ranged between government offiCials and
tradespeople.
9 Data are from the Fixing Houses for Better Health (1) project 2000-2002.
10 Data are from the F'lxing Houses for Better Health (1) project 2000-2002.
11 Data are from the Fixing Houses for Better Health (1) project 2000-2002.
12 Data are from the Fixing Houses for Better Health (1) prOject 2000-2002.
13 Healthabitat, Tile National Indigenous Housing Guide, 1999
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Housing Design Principles from a Study of Warlpiri Women's Ji/imi
Catherine Keys

Many involved in the provision of housing to Aboriginal people in Australia have argued that their culturally
derived domiciliary practices are not successfully accommodated in European or Western house designs
and settlement plans. These arguments have been made in terms that are often too general and lack the
support of community-specific examples from which architects, designers and social theorists can learn. In
an effort to contribute some detail to this picture, as it pertains to Warlpiri women living in Yuendumu in
Central Australia, this paper will examine some design principles that have been derived from a close
analysis of the social and physical properties of their jilimi, or single women's camps.
First I shall introduce readers to Yuendumu, and discuss my doctoral research undertaken between 1994
and 1999, and its examination and documentation of Warlpiri women's jilimi. Then I will consider the findings
that concern the social and physical properties of jilimi in terms of some design problems involved in
providing women with appropriate housing. This discussion will illustrate the complexity of the culturally
derived domiciliary environments built and used by these single women and the spatial and social properties
associated with them, as well as some of the culturally derived beliefs determining domiciliary behaviour.
Warlpiri People and Yuendumu
Yuendumu, situated 290 kilometres north-west of Alice Springs, is a large Aboriginal settlement whose
population in 1998 numbered approximately 1,000 people. Indigenous people living at Yuendumu belong to
a language group called Warlpiri and occupy the southernmost part of its territory. The settlement was
established in May 1946, when a group of about 150 Warlpiri speaking people were brought by the mission
ary Francis McGarry to a place in the vicinity of the government drilled Rock Hill Bore, where some 200
Warlpiri people were already camped 1. It was intended as a short-term training and assimilation centre for
the area's Aboriginal people, preparing them for 'integration' into European centres like Alice Springs 2 .
Since before the period of contact with non-Indigenous settlers, Warlpiri people have organised their
societies into three distinct domiciliary groups. These are the yupukarra (married or family camps) containing
a man, and his co-wives and children; jilimi (single women's camps) containing women, girls and very young
boys; and jangkayi (single men's camps) containing older
men and/or adolescent men and boys. A person's
residency within, and access to, these very different groups
changed over their lifetime and depended on gender.

Figure 1 Drawing of a domed Warlpiri yujuku (enclosed
structure) (left) and malurnpa (shade structure) (right)
based on a photograph taken near Coniston Station by
Michael Terry in 1928. [Source: Keys 1999, Fig.15. Artist:
C. Keys.]

Pre-contact Warlpiri people used four distinct ethno
architectural structure types to create their living environ
ments; these were the yunta (wind-break), the malurnpa
(bough shade), the yama-puralji (shade tree) and the yujuku
(enclosed shelter) (see Figure 1). Almost all Warlpiri people
liVing in Yuendumu in the 1950s continued to live in self
constructed living environments and abide by the rules of
traditional domiciliary practice. Their camp locations, some
distance from the European housing settlement, facilitated
this level of social independence 3 . However, between the
1950s and 1970s, public concern and the government's policy of assimilation resulted in transitional
housing 4 being built for the Warlpiri. The designs were based on an Anglo-Australian family model consisting
of one man and woman, and two or three children, but were then allocated to Warlpiri married people whose
families consisted of one man and several women, and their children and other relatives. The domiciliary
needs of residential units made up of single men or women were largely ignored because they fell outside
the domiciliary model assumed by government agencies 5 . While the 1980s witnessed various experiments
with different housing types, by the early 1990s Warlpiri women were campaigning for houses designed
specifically for groups of single women. I carried out my research on jilimi in the context of this new potential
housing type.
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Jilimi Occupants
Warlpiri people at Yuendumu continue to live in three distinct domiciliary groupings. I documented 32
examples of jilimi in this settlement and found that '[t]he social relationships between jilimi residents reflect
the complex nature of Warlpiri kinship patterns and social organisation based in Warlpiri religion'5. The
highest proportion of jilimi occupants were aged widows, many choosing to live in groups with more than
three members and some simply pairing off with other widows. A smaller proportion of jilimi were occupied
by women from several generations. Only two camps were found to be the exclusive, primary living
environments for young women and children. Apart from sheltering women after their frequently older
husbands had passed away, the situations precipitating a jilimi's occupation ranged between childbirth and
post-natal recovery, and waiting out a separation from an absent husband. Married women often visited the
jilimi of related women during the day and some co-wives resided there while a husband's other wives lived
with him.
Types of Jilimi and their Properties
I found that spatial arrangements particular to jilimi living environments were created in association with
houses, verandas, yards and sorry camps (mourning camps)?, and included various combinations of the four
main ethno-architectural structure types. A quarter of jilimi were established in and around houses in varying
states of repair that accordingly provided their occupants with a range of highly sought after services, such
as cooking and ablution facilities, and power for household appliances. Veranda and yard areas were
occupied in conjunction with the interior spaces of these

II

Mafurnpa

'1,.

houses, so social activities and sleeping occurred in bed
rooms, on verandas and in self-constructed shelters in the
yard depending on weather conditions, the number of
occupants, and the degree of social tension existing between

I

household members. Aside from core residents, I found that
houses with operational services were heavily utilised by jilimi
guests and visitors.
I distinguished between jilimi that had been established in
houses and their yards, and those located on verandas
where the residents had no access to sleeping rooms inside
WESTEf".t, E:ll::'1AT10N

but could utilise cooking and toilet facilities 8 . This type of
location represented another quarter of the entire number of
single women's camps in Yuendumu. Women living in these

"ASTERN ELEI'.I\TION

spaces built ethno-architecture in the surrounding yard,
structures such as yunta and malurnpa, to extend the choice
they had for areas in which to sleep and socialise (see Figure
2). The smallest category of jilimi location was those camps

Figure 2 A plan. sections and elevations describing a
Warlpiri yunta in a jilimi (women's residence) that was
documented dUI'ing May 1994 in Nyirripi. a settlement
located approximately 350 kilometres west of Alice
Springs. iSource: Keys. 1999. FigA 1. Artist: C. Keys.]

set up in yards associated with either demolished or
abandoned houses. Only during particularly inclement
weather were the associated buildings or remnant structures
used for shelter; for the remainder of time women slept, and

lived in and around their self-constructed built environments. Water and other amenities had to be
accessed elsewhere, at great inconvenience.
The largest numbers of jilimi were found in multi-faceted sorry camps, which were located on the outskirts
of Yuendumu. Occupied on a shifting basis, these mourning camps were distant from housing and had very
limited services. Their populations peaked following a death when large numbers would occupy them. These
people would gradually return to their houses in Yuendumu over a period of weeks or months. As there were
no other forms of shelter available, ethno-architecture was most widely used in these ji/imi settings, the
sparse vegetation of each site necessitating the importation of building materials.
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Externally Oriented Living, Visual Surveillance and Feeling 'Safe'
The ability to visually survey social and environmental conditions was highly valued by Warlpiri women and
carefully considered when they constructed living environments. The essential difference between the living
environments that Yuendumu women constructed themselves in sorry camp settings and the houses
supplied to them was that the former supported a lifestyle with a predominantly external orientation, while
the latter were designed to support an internally focused one. The externally oriented ethno-architecture
associated with jilimi maximised the opportunity for their occupants to conduct visual surveillance of the
surrounding scene.
All

self-constructed

living

environments,

yujuk'J

sleeping area

particularly those in camp settings, had at their
core a central, general activity area. To the east
were placed structures used for night-time living.

yrJlna-puralji ", _

These were the yunta and yujuku and they were

malo,.npa

oriented along a north-south axis providing a low
solid wall to the east. This wall defined the
eastern boundary of a single women's camp and
openings faced west. As one moved from the
solid wall to the general activity area of the camp,

PI. AN

Figure 3 A plan showing the relationship between yujuku. malurnpa and
yama-puralii within a Warlpiri domiciliary space. ISource: Keys, 1999,
Flg.69. Artist: C. Keys.]

space became less personalised. The ethno-architecture used to create daytime living environments, the
malurnpa and the yama-puralji, were located on the western side of the general activity area, served as a
semi-transparent screen to the west, and defined that jilimi boundary (see Figure 3). Access into these
pieces of ethno··architecture was usually from the east, but occasionally from the north and south.
Moving from the eastern general activity area to the sitting area beside the western screen, space became
increasingly personalised. While visual surveillance was unhindered from either the north or south, from the
west and east a series of physical, social and human screens filtered its course. In contrast, the manner in
which houses in Yuendumu had been designed, particularly their internal spaces, hampered women's efforts
to see outside. It was impossible to conduct a visual survey because of solid doors and walls.
Visual surveillance of the sky and ground increased Warlpiri people's sense of security in their environment,
and was vital to their ability to predict or analyse social and climatic conditions. Women told me that they
felt safer when this behaviour was possible. The scale of mainstream Australian domestic architecture, being
so much larger than Warlpiri ethno-architecture, prevents people from readily seeing between, over and
behind houses from a fixed point. The Warlpiri women I interviewed were familiar with a range of house
designs and frequently chose to occupy spaces that did not confine their practice of visual surveillance.
Designs need to take this practice into account and recognise the importance of externally oriented
domiciliary behaviour and living environments. For example, it is valuable to support older women's practice
of sitting on ground or floor planes by designing sill heights accordingly.
I also ascertained from my research in Yuendumu that roof planes and tree branches were the most common
storage places in camp environments. The height at which roofed ethno-architecture structures were built
allowed the regular use of roof planes as storage spaces, while also permitting a standing adult to survey
both the surrounding area and the stored items. A range of storage places for women was generally not
provided in, on or around houses. Further to this, the need to visually monitor storage places that had been
established was not accommodated by the house designs I analysed.
Climatic Considerations
The climate of the area in which Yuendumu is located is characterised as hot-dry, however, the winter
months produce very uncomfortable living conditions as cold temperatures combine with strong winds.
Winds blow predominantly from the east and the largest falls of rain occur in the summer months, a period
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characterised by extremely high temperatures and large diurnal temperature ranges. So it can be argued that
the passive climate control mechanisms to be implemented in a Yuendumu house design should involve
both heating and cooling strategies 9 .
When building, I found that Warlpiri women themselves were readily able to make their living environments
respond directly to desert conditions. Their designs directed wind around or through self-constructed
shelters, depending on the heating or cooling result desired, or wall and roof planes were positioned
according to the movement of the sun (seeFigure 4). While the
settlement's houses have been largely unsuccessful in passively
responding to the area's climate, Warlpiri ethno-architecture was
found to provide solutions to a range of conditions. It would therefore
be useful to inform house designs with some of the features found in
ethno·-architecture. For example, as trees have traditionally been an
important source of shade and become a focus of women's daytime
activities, it is essential that the location of houses be considered in
relation to them.

Figure 4 A photograph and spatial diagram describing a malurnpa or bough shelter documented in Yuendumu during 1997. [Source: Keys,
1999, Figs.57 & 58. Photographer & Artist: C. Keys.]

The ventilation of cooking spaces is another important aspect of the climatic design of self-constructed
living environments. Depending on the age of residents and the time of day, some cooking smells were
considered dangerous to people's health. Culturally specific beliefs about the strength of cooking fat and
smells make it important to separate well-ventilated kitchens from those rooms used for sleeping. A safe
living environment would not expose residents to these potential dangers. Warlpiri women's ethno
architecture filters the climate, and supports culturally specific beliefs and behaviours in a multitude of ways.
This brief discussion suggests areas for subtle design investigation when considering future houses.
Housing Location Supporting Social Responsibility
Traditionally, the location of camps reflected the occupants' married status, with yupukarra being located
centrally, jilimi located to the west and jangkayi located to the east. The fieldwork I conducted in Yuendumu
established that jilimi were located near the houses that belonged to closely related family members, like
married children. The nature of this association differed between sorry camps and the other established
housing areas of the settlement. In sorry camps, where people had control over where they located their
living environments, I noted that yupukarra tended to form satellites around large single women's camps.
This pattern contrasted with jilimi being clustered around a number of houses occupied by families with a
direct kinship link to their occupants. I suggest that appending single men's and women's houses to existing
clusters of family houses would accommodate the larger familial groupings that are an integral part of
Warlpiri domiciliary behaviour.
A primary reason for women in Yuendumu changing their residential location was the dictates of Warlpiri law,
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which necessitates house desertion following a death. Women's houses that were abandoned in such a
manner were allocated to an appropriate family member, usually an uncle. A design philosophy that fails to
recognise that over.the course of its life a house will be occupied by groups with very different complexions
is at odds with the reality of Warlpiri customary practice. If several clusters of houses were designed to
include jilimi, jangkay and yupukarra it would be possible for entire family groupings to fulfil their obligations
under customary law and swap residential locations within a community. It is important tllat any new
dwelling is considered in relation to its wider role among a grouping of nearby houses.
Cultural Change and Social Identity
Warlpiri people living in Yuendumu in the 1990s met their domiciliary needs by combining features of
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal living environments and material culture. The people themselves describe this
practice as living in two ways-respectively yapa-way and kardiya-way. As an example of yapa-way, I noted
that in periods of fine summer weather people would set up their bedding and television under the stars and
in cooler weather they would retreat under the roof of a veranda, making small fires on metal sheets to keep
warm at night (see Figure 5).

Figure 5 A Nomad house positioned alongside a Warlpiri jilimi in May 1987. [Photographer: P. Memmott Source: AERC, University of
Queensland.]

From a close examination of the spatial planning that characterises jilimi, one might conclude that a Western
style house has no real place in a central Australian Aboriginal settlement, but this concern is not shared by
Warlpiri women themselves who were generally united in wanting proper white-fella houses. This desire
relates to issues of cultural change and social identity. Also the experiences of co-residents may differ
considerably and result in widely variant ideas about what constitutes an ideal house. For example, I found
during my 19905 research that Warlpiri women had become highly sensitised to mainstream media coverage
that portrayed their living environments as substandard. I ascertained that they wanted houses, which
conformed to the visual and functional properties of those found throughout all Australian towns and cities.
Houses made of concrete block were considered to be proper white-fella houses, while a house with an
identical floor plan and features, but constructed with insulated sheet metal wall panels, was considered a
rubbish house. The appearance of steel-clad houses was directly associated with earlier, substandard sheds
that had been provided to the community as housing. This preference was strong, despite the fact that the
steel house probably performed better climatically.
It is important that architects and designers acknowledge the many ways Warlpiri people live, and are
sensitive to people's aspirations in terms of what constitutes a proper house. Little is known about precisely
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what women identify as the essential qualities of a proper white-fella house and further investigation is
warranted because such ideas impact greatly on the housing choices they make.
Conclusion
The preceding discussion has put forward a number of general design principles, which were formulated in
response to the Yuendumu women's domiciliary beliefs and behaviours I researched. Little is known about
the degree to which contemporary houses succeed or fail in meeting women's domiciliary needs, and the
question requires further investigation, through such mechanisms as post-occupancy evaluation. Housing
provision teams, including architects and designers, persisting with the assumption that Warlpiri women
occupy houses and settlements in an Anglo-Australian way will only create more socially and physically
unsatisfactory houses.
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Yolngu 1 Cultural Imperatives and Housing Design:
Rumaru, Mirriri and Galka
Shaneen Fantin
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Between 1997 and 2003 I worked as consultation and design architect on three National Aboriginal Health
Strategy housing and infrastructure projects conducted at Galiwin'ku and Ramingining in north-east
Arnhem Land, and undertook fieldwork for my PhD thesis2 . Whilst undertaking these projects I found that
many Yolngu householders were interested in ways of incorporating particular cultural imperatives into the
design of their living environments. A collaborative design process was established that supported the
inclusion of Yolngu beliefs and behaviour patterns, which other provisions of housing~ad previously
inhibited. In this paper I will focus on avoidance laws and their associated behaviours, as well as sorcery,
beginning with an overview of both topics. I will then move on to discuss what implications these cultural
imperatives have for the design of Yolngu living environments. The architectural issues I consider include
the accommodation of visual surveillance, access to houses and yards, landscaping, lighting, ablutions
design, and security. At the close of the paper I identify some contradictions between design outcomes,
resulting from consideration of avoidance laws and sorcery beliefs, and certain elements of various
environmental health guidelines currently in use.
In the context of this paper, cultural imperatives
should be viewed as prescribed rules or customs
perceived by a group as an essential part of their
system of beliefs and social identity, and as neces
sary for the continuance of their culture. The cultural
imperatives of the Yolngu discussed in this paper
comprise avoidance laws and behaviours (rumaru
and mirriri) and beliefs in sorcery (galka). This is only
a small sample of Yolngu cultural practices 3 that have
implications for the design of living environments, but
it highlights the significance of understanding the
relationship between cultural beliefs, behaviour and
design.

Figure 1 A house designed and constructed during the first
stage of ATSIC's National Aboriginal Health Strategy project for
the Ramingining Aboriginal community in north-east Arnhem
Land, 1999. [Architects: Troppo Architects Ply Ltd. Photographer:
S. Fantin.]

What is Yolngu avoidance behaviour?
Yolngu avoidance law consists of a set of culturally prescribed rules governing behavioural relations among
kin, which when broken can create stress and conflict. Avoidance law is of prime importance to Yolngu in
terms of control of their living environments and finds expression in how they occupy and use dwellings.
For the Yolngu, avoidance behaviour is best described as a form of strictly choreographed, ritualised respect
between parties4 that manifests itself in people avoiding each other through their physical orientation, spatial
distance, and visual and verbal behaviour. In its most extreme forms, avoidance behaviour requires parties
not to look at or speak to each other and to take long spatial detours around settlements to avoid one
another. Violation of such prescribed behaviour patterns may cause shame, fear and anger, and sometimes
lead to violence. Avoidance relationships are sometimes colloquially called poison relations 5.
Of the 18 avoidance rules that Yolngu acknowledge 6 , the relationships between brothers and sisters, and
mothers-in-law and sons-in-law, require the strictest behaviour patterns and are easily observed in
everyday environments. The relationship between mothers-in-law and sons-in-Iaw-and many other kin
connected through one's mother-in-Iaw-is called rumaru, whereas the relationship between brothers
and sisters is identified as mirriri. Mirriri is described by Burbank? as 'a ritualised form of aggression in
which a man throws spears or otherwise attacks his sisters on violation of brother/sister etiquette,
particularly its avoidance components.' In contemporary societies men no longer spear their sisters but
do become angry and threaten violence if their sisters transgress social laws, such as using a toilet or
shower in their brother's aural or visual range.
One of the strongest characteristics that defines Yolngu avoidance relationships is respectful restraint. In
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rumaru relationships, people act in a particularly respectful way toward one another with regard to language
usage and spatial orientation. When communicating with one another, people will avoid direct eye contact
or speak through a third party in a linguistic style particular to avoidance relationshi ps 8. Most rumaru
relationships require that a generous spatial distance of over three metres is maintained between parties at
all times 9 .
Generally, it is not acceptable for any avoidance relatives to touch one another or each other's personal
belongings such as clothes or hunting equipment. As such, they will not sleep in the same room together,
unlike women who are sisters, or parents and their young children 1o. Usually avoidance relatives live in
separate dwellings, but if they are in the same dwelling, which sometimes occurs when women live with their
daughters and sons-in-law, they always sleep in separate spaces.
With regard to the brother/sister relationship, it is taboo for a man to hear or see any reference towards his
sister's bodily functions or sexual actions, either directly from a sister or from others discussing her in
conversation. If a man were to hear or see such things, this would incite his anger and potentially lead to
acts of violence called mirriri. This form of auditory and linguistic avoidance does not apply to avoidance kin
associated with the mother-in-law.
Galka: sorcery and security

Families at Galiwin'ku and Ramingining express varying degrees of concern about the potential danger of
galka. They describe galka as a fear of people or spirits who intentionally cause harm to others. In the
anthropological literature on Aboriginal Australia, galka corresponds to sorcery 11. Concerns about galka
emerged in discussions I had predominantly about yard and landscape planning, fencing, exterior lighting,
access points into the house and yard, and laundry and toilet security.
There are two main categories of sorcery: that of specialist sorcerers and that which every person is
potentially capable of performing 12. The latter type manifests in various forms of singing and imaging of
potential victims in which excrement, soiled clothing, or a trace of a victim-such as a track, imprint of
action, or bodily fluid-are used in a ritual to make that person unwell 13 . The use of such personal effects
in sorcery has implications for yard and house security, because when Yolngu fear the actions of galka they
may experience chronic stress and sometimes debilitating illness.
Yolngu fear sorcery when they or a member of their clan have transgressed Yolngu law1 4. The members of
Yolngu society who are most likely to suffer from galka-related stresses are men aged 30 to 45 15 . Men in this
age range are often the ceremonial and social leaders of their clan group; they are the mediators of inter
clan conflict and have many responsibilities with regard to land and the management of ceremony. These
roles, and the animosity that the conduct of which can sometimes generate, can make the men targets for
acts of sorcery.
Reser and Eastwell provide a number of case studies in which people suffering stress created by the fear of
sorcery hallucinated about others prowling outside their house, or heard noises outside their house that they
interpreted as galka waiting to kill them 16 . In some examples, the fear of falling prey to acts of sorcery was
alleviated for the victim by their going to live at another family's outstation where security could be assured.
Reid also provides examples of Yolngu describing how galka broke into a house to carry out a sorcery attack
on their victim 17 . In another example, it was evident to Yolngu that the death of an older woman was due to
her missing skirt and underpants having been stolen and burnt in hot rocks in the sand. This led to her having
extreme abdominal problems and eventually dying.
Sorcery is both an implicit and explicit part of Yolngu culture. To pretend it does not exist devalues the
richness of Yolngu culture and the socio-medical knowledge that accompanies it. I propose that designers
and housing consultants need to recognise that galka is a concern, and that they can respond by trying to
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design living environments in collaboration with Yolngu to alleviate the potential psychological stresses it can
create.
Some design implications ofavoidance behaviour and sorcery
The following analysis is not intended to provide an exhaustive or prescriptive brief for designing housing
that accommodates avoidance behaviour and sorcery concerns; it aims to discuss ways of approaching
such cultural practices in design. It is important to note that the design implications of each cultural
imperative can either complement or contradict one another and juggling them is a necessary part of the
design process.
Visual surveillance, access, landscaping and lighting
In order to carry out avoidance behaviour respectfully, pre-empt potential avoidance situations and control
security in and out of houses and yards, Yolngu people employ visual surveillance over long distances and
in a wide peripheral arc. Visual surveillance is not only used for observing avoidance kin, but is a critical
behaviour that impacts on all aspects of living. Maintaining it over one's environment ensures that the
immediate actions and traces of other humans and animals--their tracks and other signs of their activities,
or remnants of their body fluids--can be observed. Bodily fluids can be used in sorcery, particularly those
forms that everyone can carry out such as singing and imaging.
About a third of the 41 households at Galiwin'ku and Ramingining consulted about galka were concerned
with minimising the number of possible entry points into a house, and ensuring that all openings were
protected with security screens. However, I found that a contradictory imperative was to provide a variety of
access points in and out of dwellings to ensure easy escape from avoidance relatives. This was coupled with
a need for visual surveillance to occur unhindered, enabling signing behaviour18 to be carried out from inside
a building. I have observed Yolngu people sitting on the floor inside houses adjacent to windows signing with
their hands to people across the road or in the yard. Yolngu said they often leave the front door of their house
open so that they could sign to people outside if required and warn relatives of an approaching avoidance
relative.
Fitting security screens not only relates to preventing unwanted entry into dwellings but also stops intruders
from reaching inside the house and removing personal items that could be used in sorcery. Many Yolngu
slept and sat on the floor in living rooms, which opened onto veranda spaces. If the windows between these
spaces allowed for prowlers to touch people's hair or body, then they were considered insecure. However,
standard window-sill heights of 900 millimetres hinder views from a sitting or lying position. Depending on
the Yolngu family and client with whom one is working, a balance or prioritisation of preferences needs to
be established between the design requirements of security for galka, and flexibility of movement for
avoidance practices.
Dwellings designed for Yolngu should contain enough separated living and socialising spaces-such as
verandas, yards, and living rooms-for people in avoidance relationships to occupy those in the same
building without creating stressful situations. The polygynous nature of Yolngu marriages means that a man
may find himself living with several mothers-in-law simultaneously. In consideration of this, a dwelling needs
to be flexible in a way that allows visitors and avoidance relations to comfortably co-exist without causing
stress. In north-east Arnhem Land, this particularly applies during the wet season when people can be
forced to spend long periods inside dwellings. Providing at least one living/sleeping space in a dwelling that
is clearly separated from other living/sleeping spaces by other functions, and that has multiple points of
access and entry to it, might alleviate the cramped feelings experienced during the wet season.
With regard to galka, controlled landscaping around houses and in yards can improve the conditions for
visual surveillance of entry points into the house and of the yard in general. Many Yolngu proposed having
sand deposited around their house, which they said recorded the tracks of intruders, was comfortable for
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sitting on, and useful for creating external hearths. Some Yolngu requested the exclusion of any low
shrubbery or vegetation screens from the perimeter of the house, because it might hide intruders or harbour
snakes and other vermin. Nearly all Yolngu requested fencing of some description to control roaming people
and animals, particularly at night. Existing Yolngu houses at Galiwin'ku were lit from the outside at night so
that approaching people would be seen from inside the house. Housing recipients of the NAHS programs
also requested lighting in yard areas that were not sufficiently lit by veranda lights.
With regard to the distance between houses, Yolngu sometimes preferred to be physically more distant from
their avoidance relatives than from other relatives. They indicated that they were happy to have dwellings
close together (less then 10 metres apart) if their neighbours were close kin such as children or siblings.
However they requested greater distance between dwellings when their neighbours were more distant kin,
for example, cross-cousins. An awareness of preferred Yolngu yard boundaries with regard to different kin
is also relevant because the edge of a yard for
an approaching avoidance relative might be
more distant than that for a parent, grand
parent, same gender sibling or child.
Avoidance, security and wet areas
The spatial

rules for the

brother/sister

relationship require that men should not see,
hear or smell anything in regard to their sisters'
bodily functions and sexual behaviour, or
conflicts with her husband. If relationships
between brothers and sisters are to be carried
out respectfully they should also not see or
touch each other's personal belongings. One
Figure 2 A kitchen and living area in a house designed and constructed
during the second stage of the National Aboriginal Health Strategy project
for the Galiwin'ku Aboriginal community in north-east Arnhem Land, 2002.
[Architects: Troppo Architects Ply Ltd. Photographer: R. Layton.]

appropriate

design

outcome

might

be

separate lockable storage areas associated
with separated sleeping and living areas for

different kin. For example, brothers may be able to share storage areas with other brothers but brothers and
sisters or people of opposite gender generally prefer not to do so with personal items. I observed that
communal storage areas in houses, such as pantries or cupboards located in social spaces, were not used
because they were not the designated responsibility of one person or sub-group in a house.
Living in the same dwelling as one's brother or sister can be difficult, particularly if there is only one toilet
centrally located to all sleeping and living areas. The following design considerations should be applied in
relation to ablutions and avoidance behaviour:
•

Arranging the toilet and bathroom so that they have multiple access points, enabling women to
access toilets from two alternate directions if needed and maintain visual privacy from their brothers;

•
•

Ensuring that access to ablutions is not directly off a social living area;
Ensuring that sounds and smells are insulated in ablution areas and will not travel to other areas
of the building;
Ensuring that multiple ablution facilities are separated in different areas of the house and yard,
rather then being stacked together in one place. This issue is important not only for mirriri, but
because toilets are more likely to be maintained if they are associated with one or two sleeping
spaces and the responsibility of a particular person or sub-group in the house.

The design of wet areas also needs to consider Yolngu behaviours in response to galka. Excrement and
soiled clothing can be used in sorcery to make victims i1l 19 . At Galiwin'ku many houses had laundry spaces,
which were externally oriented or underneath elevated houses. The residents of these houses indicated that
the security of the laundry spaces was inadequate because intruders could steal personal items for use in
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sorceI}'. Yolngu at Galiwin'ku rarely left their clothes or bedding to dl}' on a clothesline overnight, or
unobserved during the day, for the same reason. Therefore laundries, showers and toilets need to be secure
from intruders in Yolngu houses.
The application of design considerations for ablutions-related avoidance affects the location of public
amenities blocks and also applies to groups of buildings. When ablution blocks were centrally located
between houses and were in full public view the toilets were rarely used by Yolngu women because they
feared being seen by their brothers. They were also not used at night because of sorceI}' and spirit fears. If
public amenity blocks are deemed appropriate and necessal}' in a Yolngu community, then they ~hould be
sensitively located in well-screened locations with multiple access points.
Many elderly Yolngu complained about having to go outside at night to go to the toilet. They said they were
afraid of leaving the house at night if it was dark outside and the path to the toilet not well lit. Generally
Yolngu opted to have their bathroom spaces located within the envelope of the overall house 2o . One resident
explained that she preferred this layout because she could see who was using her toilet and shower,
whereas if it were outside anyone could use it unobserved and potentially collect excrement for sorceI}'.
Obviously, sorceI}' and avoidance behaviour are not the only contributing factors to the design concerns
presented above. Visual surveillance, access into houses and yards, and secure wet areas might also be
responses to wanting security from violence (domestic or otherwise) and theft that may not be associated
with galka, rumaru or mirriri. In any case, these issues were raised as important design considerations by
many residents at Galiwin'ku and Ramingining.
Figure 3 The avoidance rule between adult brothers and sisters in
Top End communities and the implications for housing design. The
two floor plans are recent houses at Nguiu. The top plan readily
accommodates brother/sister avoidance behaviour in its design by
reducing the possibility of 'running into each other', whilst the
bottom plan does not. Note, in both plans, if the sister is sleeping
in the living/kitchen room. her brothers cannot access the kitchen.

Contradictions in design needs and guidelines
The proposal of having internalised wet areas is
counter to the recommendations of the National
Indigenous Housing Guide 21 and the Environmental
Health Standards set for remote area Aboriginal
housing in the Northern Territol}'22. Both docu
ments recommend the separation of ablutions and
laundries from other areas of the house to improve
environmental health through locating potential
waste hazards away from sleeping and living
areas23 . This is often realised in designs where
such facilities are situated outside houses or on
verandas. When designing houses for Galiwin'ku
residents, one must also consider the impact of
concerns about galka on the use, security and
surveillance of these areas. The challenge is to find
solutions that meet the cultural needs of clients
and also respond to the environmental health

PlanA

guidelines set out in various codes.
When designing in tropical environments such as
north-east Arnhem Land, architects should aim to
maximise air flow through spaces in order to keep
people cool, and to avoid the added expense of air
-conditioning. The placement of security screens
over windows and doors can reduce airflow by up
to 30 per cent, which has an effect on the comfort
of people sleeping and living inside.
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At Galiwin'ku residents were more concerned
about nocturnal security than breeze flow and they
tended to shut windows in the evening. Designers
need to consider alternative ways of ventilating
living and sleeping spaces and keeping residents
secure at night. Working through these kinds of
design issues with Aboriginal clients is essential to
understanding and creating environments that
respond to their particular needs.
Conclusions
Figure 4 A living space created under a house designed and constructed during the second stage of the National Aboriginal Health
Strategy project for the Galiwin'ku Aboriginal community, 2002.
[Architects: Troppo Architects Ply Ltd. Photographer: S. Long.]

This paper demonstrates the complex and often
contradictory nature of the various design consid
erations that have to be juggled by all the relevant
parties. While working on housing programs with

Yolngu I learned to ask them to prioritise their culturally driven or prescribed design needs. The cultural
needs that they most emphasised and that raised widespread concern, I have termed cultural imperatives.

I

I suspect that those discussed in this paper would be invisible to most non-Indigenous housing consultants
and architects, as Yolngu beliefs in rumaru, mirriri and galka have no equivalents in Euro-Australian culture,

I

which affect people's behaviour, as they do in Yolngu society. Designers working with Aboriginal commu
nities have a responsibility to learn about and understand relevant aspects of these people's world-view.
Such an approach is required if they hope to collaborate in creating culturally appropriate environments that
satisfy their clients needs.

Endnotes

1 Aboriginal people living in the settlements of Yirrkala, Galiwin'ku, Milingimbi, Ramingining, and Gapuwiyak
in north-east Arnhem Land use the term Yolngu to refer to themselves as distinct from non-Indigenous
people whom they refer to as Balanda.
2 Fantin, 'Housing Aboriginal Culture in North-east Arnhem Land', 2003. My PhD thesis focuses on the
relationship between Aboriginal beliefs and practices and their implications in housing design.
3

An extended sample of Yolngu cultural practices would include those connected to mortuary related

beliefs, the effects of the natural environment on people's behaviour and kinship beliefs other than
avoidance.
4 JG 13/4/99, HR 29/4/99 (fhese abbreviations are of Yolngu names and refer to discussions with specific
Yolngu people. Their privacy is respected through the use of abbreviations.)
5 A number of arguments purport to explain why avoidance relationships occur in Aboriginal Australia.
Anthropologists such as Warner (A Black Civilisation: A Social Study of an Australian Tribe, 1958) and Hiatt
(Kinship and Conflict. A study of an Aboriginal Community in Northern Arnhem Land, 1965; and Arguments
About Aborigines: Australia and the Evolution of Social Anthropology, 1996) have argued that these
relationships exist primarily for the control of incest in Aboriginal society, although this is not expressed as
such by Yolngu research assistants. Hiatt goes on to discuss the mother-in-Iaw/son-in-Iaw relationship using
a Freudian psychoanalytic framework, suggesting that taboos are created by strong inclinations in the
unconscious (Arguments About Aborigines, p.154). However, other contributions to the avoidance
relationship discussion by Burbank (Fighting Women: Anger and Aggression in Aboriginal Australia, 1994)
and Merlan (The Mother-in-law Taboo: Avoidance and Obligation in Aboriginal Australian Society' in Merlan,
F., Morton, J. & Rumsey, A. (eds) , Scholar and Sceptic, 1997, p.114) emphasise the importance of familial
obligation (particularly to in-laws), and acknowledge the existence of ritual etiquette in Aboriginal societies.
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All of the scholars

a~ree

that avoidance relationships contribute to the social and behavioural maintenance

of Aboriginal society.
6 Fantin, 'Housing Aboriginal Culture in North-east Arnhem Land', p.71.
7 Burbank, Fighting Women, p.151.
8

Yolngu people will generally avoid calling each other by name unless they are very close kin such as

mother and child or sarne gender siblings. In avoidance relationships people should never call the other
person by name or say their narne in conversation to someone else. Instead, Yolngu use people's subsection
names or kin-terms as alternative references for avoidance kin. See also Cooke, Aboriginal Languages in
Contemporary Contexts: Yolnu Matha At Galiwin'ku, p.39.
9

However, there are certain rumaru relationships between less biologically close kin, such as rnother-in

law's brother, that have a joking aspect allowing parties to be in close proxirnity and taunt each other in a
friendly rnanner.
10 During fieldwork I recorded household composition data on over 50 houses and at no tirne were
avoidance relatives recorded sleeping in the sarne space. Fantin, 'Housing Aboriginal Culture in North-east
Arnhem Land', pp.160-161, 192.
11 Detailed accounts of sorcery in Arnhem Land can be found in the work of Elkin (Aboriginal Men of High
Degree, 1977), Warner (A Black Civilisation, p.183-212), Berndt & Berndt (The World of the First Australians.
Aboriginal Traditional Life: Past and Present, 1964), Reid and Williams (The Dangers of Surgery: An
Aboriginal View', 1978), and Reid (Body, Land & Spirit: Health and Healing in Aboriginal Society, 1982; and
Sorcerers and Healing Spirits: Continuity and Change in an Aboriginal Medical Systern, 1983).
12 Reid, Body, Land & Spirit, p.84.
13 Warner, A Black Civilisation, pp.196-200 and Reid, Body, Land & Spirit, p.43.
14 Berndt ('Sickness and Health in Western Arnhern Land: A Traditional Perspective', pp.125-130) and
Biernoff ('Psychiatric and Anthropological Interpretations of 'Aberrant' Behaviour in an Aboriginal
Comrnunity', pp.145--147) indicate that sorcery can be avoided if people practise appropriate behaviour and
social etiquette. They provide examples of measures that can be taken to avert the

possibi~ity

of sorcery

including: keeping away from places that are taboo, such as places associated with sickness or areas, which
are sacred to other Aboriginal groups; protecting country and participating in relevant ceremonies to prevent
other people breaking the law by trespassing and having unauthorised access or use of land; not eating food
that is forbidden because of particular social or age related factors; and adhering to appropriate marriage
rules, not taking sweethearts 9r stealing others' betrothed partners.
15 Reser & Eastwell, 'Labeling and Cultural Expectations: The Shaping of a Sorcery Syndrome in Aboriginal
Australia', Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, 169,5 (1981): p.304.
16 Reser & Eastwell, 'Labeling and Cultural Expectations', pp.306-309.
17 Reid, Body, Land & Spirit, pp.37, 43.
18 Signing behaviour can involve an elaborate system of gestures and is widespread in Aboriginal Australia.
These gestures are examples of alternate sign languages, which are distinct from the primary sign languages
used to communicate among deaf people. It can be used in a number of situations, including when
conversing at a distance, when speech is inappropriate, when there is desire not to be overheard, and for
emphasis. Refer to Memmott's TAKE 2 contribution for a further discussion of signing behaviour.
19 See Warner (A Black Civilisation, p.199), Berndt ('Sickness and Health in Western Arnhem Land', p.128)
and Reid (Body, Land & Spirit, p.43).
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20 Yolngu concurrently supported the idea of separating the wet areas from sleeping and living areas for
environmental health reasons, but they reiterated the need for access to such spaces to be secure
particularly at night.
21 Healthhabitat, The National Indigenous Housing Guide: Improving the Living Environment for Safety,
Health and Sustainability, 1999.
22 Territory Health Services (THS), Environmental Health Standards for r-1emote Communities in the Northern
Territory, 2001.
23 Also refer to Pholeros et ai, Housing for Health: Towards a Healthy Living Environment for Aboriginal
Australia, 1993
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Designing for Spatial Behaviour in the Western Desert
Philip Kirke
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A Good Place to Camp
An obvious paradox confronts the architect who works with more traditionally oriented Aboriginal groups.
Architects are concerned with the design of habitable structures, though usually more complex in type. Yet
traditional Aboriginal culture, whilst having irnrnensely sophisticated social and religious components,
rnanifests an apparent sirnplicity in its aspirations towards built interventions in the environrnent.
The enorrnous practicality of the traditional desert shelter, the wiltja lies in its economy of rneans; pre
tensioned saplings achieve useful though modest spans using minimal material. The resulting form
resembles a variation on the simple barrel vault, offering privacy, shade and shelter from the wind. However,
very little else can be inferred from such modest structures, although the way in which they are grouped,
originally according to family ties and social position, provides important information about interpersonal
relationships and the rules governing them.
Individuals with whom I have worked have recounted their childhood memories of remote waterholes like
Kunawarritji, as well as their first encounters with government authorities that were to lead to the 'final'
removal of the last nomadic groups from their traditional lands. 'Final' that is, until the advent of the 1980s
'Homelands' movement when the flow out of the desert was reversed and significant camps once again
flourished at traditional waterholes that had served people for tens of thousands of years.
What now exists is a hybrid. The architect who chooses to work in this unique environment is not involved
in some attempt to recreate something long past-Aboriginal people need no help to build elegant and
useful wiltjas. Neither should they be transposing a suburban model, something suggested by the
occasional use of terms such as 'normalising' the infrastructure and housing 'serving' communities.
Similarly, the drives toward standard, repeatable prototypes that are occasionally attempted by various
agencies and authorities are, I suggest, premature in the extreme. We are involved in a creative act, one that
is not yet played out.
The best architectural projects I have executed have involved a process built on friendship and enthusiasm,
in which knowledge and ideas from both the Aboriginal client and architect have created sornething new:
something neither party was able to envisage before they sat down around that great black iron pot of tea
for days at a stretch. And during that process, an understanding of Martu law and the important impositions
it places on the behaviour of individuals within the group, as well as the simple fact of what the people of
these camps envisage life in a good camp to be about, must be teased out.
As the problem is approached in this way, camping overnight together at a variety of waterholes, gorges,
bloodwood groves and other sheltering, life-supporting places, one overarching idea begins to take hold.
The architect working in the Western Desert is engaged in the process of making a good place to camp. It
is no coincidence that the word 'camp' is frequently heard in reference to the houses of particular individuals.
'That's so-and-so's camp'. What makes a good place to camp? After acquaintance with the Martu, certain
things stand out. Some are not surprising, while others contradict common suppositions. They include the
following key spatial issues.
Shelter
The desert wiltja offers only modest shelter from extreme diurnal temperature ranges, and given the
availability of other contemporary forms of protection from extreme heat and cold, most Aboriginal people
prefer to use them. The lightweight, transportable materials and methods of today, as with those of ancient
times, seem to be the most expedient. So the construction of highly insulated, but very lightweight houses,
has been largely adopted as the norm.
Relationships Between Individuals and Groups
Aboriginal society is highly regulated with regards to relationships between kin and they are subject to
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sophisticated patterns of mutual obligation. An offshoot of this is the requirement that some individuals, such
as mother-in-law and son-in-law have as little to do with one another as possible. Other relationships
demand individuals operate close mutual rights. Accordingly, a clear understanding of who occupies any
given house or camp needs to be gained by the architect as buildings are ultimately only shells in which
relationships and events take place. Despite these complexities, the nuclear family and its immediate
extensions remain central to Martu social structures and still form a solid basis for the design of housing.
Relationships to the Land (Ngurra)
Much has been made of the Aboriginal connection to land. It is partly expressed in the preference for
spending much of the day and night outdoors. This having been accepted, our architecture has responded
by attempting to make indoor spaces more outward looking and outdoor spaces more habitable. Living
spaces have resulted, which open up on two or more sides to function, when required, as breezeways.
Occasionally indoor living rooms are completely abandoned, instead outdoor areas have been fitted with
built-in furniture, power points, and various screening devices to reduce the effects of wind, glare and dust,
and to effect a degree of privacy.
Possessions
Traditionally, the storage of valued possessions was an issue for the Martu, with sacred and personal objects
being temporarily stashed in a hollow tree at a camp. So too today, lockable rooms are considered highly
desirable as safe repositories for valued possessions while an individual is away for extended periods at
another camp.
Temporary, Periodical and Cyclical Occupation
The ancient, annual cycle of Law business that requires groups to move widely over and beyond their
traditional country, as well as contemporary events such as football matches, continue a pattern of
mobility across a home range that includes a well-known series of watered camps. Accordingly, even
the new 'permanent' settlements of the
country, are only ever partially occupied at
any given time. This places architectural
edifices in a different light; they are places
to camp.
Mount Divide Cattle Station
At Mount Divide, I was invited to design suit
able housing for the fluctuating population
of Aboriginal workers, their families and
visitors from neighbouring communities.
The outcome was a housing unit with three
double bedrooms for married couples, three
single bedrooms, a communal kitchen, male
Figure 1 A photograph of a housing unit designed and constructed in 1998
for the Aboriginal community at Mount Divide Cattle Station in the Western
Desert of Western Australia. [Architects: GHD Ply Ltd (Western Australian
office). Photographer: P. Kirke.]

and female ablutions and a very large
covered outdoor living area. (see Figure 1)
The last space responds well to the

Aboriginal preference for living outdoors. Built-in furniture provides lockable cabinets, power points, an aerial
connection point, conduit and wire for satellite 1V and video, as well as power points to boil a kettle
conveniently next to the sitting areas. A central truss supports a folding, timber-slatted screen, which can be
used to divide the space in two. This idea, initiated by an Aboriginal Elder, cleverly allows the space to
function when occasional, forbidden combinations of kinship groups are staying over. Considerable
discussion between the architect and client was held on the subject of required cultural separations between
individuals, in an attempt to understand how it might be achieved spatially. The degree of separation
required is subtle, meaning that a semi-transparent timber screen can provide a 'filtered' relationship
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between the two divided halves of the space. As
one gazes towards the horizon, the successive
layers of undulating, timber screens create an
ambiguous sense of depth. The occupants of
each successive space and the landscape
beyond are always in relationship, though it is
carefully modulated.

I.

L..

Alternative arrangernents of individual roorns in

J.

Figure 2 Diagram 1 describes the option wherein rooms would be
arranged along a central corridor that fed into a communal area at one
end. Diagram 2 describes an arrangement where two room wings are
positioned to create a central covered breezeway that becomes a
shared living area. Similar options have been regularly realised for small
nuclear families and work well for the Martu at that social scale.
However at Mount Divide, visitors were accommodated from a broader
range of kin making forbidden (or avoidance) encounters likely. Diagram
3 describes the arrangement that was finally selected. Rooms are
aligned back-to-back with circulation along perimeter verandahs
feeding into a single, dividable communal area. The whole solution rep
resents a simple device to manage complex socio..spatial structures.
IArchitects: GHD Ply Ud (Western Australian office). Artist: P. Kirke.]

relation to circulation spaces were explored. The
ideas of either using a central corridor or a
communal covered outdoor space onto which
all rooms opened were both rejected, as they
would expose individuals to encounters with
people they were prohibited from meeting.
Though apparently simple, the solution of
externally accessed rooms, two halves being
accessible frorn each side of the bUilding, was

selected by the client because it allowed a variety of arrangernents when rooms are allocated, and alternative
routes to and from those rooms, thereby overcoming the problems described above. (see Figure 2)
Camp Shelters at Parnngurr
When asked to solve the problem of houses being periodically overcrowded, I determined that a lateral
solution was required. The brief originally called for existing houses to be extended with verandas to
accommodate sharp periodic increases in resident numbers. A community of 70 will increase to 500 when
Law, funerals or football matches bring the Martu from all over the desert to one community. During the initial
design consultations the idea of designated nomadic carnp shelters was suggested and readily supported
as an alternative to overstressing existing houses that were heavily occupied. Spatially, a degree of
separation between resident farnilies and more distant relatives was identified as desirable. Only close
relatives are likely to stay in residents' houses.
The scheme is a meditation on the rudiments of shelter, which were identified as protection from the sun,
rain and wind, and the provision of privacy and somewhere to cook. The dune-like forms of the sunshade
structures are reminiscent both of the wiltja and the landforms of the Western Desert. A series of free-form,
curved and stabilised earth dividing walls permits an infinite array of options for occupying the spaces,
depending on the size and configuration of visiting groups. In this way, the sheltered spaces may be
occupied as a series of camps in the same way that natural topography offers a choice of places to camp,
and may be exploited for privacy and shelter.
This scheme was never built in its original form. It was built in a far more modest, 'homestead' style, serving
the practical but fewer of the poetic aspirations of the original.
The apparent paradox of creating architecture with and for Aboriginal groups with strong traditional ties
resolves itself once the problem is engaged. We are engaging a new phenomenon, one with a rich past and
an entirely unknown but important future. Good architecture will not result from posturing, either intellectual
or aesthetic. Neither is there likely to be a single correct nor permanent prototype-an ultimate architectural
destination. However an honest and open intellectualism and an aesthetic of the heart may well lead us to
a good place to camp.
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Outstation Design  Lessons from
Bawinanga Aboriginal Corporation in Arnhem Land
Simon Scally
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This paper will summarise the lessons I have learnt during 12 years of working on housing and infrastructure
projects for the Bawinanga Aboriginal Corporation (BAC) on outstations in the region of Maningrida, north
central Arnhem Land. Maningrida is located in the wet-dry tropics and road access is cut by floodwaters for
up to five months during the wet season. BAC is an outstation resource centre, managed by an annually
elected executive, and providing services that support approximately 750 people in 32 outstation
communities located on their traditional clan estates, over an area of approximately 10,000 square kilome
tres1. It coordinates a range of activities, from crocodile harvesting to banking, and provides infrastructure
such as the supply and maintenance of water supplies, power and waste-water systems, roads and
housing. BAC has a strong commitment to establishing infrastructure that is suited to its location, people's
needs and the organisation's ability to maintain it. All its projects are developed in consultation with the end
users.
Outstations, or homelands, differ from other Indigenous communities in three significant ways: they are often
very remote and difficult to access; they are generally not serviced with reticulated services such as power
and sewerage; and in their day-to-day lives residents see cultural traditions perpetuated. Ceremonial
activities, hunting, fishing and customary land management are all regularly practised by residents.
Traditional landowners and their relatives generally occupy outstations, with population numbers varying
between one family and 50 or more. Residents obtain permission to live there from the senior traditional
landowner.
The infrastructure needs of BAC's constituent outstations have changed substantially over the past decade.
In 1992 the region experienced a chronic shortage of housing. Most residents lived in home-made shelters
built frCim salvaged iron, fencing wire, bush poles, tarpaulins and bark, which had only dirt floors. Some
people occupied the approximately 40 houses that were available. These consisted of two bedrooms, a
breezeway and verandas, and were generally clad in steel sheeting. A small number were constructed from
locally manufactured mud bricks. They did not contain toilets, showers or kitchens. There were only five
water-reliant toilet and shower facilities in existence across the region, however, they had failed for a number
of reasons including inadequate water supply, inappropriate use and lack of maintenance.
During the early 1990s, efforts were focused on improving the health of outstation residents through the
provision of communal toilets and showers. By the end of this decade most outstations had at least one
communal facility and new houses were being provided with their own. Around 45 new houses were built
predominantly from locally manufactured mud brick. While overcrowding and a shortage of housing remain
as problems in the region, a large component of BAC's work now involves the maintenance and upgrading
of houses. BAC management has always been conscious of the importance and high cost of maintenance,
and has actively developed and trial led low maintenance options for housing and infrastructure.
Lifestyle Issues
As my fellow TAKE 2 contributors and I have found, lifestyle issues can impact greatly on design decisions.
For example, in these outstations food is generally cooked on open fires on the ground, and many attempts
have been made to formalise these areas through concrete-rimmed hearths, steel barbecue plates being
placed over concrete slabs, and the installation of slow-combustion stoves. The current model developed
and used by BAC involves a covered area with a sand floor close to a fly-screened kitchen and food store.
The location of this area is discussed with householders during the design process. The simple sand floor
caters for the variety of cooking styles employed, from a small surface mud-crab fire to a large, deep coal
wallaby fire. It is easy to rake out and keep clean. One result of traditional cooking methods being employed
is that very little fat and grease empty into the sewerage system of houses.
BAC has also developed and trial led a small on-site wastewater system. It suits outstation needs and can
be serviced without specialised skills or equipment. Transpiration beds are planted out with bananas,
pawpaws and other fruits. (see Figure 1, following page) (For more information, see Glen Marshall's reports. 2)
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Figure 1 A drawing and pllotograph of a shower and laundry waste-water system designed by Build Up Design and installed in Arnilem
Land outstations for the Bawinanga Aboriginal Corporation. [Photographer & Artist: S. Scally.]

Town Planning and Land Servicing Issues
The service infrastructure of the BAC outstations is generally limited to reticulated water, each house having
its own power and sewerage system. Consequently, settlement planning does not have to follow the
rectilinear service layout used in most towns and can be more effectively driven by cultural concerns.
Householders, in conjunction with senior traditional owners, will agree on new house locations and
orientations. As a result of these freestyle planning opportunities, outstations in the BAC region may seem
visually haphazard, however in reality, the arrangement of houses closely accords with the cultural and social
requirements of their Indigenous inhabitants. Accurate site plans have been documented, which provide an
important record of infrastructure, in particular underground works. These plans and accompanying aerial
photographs provide an important planning tool as residents consider a range of development issues
including, new building locations, dust mitigation, flooding, erosion, vehicle access restriction and exclusion
zones around bores.
Access Issues
Outstations are remote; some BAC outstations are a three- or four-hour drive on dirt roads from Maningrida,
which is itself eight hours by road from Darwin. Many road routes into outstations in the region are cut off
by floodwaters during the wet season from November to April. The implications for housing and
infrastructure are that it is costly to have construction, repairs and maintenance conducted by outsiders, and
at the best of times it is difficult and only possible during the dry season from May to October. The costs
involved in establishing and running a construction site are high, with builders having to provide their own
camp, power supply, and food. If projects are to be completed on time and budget, project schedules must
be carefully timed and consideration given to which construction systems are used.
Construction Systems
Construction costs are high in remote areas. Prefabrication of building elements reduces the time spent on
site and therefore cost, while allowing for increased quality control. BAC fabricates toilet and shower units
from steel in the Maningrida workshop and transports them to site as completed units, requiring only
placement with concrete and plumbing.
Demountable buildings are often seen as a quick fix option in remote areas, offering reduced site time and
subsequently cost. Great care should be taken when considering demountables to ensure that the materials,
structural system and construction details will withstand the rigors of transport on bush roads, and high
occupancy rates.
The separation of trades during construction is desirable. If each trade can complete its work in one visit,
without interruptions as they wait for a second trade, costs can be contained. The BAC construction system
allows each trade to work without reliance on others. The work is staged as follows: the groundwork and
slab are completed; steelwork, roof and windows are installed; and bricks are laid. Single-skin metal work
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and conduits allow electrical and plumbing works to be completed in one visit to the site. Finally the
carpenter fits doors, joinery and hardware.
The Top End provides the habitat for a voracious termite, Matotermes darwiniensis. Chemical spraying and
re-treatment by qualified personnel is the usual control system employed in urban areas, but is very
expensive in remote areas and as a result does not happen until after infestation occurs. BAC's approach is
to limit the use of timber products, using steel and mud brick construction so that there is nothing for the
termites to eat.
Management and Maintenance
BAC developed a Housing Management Plan in 1999, which identified the skills and finances required to
maintain its existing stock of housing and infrastructure. BAC has a small staff base with limited skills or
knowledge of construction trades. Plumbers, electricians and other trades need to be brought to the
outstations. These tradespeople are generally recruited from Darwin and live in Maningrida, with housing and
vehicles provided by BAC. Skilled staff are difficult to recruit and expensive to equip and employ.
BAC's approach has been to:
1.

Adopt a lifecycle approach to development: assessing the maintenance requirement of all design
decisions to ensure that development is within the long-term management and financial capability
of the organisation.

2.

Manufacture as much as possible locally, which provides local employment opportunities and
reduces cost: BAC manufacture mud bricks, shower and toilet blocks and often fabricate and
construct their own housing.

3.

Install simple technology: pit toilets are preferred over wet or composting systems because they
require virtually no maintenance.

4.

Install technology that allows for repairs to be done by residents: an example is plastic irrigation
style plumbing fittings, which do not require special tools to repair.

5.

Limit technology with a high recurrent maintenance requirement: stand-alone solar power systems
are installed on houses as they have a lower maintenance requirement than generators and do not
require fuel, which is difficult to transport and store. Gel batteries store the power and require less
monitoring and management than wet cell batteries.

6.

Maintain rather than repair: BAC has regular maintenance runs by salaried tradesmen to reduce
costly and urgent repair call-outs.

(see Figure 2)

Large openings lor
cross ventilation and ligt1t
Root vents lor roof space cooling

Rooms open directly to outside,
eliminating corriclors ancl wasted space,
easy fire escape

Fenced kitchen to keep clogs out
Lockable food sforage area
Outdoor cooking
Sink grey water bed
planted with fruit and vegetables

Figure 2 A drawing of some of the design features of houses designed by Build
Up Design and constructed in Arnhem Land outstations for the Bawinanga
Aboriginal Corporation. IArtist: S. Scally.]
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Building Contract Issues
The effective control of construction and contractors in remote areas can be difficult. High quality
documentation is essential. Details should not be determined on-site. Because of the travel distances, site
visits take a long time, are expensive and will generally be limited to the minimum required to ensure effective
project quality control. Additional materials will be costly to deliver and time delays could result in high
penalties if workers are idle.
Contract conditions should include clauses in relation to building contractors' behavior, alcohol
consumption, protocols for obtaining permission to hunt and fish, sacred areas (where known) and in
particular, waste disposal. Builders in remote areas can be under the false impression that the usual
occupational health and safety, and environmental requirements do not apply.
Architectural Methodology
To summarise the methodology I have evolved in my work with BAC and its outstation communities:
1.

Research and assess cultural issues, services infrastructure, water quality, site issues, road condi
tions and the organisation's capacity for maintenance and management of assets.

2.
3.

Examine the full range of options available and the Iifecycle implications.
Involve the client body and end users in the design and decision-making process; they are the
people who will live in the house and be responsible for its maintenance.

4.

Design appropriately for the climate and local factors.

5.

Apply technology that is durable; preferably it should be within the 'residents' capacity to repair,
but definitely within the resource centre's capacity to repair and maintain without specialists. If
suitable, chose a low technology option.

6.

Document the project thoroughly.

7.

Ensure the contractor is aware of local protocols and contracted to act within them.

8.

Supervise the construction to ensure the documented quality of work and materials is achieved.

9.

Evaluate the success of the finished product with the occupants and management organisation
to ensure that past work informs future work.

The issues faced by Bawinanga Aboriginal Corporation are not unique. Many Aboriginal communities are
remote, have an unskilled local workforce and limited financial resources. I have detected a strong tendency
among housing provision agencies to blame Aboriginal people when houses fail, as encapsulated in the
statement, 'We give them houses and they destroy them'. From my experience most of this blame should
rest with inadequate briefs and designers-there is a failure to assess the local conditions and then buildings
are produced that fall outside of the community's financial and physical capacity to repair and maintain them.

Endnotes
1 Bawinanga Aboriginal Corporation (BAC) , Annual Report 200Cl-2001, Maningrida, NT Bawinanga Aboriginal Corporation,
2001.
2 Marshall, G., 'Successful greywater systems in Arnhem Land', Renew, 76 (Jul-Sep 2001), Alternative Technology Association
<http://www.ata.org.au> and Marshall, G., 'Sanitation systems for Arnhem Land Aboriginal outstations-evolving to suit
lifestyles and maintenance capabilities' in Proceedings of Community Technology Conference, CT2001, held at Murdoch
University, 4-7 July 2001,
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Community Building and Housing Process:
Context for Self-Help Housing
Paul Riaar
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In the rural and remote settlements of Indigenous Australia, the culture of housing has long been driven
largely from outside those settlements. Government agencies, external consultants and contractors take
charge as the active providers, while the families to be housed remain passive recipients. But between the
cracks in this prevailing practice of 'housing delivery' (as it is often termed by government), another culture
survives and flourishes. Down the back, at the end of the track and by the creek there are sure to be sites
of resistance, independence and commonsense where a self-constructed shelter or two can be found.
These may lack some structural integrity and health amenity, but will be rich with self-expression and
resourcefulness, and occupied by campers with a story to tell1.
The early part of my career as an architect, during the 1980s and early 1990s, involved a number of small
self-help housing projects at Lake Tyers (East Gippsland, Victoria) and Mt Catt (Arnhem Land, Northern
Territory), along the Murray and Darling Rivers (Victoria and NSW), on Moa Island (forres Strait, Queensland),
and on Palm Island (Queensland). My path was predicated on the theory2 that all communities, regardless
of their ethnic and socioeconomic background, should be free to participate centrally in their housing
processes, and allowed the time and space to explore, and appropriate for themselves, a meaningful
architecture. With a focus on participatory process, communities might find themselves building people as
well as houses. Meanwhile, external agents including design professionals, tradespeople and administrators
might find themselves providing considered educational and modest financial support for community self
development, rather than handing out material services.
During those years of youthful ideal is'rn , I think I managed to advance the case for self-help housing in at
least a few small pockets of northern Australia. Overwhelmingly, I learnt that the great potential, challenges
and difficulties inherent in self-help housing involve not the 'hardware' like planning, materials or
construction solutions, but the 'software' or the dynamics of human nature, relationships, and politics, and
the way they impact on the design and construction process 3 . Fundamentally, self-help housing is about
building people and community.
The wonderful people and places I encountered, presented many good prospects for camp siting, house
planning, climate-conscious design, material selection, construction detailing and service systems. More
important than design, material and construction methodologies, the essential ingredients for immersion in
a self-help housing project include an open mind, patience, and an eye for detail and diversity. The
aspirations for constructed housing outcomes and appropriate logistics for community-based housing
processes varied enormously between individuals, families, communities and regions. This made the notion
of searching for the 'authentic Aboriginal voice'4 or the quintessential Indigenous house a romantic fantasy
at best.
Mt Catt Homeland Centre-Amhem Land Northern Territory (1984-1985)
Beginning in the 1970s as part of the outstation movement, several clans of Rembarrnga people from the
greater Katherine region returned to their traditional homelands in south-central Arnhem Land. I was invited
to join a small community of these people in early 1984, only a year after they had first re-established
themselves beside Mt Catt. At that time the 'Mt Catt mob' comprised maybe a dozen people, including two
old law men or tribal elders. The daughter of one of the elders was married to a compelling and energetic
tribal man, known as 'the manager', who diplomatically represented the community's views to relevant
government agencies. The rest were predominantly single men of varying ages who circulated between
other neighbouring settlements.
The mob's vision was to fence its homeland and breed water buffalo for the export market. To operate this
enterprise they required simple camp facilities, fresh water, communal wet season shelter and enclosed
storage space. This community vision and the drive of the manager generated a local understanding about
work time at Mt Catt. Had the mob resettled a few years earlier, it would have qualified for government funds
to access the only housing products on offer, which were Yulngu Cabins. These were small one or two room
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all-steel shelters with no internal linings or services, which were pre-fabricated in Katherine and assembled
on site by outside contract labour for an astronomical cost ($72,000 5 per two room cabin). But the Mt Gatt
mob only had a $12,000 government grant, which it was intended would partly meet that year's interim camp
facility needs. The determination of the manager, the naIve exuberance of a young architect and simple
necessity led the community to press on with its vision of designing and constructing the first house at Mt
Gatt. It would be owned by the manager and his wife, but would also be available to the entire community.
It was patently clear to all of us that most of the building materials would
need to be sourced from the bush. There were a few abandoned
structures with roofing iron and sawn hardwood, and the mob quickly
identified these as a reusable resource. I was taken to straight stands of
durable coolibah (wallan), ironwood (miniara), stringybark (gardeika) and
woolybutt (gungurru), which were sized suitably for pole construction. The
men taught me how to identify and so avoid felling hollow cored trees, and
they laughed hysterically as I walked in circles through their flat savannah
woodlands under a zenith sun. I was shown extensive outcrops of loose
flat sandstone not far from the camp, and clay soils suitable for earth brick
construction. The men had an intimat.e understanding of the land and its
features,. and a good knowledge of timber pole construction developed
from their backgrounds as cattlemen. (see figure 1) While they had no
previous experience building with stone, earth brick or antbed 6 , they were
well aware of the successful use of these materials elsewhere in the
region. So we constructed a few sample floors and walls. A decision was
Figure 1 Previous work experience at
Top End cattle stations had equipped
the Mt Catt mob for the challenge of
hoisting heavy pole timbers into the
roof structure. [Photographer: P. Haar,
1987.]

made by the men to construct the first house initially as an open pole
framed roof structure to provide shelter from the hot sun. Then stone infill
walls, antbed floors, gutters and a raised water tank (20kL) would be
added as time and funds allowed.

The manager chose to site his house, and thereby the entire future camp, primarily facing an existing landing
strip for the weekly mail plane. He was mindful of the prevailing easterly dry season wind and planned to
locate future roads so that the dust that rose from them drifted away from rather than through the camp.
The overwhelming preference of the Mt Gatt mob was to have the house unserviced; to cook outside by a
veranda, and to have separate shower, toilet and laundry facilities for reasons of hygiene. Through some
amended funding arrangements, two pit-vault toilets and one shower/laundry block were delivered to the
community during 1984. The siting, as directed by the manager, and detail design, as standardised in
Katherine, of these pre-fabricated all-steel buildings flew in the face of the ethno-specific design principles
identified for Yolngu people in north-east Arnhem Land by Shaneen Fantin 7 . The dry pit-vault toilets did not
last long because, in the climate of a Top End dry season, their deposits would not readily settle or
decompose as required. And I never found out what the community's response to the shower/laundry block
was because, during and several years after my time at Mt Gatt, it had no water supply connected.
Having become conversant with our options for siting, materials, structure and services, four design
processes were established in parallel, each with participants as directed by the manager, namely he and
his wife, the single men, a middle-aged couple, and the children. Design processes based on a technique
of crude model-making using grocery box cardboard, Blu-tack and drinking straws 8 , proved very effective.
They centered on the rough and ready use of non-precious materials, which allowed the designer to relax
with the essential processes of manipulating the model and continually redeveloping ideas. They aided
effective realisation of three-dimensional space, and provided a visual focus for discussion and negotiation
between participants. They had the designers communicating intuitively through hands-on craftwork, as well
as intellectually through contemplation and discussion. They encouraged thoughts regarding construction,
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and of course they were simple and enjoyable. I saw my own role in these design sessions as one of
facilitation: to supply and encourage effective use of model-making materials, to nurture an appreciation of
building scale, both in itself and as it related to the models (toy people and furniture all scaled at 1:25
assisted with this), and to ask troubleshooting questions. The manager's design proposal was chosen for
construction, but it included several concepts for effective internal cross and stack ventilation that were
presented by the single men.
Constructing a substantial house for minuscule capital cost meant sourcing, processing and erecting huge
quantities of very heavy building materials. This involved a lot of hard labour, at times making progress on
site demoralisingly slow. For both practical and political reasons, the community's tractor and trailer were
not always available to us for carting materials. Machinery repair often seemed to take forever, if only
because we had poor access to spare parts in the Top End. Our small government grant was spent entirely
on roofing and guttering, fasteners, a water tank and construction tools. The real cost of this housing
approach lay in hard yakka, patience and time. But throughout the course of the project, the community saw
the constructed outcome as justifying this cost. The community building that took shape, by measures of
health, skill, self-esteem, independence, friendship, belonging and a story to tell, was priceless.
During my time in the region, interest in our construction approach grew both at Mt Catt and amongst
neighbouring communities. In subsequent years many more stone and timber pole houses were built by
several communities in south-central Arnhem Land, with the assistance of an independent supervisor and
some reliable equipment, albeit to repetitive designs.
St Paul's Village Moa Island-Queensland (1986-1988)
In the mid-1980s, several extended families returned from the mainland to their birthplace at St Paul's Village
on Moa Island in the Torres Strait region of Far North Queensland. They were seeking a more traditional
lifestyle, yet also brought with them many aspirations and skills acquired from the Australian mainstream. As
new returnees in an established community that always struggled to attract adequate government funds for
delivery of new rental housing stock, these families knew they stood at the end of a long queue. Also, they
recognised that housing delivered by government was unsuited to the local climate and traditional lifestyle,
and adopted expensive and complex construction methods, which discouraged the input of local labour.
Housing funds did not go far, either in building roofs over heads or in promoting self-expression in what are
otherwise socially and culturally rich communities. Recognising the limitations of contemporary housing
options, but loaded with the drive and ability to help themselves, three families decided to design and build
their own homes. Through their community council they asked me to assist.
Experience has taught me that self-help housing can attract considerable attention and empower those who
are active in it. Unfortunately because of this, it can also challenge, and be challenged by, the political
agenda of onlookers from within government and the community. It was absolutely crucial to me that this
project, the first of its kind in the region, was durable in its process and exemplary in the outcome it achieved.
The key project parameters were therefore:
•

a small and achievable scale of works;
a generous time frame, realistic for self-help;

•

a few truly committed and self-motivated prospective owner-builder families;
a genuinely and unanimously supportive community council;

•

modest financial support with no strings attached from one or two fair dinkum public servants
operating in low profile at the local level; and

•

a commitment by myself to live and work with the community through both the design and
construction phases.

The St Paul's Village project was able to commence with all these ingredients essentially in place.
Torres Strait Islanders have a strong sense of ownership of their land and waters. Many St Paul's families
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also aspire to owning their own homes, yet most are limited in their capacity to repay mortgages. For the
project the Aboriginal Development Commission (ADC) made available a revolving loan fund of $115,000,
which in its first cycle had to be shared between the three families. However, conventional building materials
and skilled contract labour supplied to the remote outer islands of the Torres Strait commanded roughly
twice the price they did in Brisbane. The families' acknowledgment of these factors, coupled with their re
emerging attraction towards a more local and traditional building culture and aesthetic encouraged them to
use local bush materials such as stone, sand, clay, anthill, bamboo and forest timbers and to adopt simple
construction methods suited to the community workforce.
By trialling these materials and construction methods, viewing
relevant slides and videos, discussing local climate and lifestyle
aspirations and implementing the same crude model-making
technique as used at Mt Catt, the owner-builder families were
able to develop appropriate low-cost housing concepts through
very effective and enjoyable participatory design processes.
(see figure 2) In their planning, the houses closely reflected local
lifestyle aspirations. Typically they had a large central space for
kai kai (extended family meal gatherings), and extensive
verandas for shady outdoor living and visitor sleeping. There
was a desire to keep ablution areas separate from living spaces,
and to accommodate ever-expanding households in detached
bungalows near a central house.

Figure 2 Using a rough and ready cardboard model,
Hobson Levi and his daughter Anna negotiate a
thoughtful design for their new home at St Pauls
Village, Torres Strait. [Photographer: P. Haar, 1986.1

Here, as at Mt Catt, the attraction towards stone and earth walling was interesting. While it was understood
to offer no thermal benefit in a tropical climate, it was chosen not only for its free availability but because 'it
looked solid'. Traditional materials such as bark, brush, bamboo and woven palm were favoured for
temporary structures and home decoration, but as primary building fabrics they were perceived to provide
inadequate storm shelter, pose a fire risk and harbour vermin. The Anglo-Australian desire for 'proper solid'
housing had clearly been taken on board by these communities, both in a functional and aesthetic sense.
So, in the Torres Straits, my romantic vision of 'utopia tropicana' was challenged. I had to accept the reality
of community aspirations, and allow an architectural style to emerge from the Islanders themselves as they
explored designed, and built what was meaningful to them.
It took the community three years of determination and hard work to complete three large and beautiful
homes for extended families at St Paul's Village. Progress on each building site fluctuated enormously from
day to day. It depended at least as much on the family heads' talent for maintaining a strong and enthusiastic
workforce, as on my effectiveness in skill sharing and technical supervision. Our workforce comprised of
about 60 men, women and children, all with vastly different levels of skill, strength, energy and motivation.
My challenge was to support these people in functioning as a close-knit team through thick and thin. That
required careful observation, quiet listening, political diplomacy, counselling and immense patience, skills
. that do not all come naturally to me.
I came to realise that it was smart to encourage good workmanship while accepting what was less than
perfect and to make the building site a fun place, where rugby ball and ghetto blaster were essential tools
of trade. I came to accept that fishing lines were sometimes more attractive than deadlines, and that during
this time out the human obstacles to building progress that had me so hot and bothered--family issues and
intra-community politics-were being resolved quietly and without my knowledge.
The technology of the St Paul's houses9 included walls and strip footings of rubble stone and cement mortar,
ram-pressed and hand-puddled earth bricks, pole roof frames, split bamboo partitions, and puddled and
waxed earth floors. The milling of door and window timbers from bush poles, using a chainsaw with a simple
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guide attachment, was a satisfying process. (see
figure 3) But the slow pace of this work and the
ecological problem in removing the largest,
straightest and most millable poles from already
degraded local woodlands, has me retrospectively
questioning what at the time was regarded as
appropriate technology. I also learnt that as the
transfer of an understanding of culture and
community from one place to another is
problematic so too it is with anthills. The
remarkable cementitious properties of the crushed
antbed of south-central Arnhem Land, did not
exist in the Moa Island variety (maybe due to
different soils or termite saliva). So trials are always

Figure 3 Robbie Ware mills window frame timbers from local mast
wood (Podocarpus greyii) using a chainsaw and simple 'Granberg Mini
Mill' attachment, 5t Pauls. [Photographer: P. Haar, 1987.J

worthwhile.
Overwhelmingly however, the self-help housing
approach taken at St Paul's Village produced
good results and attracted wide interest from other
communities and government agencies because it
brought home ownership within reach of families
who were prepared to work hard. (see figure 4)
This in turn released community councils from the
cost of maintenance and problems with rent
collection that were so significant with council
owned housing. Its low cost allowed many more
houses to be built with limited government funds.
The three self-built homes at St Paul's had on
average five bedrooms each, a fully enclosed

Figure 4 Hobson Levi shows the chairman of neighbouring Boigu
Island how to lay mud bricks. [Photographer: P. Hoor, 1987.J

covered area (FECA) of 133 square metres and an
unenclosed covered area (UCA) of 145 square metres. They cost each family roughly $48,000 for materials,
and the government roughly $27,000 for construction training input. Meanwhile, four bedroom cement sheet
kit homes, with FECAs of 92 square metres and UCAs of 49 square metres, were being erected on
neighbouring islands by external contract labour to repetitive designs at a cost of around $269,000 each.
Self-help housing provided community people with opportunities for skill development in building design
and construction, and thereby helped them to become more independent of government agencies in
providing for their own housing needs.
Visiting St Paul's Village again in 1992, I was in awe of the artistry with which the owner-builders had
decorated their new homes. Pole timbers had been superbly crafted with relief depictions of tropical flowers,
shark, dugong, and crocodile chasing wild pig in the mangroves. Lacquered split bamboo provided visual
screening. (see figure 5) Colourful cotton print curtains billowed gently as the cool sea breeze passed freely
through internal spaces, and shell-tassel doorway curtains rustled in reply. These families had really made
homes for themselves through faith, perseverance and hard work.
Many of the outcomes of self-help housing at St Paul's Village were expressed in people and politics. While
my intention was purely to share appropriate technical strategies, I indirectly and unintentionally influenced
significant change in the social and political order of the community. During the course of the project, one
of the owner-builder family heads was elected chairperson for St Paul's, one was the subsequent
chairperson, and the other became regarded throughout the community as 'a changed man' with new self
esteem and improved physical health after successfully completing his family's new home.
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On a less positive note, because a few normally
inconspicuous families drew attention to themselves
through their success in self-help housing, they, and
I as their accomplice, fell out of favour with some
traditionally prominent families in the village. Also,
our fair dinkum public servant was chastised by his
superiors for allowing the 8t Paul's Council to lend
government money to individual families for capital
development on land for which legal title was
unclear. Continued financial support for self-help
housing was not forthcoming because the Mabo
ruling on Indigenous land rights could not be
resolved locally.
Great diversity exists within and amongst the
Indigenous communities of northern Australia. The
potentials and challenges in community-based
housing work are effectively addressed not only with
Figure 5 Suzi Wigness with her son in a beautifully carved doorway
in the home that her family designed and built, St Pauls. The mud
bricks, pole timbers and bamboo were all sourced from the local
bush. [Photographer: P. Haar, 1992.J

solutions in technology, but more so through human
relationships. One cannot underestimate the value of
allowing remote communities to appropriate their
own dwelling experience, to design, construct and

take pride in their own homes, and to again embrace housing 'as a symbol of the self'10. By no means is
the self-help housing approach suited to everyone, but successful outcomes do breed new aspirations. My
ambition as an architect often has me instinctively focusing on being clever with materials and technology,
with statements on art and society. While I like to think this preoccupation has its place, it is of lesser
importance when working with Indigenous Australians. Here I have learnt to have faith in and make real
space for the breadth of creativity and aspirations amongst these dynamic people and to treat them not as
needy recipients of our expertise, but as equal partners in developing a just and vital Australia.

Endnotes
1 Self-constructed shelters and settlements have evolved through Indlgellous Australia without external assistance of any kind,
as symbols of independence and resistance. Characteristically these camps are erected at minimal capital cost using lightweight
and often recycled materials. They start small, then grow and cllange to reflect the needs and resources of the household. In
my travels I have seen wonderful examples of this in the Torres Strait and Katherine regions, at Dareton and Wilcannia NSW. on
Palm Island, and in many other places. Stephanie Smitll's account of Aboriginal housing at Goodooga NSW ('The Tin Camps:
Self-constructed Housing on tile Goodooga Reserve, New South Wales, 1970-96' in Read, P. (ed.), Settlement: A History of
Australian Indigenous Housing, Canberra: Aboriginal Studies Press, 2000) captures the inimitable richness of this architecture.
While sometimes lacking in structural integrity and health amenity, these are places of resourcefulness, self-expression and good
humour. They are not the hapless hovels so readily depicted by our mass media. Yel, because they attract the ire of governments
and their middle-class constituencies, they are almost always doomed for early demolition. Through my years with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander communities, I came to believe more and more that it is tile aspirations, the talents and the
achievements of tllese owner-builders of self-constructed shelters that should be acknowledged and nurtured towards
development of appropriate Indigenous housing cultures for rural and remote communities.
2 Nurtured by Professor Ailan Rodger, School of Architecture and Building, University of Melbourne (1980-1983); Fathy, H.,
Architecture for the Poor: An Experiment in Rural Egypt, Chicago: University of Chicago, 1973 and Turner, J. F. C., Freedom to
Build: Dweller Control of the Housing Process, New York: Macmillan, 1972.
3 Some of my experiences in this regard are described ill Haar, P, 'A Self-help Approach to Remote Area Housing: St Paul's
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Village, Moa Island, Torres Strait, 1986-92' in Read, P. (ed.), Settlement: A History of Australian Indigenous Housing, Canberra:
Aboriginal Studies Press, 2000.
4 A notion explored in recent years by architects Glenn MUI'cutt and Sean Godsell, together with the academics and journalists
who follow their work. Tributes to and critiques of Murcutt's Ytrrkala House (RAIA Special Jury Award 1994) are particularly
problematic as presented in Dovey, K., 'Architecture about Aborigines', Architecture Australia, 85, 4 (july/August 1996),
pp.98-103; Quarry, N., Award Winning Australian Architecture, Sydney: Craftsman House, 1997 and Brennan, B., 'Windsong
and Water Lines', Vogue Living, November 1994, pp.1 04-111.
5 This cost and subsequent costs for construction have been indexed to 2003 (inc. GST).
6 Crushed anthill wetted and rebedded as cementitious material for floor slabs or wall mortar.

7 See Fantin's design COllSlderations conceming Yolngu avoidance behaviour and sorcery as presented elsewhere in TAKE 2.
8 Inspired by Professor David Stea, School of Architecture and Urban Planning, University of Califomia, Los Angeles USA.
9 The three houses at St Paul's had:
strip footings of stone rubble bedded with cement mortar in what were very stable foundations.
extemal walls of either:
load-bearing stone rubble bedded with clay/antbed mortar ill recycled tmber formwork,
load-bearing ram-pressed earth brickwork laid with earth mortar, or
non load-bearing hand-puddled earth brickwork iaid with earth mortar.
internal walls of stone or earth as above, of split bamboo, or as tmber partition/shelving.
roofs framed with pole timbers and clad with corrugated steel sheet.
flool's of concrete or puddled and waxed earth.
10 Tumer, Freedom to Build: Dweller Control of the Housing Process.
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More than a House:
Some Reflections on Working with Indigenous Clients
on the Housing Process
Geoff Barker
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Housing is a complex architectural field in which to work and cross-cultural situations add a further
dimension to this. The insights I have gained about architecture and the housing process lead me to suggest
that engaging in them resembles working on a puzzle: it requires that the architect gain a detailed
understanding of the overall picture and adopt focused strategies for its pieces. Continuing the analogy, as
an external agent, the architect needs to comprehend the pieces, understand how they go together and
work with them, all the time being cognisant of the broader issues and outcomes that can be achieved by
working collaboratively. With some planning, careful handling, respect and consideration, the housing
process has the potential to be successful and empowering, incorporating an exchange of ideas between
clients, users and external specialists. It also has the potential to lead to successful, appropriate and
sustainable outcomes that reach beyond the scope of a physical structure.
Consideration of the big picture has become increasingly important in many professional areas. For
example, many health practitioners encountered in Australia's Aboriginal communities now understand the
state of Indigenous health to include a range of factors that impact on the person and family. Wellbeing is
understood to be a comprehensive concept of health in which a person's physical condition is only one part
of a more holistic view of the person and their environment. A person displays symptoms that are impacted
upon by their physiological, social, cultural, emotional and spiritual situation, as well as the physical
conditions in which they Iive. 1
My experience with Indigenous clients in remote and regional communities throughout Northern Australia
has shown me the difficult circumstances in which many people attempt to live their lives; high levels of
family violence and chronic illness being only two of the realities they must overcome. Equity programs and
development projects funded through myriad government departments are provided in order to address
needy Indigenous situations such as these. To an outsider it sometimes appears as though the delivery of
these programs will make a difference. But the statistics suggest that such a methodology has not produced
the desired results. Programs that focus on the delivery of a physical product alone, such as housing, have
not produced the improved life and health conditions, which were expected. 2
Many architectural practitioners 3 believe that housing is a process wherein people can significantly
improve their situation on many levels. This happens through people being made the centre of their
housing process, determining their own needs, being involved in planning and design, having a role in
funding, and implementing the steps toward delivery of appropriate and sustainable living environments.
Achieving change requires much more than people being consulted about the type, shape and design
of the structure and its surrounding environment. It is about recognising the potential for people to
control and manage their own process, and implementing a framework in which this can happen
successfully. In recent times there have been some important revisions made to how programs can be
implemented more effectively4.
A Development Framework
When embarking on a project, it is useful to consider the broader situation in terms of where housing might
sit in relation to other development areas. A diagram of Community and Regional Context including the key
development areas is presented in Figure 1 (following page). This recognises that a community is much more
than a collection of physical infrastructure in a particular geographical location.
In a real community, the components described in Figure 1 are closely intertwined, therefore when
considering an issue it is important to keep this web of inter-relationships in mind in order not to oversimplify
matters. Frorn a holistic point of view for example, it would be useful to examine the potential for a housing
program to link up with other development areas and produce outcomes in these contexts, while also
delivering its own required outcomes. Each development area embodies a wide range of issues and
considerations, which need to be explored when action is being proposed. This can be done successfully
with 'community people' and their representatives.
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Figure 1

Community - Areas of Development

Level 1

COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL CONTEXT

Figure 2 shows the Housing area from the previous Level 1 diagram broken up into the core components
of a housing process. Experience suggests that community people are keen to be involved at many
different levels. When given the opportunity to contribute, they will tell their housing stories and debate
issues about existing conditions, living requirements and the benefits gained from previous housing
projects.
The more traditional view of the architectural process holds it to be largely linear or implemented sequentially
through time, rather than fitting within an embracing or holistic community picture as shown in the
framework above. The housing process consists of at least the eight components of Figure 2, which are also
connected to other development areas. Each component in the diagram carries both constraints and
opportunities depending upon how and when resources are allocated to the implementation of the overall
process. A discussion of each can be expanded to include issues or elements that describe a detailed
housing process. This technique is applied to one of the components of Figure 2-Design Issues-in the
following diagram.
Figure 3 is indicative of the level of detail that is typically required for each of the eight components illustrated
in Figure 2, including the Design Issues component (or stage) of a housing process. In some cases it might
be necessary to take these elements to yet another level of detail in order to properly explore the issues,
constraints, opportunities, options and potential solutions. This aim can be successfully achieved with
community clients.
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Figure 2

Level 2

Housing Components Diagram

COMMUNITY CONTEXT

Drawing a picture that identifies what might be involved in a housing process is simple, but actually
conducting the process will bring out all the complexities and issues conceming community development
and cross-cultural interaction. The following strategies can be employed to offer a different level of
involvement and interaction with people based upon the theoretical housing process described above.
Some Reflections on the Housing Process
A key objective of many housing programs is to get the community or people to own the product being
promoted. This sense of ownership is promoted through people being consulted or involved in the delivery
process in a special way. The way is not always nominated and the outcome, to achieve sustain ability, is
sometimes assumed to come from a concerted consultation process. There are a number of problems with
this approach:
1.

The idea of involving people or consulting with people once the idea for a project or program has

2.

One of the problems with ownership is that it can be transferred, sold or neglected, especially if it

3.

The values associated with ownership vary between cultures and the outcomes that people want

been already formulated is potentially problematic; the chance of people owning the whole idea is lost.
is something that has been externally provided or comes with onerous conditions attached.
from a project are often different to those that are promoted by a provision agency.
4.

Consultation has limitations as a part of an ownership strategy if it is the only form of involve
ment; it can become dominated by specialists asking questions of a limited set of participants
rather than being broadly interactive. (see Figure 4)
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Figure 3

Level 3

Householder Make-up

Services, Access
and Connections

Cultural Issues

Costs

m

Comfort, Pri
and Security

ILoc;ation and Climate

~,::;pe(~laINeeds-Disability

I

Codes, Standards
and Approvals

An architectural methodology that relies on a restrictive categorisation of building users when choosing
informants during the design consultation process can exclude the opinions of other community people who
have a strong interest in the development of their wider environments and spaces. There is limited potential
for eliciting added benefits from this type
of approach. From my experience, an
effective development strategy requires
firstly, that the people who can be
involved retain a belief that what is being
offered has the potential to make a
difference

to

their

situation,

and

secondly, that they are committed to
following the process through. In order to
achieve this,

participants

need

to

develop an understanding of the full
Figure 4 A photograph showing housing officers talking to Aboriginal house
holders at a meeting about housing management issues held in an Alice Springs
town camp in 1987. [Photographer: J. Ricketson. Source: AERC, University of
Queensland.]

range of potential outcomes available
from a comprehensive housing process,
and pledge their commitment.

Getting Started
Designers should understand that when engaging with a client-community, group, family or indi
vidual-they are not entering a vacuum waiting to be filled with their important contribution, project or
program. People have their own lives filled with pressures and demands to live, as well as ideas and
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priorities about housing. Our time with a client needs to be planned but flexible, strategic but oppor
tunistic, innovative but familiar, effective and positive. Before commencing any interaction, it is important
to be prepared by carrying out background research regarding issues and previous projects. The
following reflections build on this idea.
Project Protocols
In the beginning, it is useful to establish a series of project protocols with the community representative
organisation-the local grantee organisation, usually the elected council, committee, or other commu"
nity governance entity-which will ensure appropriate emphasis is given to community events and the
special nature of the place in which the consultant team is working. Protocols might include items
relating to responsibilities, time frames, resources needed, people involved, accountability and key
events to be planned.
Cultural Awareness
Within many communities there are groups who have the authority and responsibility to impart cultural
awareness to outsiders. Identifying and collaborating with these people can prove invaluable in building local
knowledge and understanding, and engaging with the history and culture of the particular client group.
Local Project Team Member
Wherever possible, engage a local person to work with the project team as a key partner in all facets of
work-someone who can discuss issues in the local language and receive feedback without
embarrassment. This role involves more than liaison, it develops over time and can expand as the person
gains confidence, an understanding of the project, and the ability to successfully impart ideas to, and receive
feedback from, the community.
Time in the Community
Spend adequate time in the community so that opportunities for interaction are based on local time frames
and availability rather than on externally generated fly-in/fly-out programs, in order to develop an evolution
ary interactive process. This means that people are given the opportunity to gradually develop an
understanding of the issues and respond during a series of informal and formal contacts. In a cross-cultural
situation this is a more effective strategy than sitting with people in set meetings at set visiting times. This
also ensures that local staff have the opportunity to be involved over a period of time, thereby personnel who
might not otherwise be available will not be missed.
Action based Activities
To achieve the best outcomes, the involvement strategy should rely on an action based approach. Target
short-term goals and get things done while the team is discussing issues, ideas, and proposed facilities.
The Survey-Fix methodology (see Pholeros'spaper) is an example of such an approach, following on
from Fred Hollows' declaration of 'No Survey Without Service'. Visits that could benefit the community
should be coordinated with others such as health promotion workers. This enables the project to have
an impact or presence immediately and ensures that the team engages with the broader community
early in the project.
Local Office
At the outset of the project, establishing an office or display in the centre of the community to work on and
finalise the planning and design stages makes the project real for the people in the community. They can
see what is involved in project development as it happens. The process becomes open and continuous
rather than intermittently experienced over a series of visits in between which little is seen to happen. It
enables community interaction within a locally appropriate time frame rather than one that is imposed by
external consultants and bureaucrats. Also, initiate a place for meeting and from which to disseminate
information, in a location where all stakeholders feel comfortable.
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Involvement in Design and Planning
It must be recognised that living environments are partly created by the people who occupy them. This
process encompasses cues, prompts and familiarities that enable people to feel comfortable and at
home. There is a relationship between the type of housing process implemented and its constituent
parts, as well as the materiality, make-up, functionality and finish of spaces, and what happens within
and between them. It is therefore imperative that people are involved in the planning and design of their
own living environment to the extent outlined in Figure 3. This is not just about producing house designs,
but about making decisions concerning future living environments, and how they might be managed and
maintained while sustaining an appropriate level of functionality. This requires a detailed understanding
of community, cultural and family issues, and a process of exploring, challenging, negotiating and debat
ing their relevance.
By actively involving people, families and community representatives in the development process, the
potential for a wide range of positive outcomes is enhanced, such as:
Establishing real opportunities for people to contribute ideas to the outcomes being planned;
Recognising that people have many of the answers to the formulation and management of their
own living environments;
•
•
•

Promoting the idea that involvement can actually work towards the achievement of change;
) Encouraging a positive identity;
Showing a belief in the creative skills of people;

•

Engendering a sense of ownership of the proposal;

•

Establishing an opportunity for people to gain confidence in contributing to a development process.
The success with which the housing process can be fully explored
relies upon the implementation of sound involvement and communi
cation strategies, of which consultation is only one. (see Figure 5)
Communication Strategy
In planning sessions, the architect is not a passive recipient of
design information and ideas. As external agents we can operate as
facilitators and mediators working with groups of people to probe
issues, challenge ideas, and provide technical, design and
community support that will enable a series of prescribed but
locally-derived objectives to be achieved. Such a role requires more
than an understanding of relevClflt technical issues. A broad range of
factors playa part in effective communication in remote Indigenous
communities, including: language, remoteness, familiarity with
planning and design concepts, the complexity of interaction
between various community interests and development issues,
different cultural and social requirements, and access to local
knowledge. For the architect to deal with these things, regular
contact and engagement that builds rapport and confidence with

Figure 5 Participants in a workshop on
community housing management that incorpo
rated both cultural needs and the requirements
of Queensland tenancy legisiation into work
able community policies and rules, 1998
[Photographer: P, Memmott. Source: AERC,
University of Queensiand,]

the client or user group must be established. Users must be
recognised as legitimate and valuable members of the project team.
It is also useful to observe and document activity patterns for furtber
discussion with relevant stakeholders.
The methods of communicating need to be negotiated so that local

people are confident in their ability to take responsibility for decisions and manage the development process.
This means evolving strategies for local people to manage their own affairs to a plausible extent. Honesty
and respect for people and their potential, starts from the first meeting, however tentative it might be.
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A range of communication tools and techniques that encourage the effective sharing of ideas and
information are essential. It can be useful to ensure that as wide a range of people from within the community
are given the opportunity to contribute to the planning process, including school children, women and the
elderly. These groups should be provided with both informal and formal opportunities to participate. Displays
in various locations like the store or community office, which impart information and glean responses, can
be set up. People can be encouraged to draw diagrams of their community indicating constraints, priority
and development areas, and other ideas for the team to consider. Using hand-drawn laminated plans, on
which people can draw and write notes as they tour the community, especially where a town plan is being
reviewed, is particularly helpful. Walking around a locality, including through dwellings, is by far the best way
to identify and confirm issues, constraints, and opportunities for the community and its members. Local
residents (adults and children) can be asked to take photos or videos of a range of things, including
important places and areas to be recognised in the plan, such as recreational and play areas. PowerPoint
presentations can also generate productive discussion.
It is important that some strategies are based around specific community and project requirements. These
would include: details that inform people about issues that may impact on the needs of the broader client
base; innovative materials; ideas about efficient energy and water management; appropriate climatic
responses; culturally appropriate design considerations; and principles of sustainability. All must be
consistent with locally available repair and maintenance technologies and management systems.
Conclusions
The suggestion that improvement or change is exclusively the result of externally generated projects is
inherently flawed. Many community people are convinced that unless they are allowed to take back
responsibility for action there will be no substantial change in community living standards 5 . It would be a
major improvement if development were to happen in an integrated way so that the many potentialities of a
community can be activated for the broad and long-term benefit of its members.
Community representatives and individual families talk about housing as being central to achieving some
sense of wellbeing. The housing provision process explored in this paper focuses on maximising the
potential to involve people in the process, to impact positively on peoples lives and wellbeing rather than
focusing solely on the delivery of a product. While a building itself cannot deliver wellbeing, the product does
have the potential to impact negatively if it is poorly designed, constructed and maintained. If the housing
process is implemented and managed well then the outcomes can satisfy broad development needs as well
as achieving appropriate and sustainable living environments.

Endnotes
1 In his Hierarchy of Needs, Maslow postulated a simple view of needs that must be satisfied by individuals. He asserted that
basic physiological and safety needs had to be dealt with before energy and effort could be put towards satisfying needs
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higher levels. Located on the higher levels of his needs hierarchy were those related to belonging, self-respect, and being valued
and recognised, It is of course much more complex than such a model indicates.
Refer to <http://www.hcc.hawail.edu/intranet/committees/FacDevCom/guidebklteaclltip/maslow.htm>.
2 Australian Bureau of Statistics, Housing and Infrastructure in Aboriginal and 70rres Strait Islander Communities, Australia,
1999, Canberra: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2000,
3 .As an example, refer to Turner, J.FC" Freedom to Build: Dweller Control ofthe Housing Process, New York: Macmillan, 1972,
4 Some recent examples from Western Australia include education programs supported by tile Graham [Polly] Farmer
Foundation and comprellensive community Ilealth strategies embodied Within Nindilingarri Cultural Health--Fitzroy Crossing,
5 Although it might be methodologically difficult to prove tllat the approach described in this paper actually leads to positive
cllanges, or to more healthy living environments and an improved sense of wellbeing, my experience suggests that the
involvement of people in their own projects at a level beyond consultation does bring added benefits to a community and
its residents.
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Indigenous Housing Design:
Social Planning Determinants at Redfern
Col James,
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Dillon Kombumerri

As the social problems of metropolitan Indigenous communities grow more complex, architects and urban
planners find themselves increasingly involved in synthesising goals related to the physical environment with
social and economic goals. By way of a case study, this paper examines the initial steps that have been
taken to achieve better housing for an urban Aboriginal community in Sydney. It outlines the housing design
implications resulting from a set of agreed objectives identified in a community social planning and
consultation process.
One of the most notorious Aboriginal communities in Australia is the 'Block' at Redfern, now 30 years old
and at the end of its third wave of self-destruction and renewal. In the early 1970s lack of appropriate
housing in the market led to the formation of the Aboriginal Housing Company (AHC) on a site approximately
0.8 hectares in size. Its building stock consisted of 85
dilapidated Victorian terrace houses and two
industrial structures located next to Redfern railway

Figure 1 Louis Street in Redfern showing the wear and tear on the
Aboriginal Housing Company's terrace houses. IPhotographer: P.
Valilis·1

station. (see Figure 1) Incorporated in 1973, it was
the first Aboriginal housing collective in Australia, and
was acclaimed in the Whitlam era as a genuine
attempt to create an innovative self-determining
community of Aboriginal households secure on the
first urban land rights in the nation. The Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs, Gordon Bryant argued: 'It will be a
model for inner city communities who wish to
preserve their homes and the identity of areas.' He
said that the project was significant in that it gave
urban Aborigines a rare opportunity and incentive to
develop as a community.1
Following this brave beginning, there was a decade of non-Indigenous backlash, a further decade of alcohol
abuse and despair, and then the third decade saw the infiltration of a heavy drug culture and associated
street crime. During 2002-03, in response to the escalating social problems and the deteriorating housing
stock, the AHC Board, staff and local volunteers 2 developed the Pemulwuy Redevelopment Project for
inclusion in the NSW Strategic Plan for Redfern, Eveleigh, and Darlington-the RED Strategy. This effort
received welcome encouragement from the NSW Premier's Department, South Sydney City Council and the
University of Sydney. A major outcome of the project will be 62 homes commemorating the Gad/gal people,
the original Sydney tribe who were wiped out by smallpox and other colonial impacts shortly after European
settlement. Pemulwuy was a famous Aboriginal warrior who led the resistance to early European occupation
in the Sydney region.
The AHC Community Social Plan
The agenda for the Pemulwuy Redevelopment Project has been driven by the AHC's Community Social
Plan, prepared by Angela Pitts, a Black American researcher currently at the University of Sydney. Through
a comprehensive planning process, the Community Social Plan 3 , as driven by the AHC, outlined a grass
roots response to the magnitude ofthe physical and social degeneration on the Block, the severe stress and
social disadvantage experienced by the Aboriginal tenants and the continued inaction on the part of relevant
government bodies and institutions. The plan has guided and facilitated the AHC's commitment to
generating new sustainable and culturally appropriate housing options for the Redfern Aboriginal community
and rebuilding a spirit and sense of community for both former and prospective residents of the Block.
The Community Social Plan provided avenues for the Aboriginal community to express their visions, goals
and objectives, which were then incorporated into the strategies and guidelines of the Redevelopment
Project. A set of 12 social planning objectives were identified during the community consultation process4
and from these the following design policies emerged 5 .
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1.

Reconciliation and Social Harmony

In a deliberate move to counter the 'no-go' reputation of Eveleigh Street, Michael Mundine advocated
opening up the Block to scrutiny and extending a welcome to groups and individuals to mix and interact
with the Aboriginal community. This idea led to the development of an open civic place over the railway lines
and ramping down to Caroline Street. It seemed appropriate to offer this place the name Red Square in tune
with the RED Strategy.
Red Square not only enhances the heritage frontage of Redfern Station but also promises to be a space
where practical reconciliation might take place. The brief for a proposed competition for the design of Red
Square has not yet been written, but the AHC planning team has proposed a ceremonial gathering place
for managed celebrations and performances that also features a meeting place and a large digital screen
for important events (similar to Federation Square in Melbourne). Also proposed are a contemporary
sculpture of Pemulwuy to celebrate Australia's first freedom fighter and a water spectacle involving a
Gad/gal totem.

2.

Appropriate and affordable housing

Since the company is providing the land, it is expected that all development costs will be forthcoming from
both federal and state government sources. With this in mind, project finances have been modelled to realise
a healthy surplus after three years and will not require the input of ongoing funding. This model was derived
from the nearby City West Housing Company at Ultimo-Pyrmont, which has flourished over the past 10
years providing affordable housing for a social mix of middle to low income families. The 12 tenants still
residing on the Block will be re-housed and others on a waiting list will have an employment, family or
residential association with Redfern maintained. These Aboriginal families will require three and four
bedroom homes. Rents and potential equity sharing will be geared to 30 per cent of gross household
income.
3.

Culturally appropriate service and facility needs

From among the NSW Premier's 10 best urban design examples of 2001 6 , the AHC Board was unanimous
in selecting Newington at Homebush Bay as the model most closely matching their ideals for Redfern. The
stepped house and garden terraces enjoying a northern aspect and spectacular views of Sydney City
provide an equal capacity for outdoor and indoor living spaces. These ideas will be adapted for the Block's
Master Plan, in which, in most cases, new homes will have a large garden area equal to the floor area of the
house to accommodate the indoor/outdoor lifestyle preferences of Aboriginal residents. In addition,
common access ways will promote social contact and encourage community building. Supporting services
will include a hostel catering for country visitors and Aboriginal students, and the Elouera Gym for exercise
and sport. In addition, Aboriginal craft will be integrated into the interior design of each of the 62 homes, and
specific public spaces will celebrate the local identity using Aboriginal sculpture and landscape designs.
4.

Community safety

TIle general principles of removing crime opportunities and increasing local surveillance with 'eyes on the
street' have been adopted following a series of AHC community safety workshops and street walks with
police, local residents, local government councillors and planners. All homes will overlook public places and
a landscaped billabong and spiritual place will have adjacent live-in caretakers. Discreet lighting at corners
and entries together with sensors will also be utilised in the design. These will work in tandem with a closed
circuit television system, which will monitor all front doors, gardens and parking areas. The project design
will discourage lanes and alleyways, and encourage activity generators such as local recreation and sporting
activities.
5.

Supporting families, women and children

Redfern already has a high concentration of Aboriginal support services serving the metropolitan area, but
is in need of family support services. The project's design will encourage facilities and services that provide
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positive parenting and family provision programs. Murawina - a former kindergarten site on the Block -- has
been proposed as a special family support unit to help families to flourish within the new development.
6.

Aboriginal health

As part of the overall planning strategy, the AHC held a series of workshops on health and sustainability that
focused on the national Indigenous housing guidelines? and additional requirements for wheelchair access.
A specific room type - to be known as the home clinic - will combine the second bathroom required by
social housing standards for three and four bedroom apartments with habitable laundry provisions and a
spare bed for family members who may have an infectious disease. It is intended that this room will enjoy
garden access to assist recuperation and solar drying and also to serve the purposes that country laundries
in rural houses used to provide.
7.

Aboriginal identity, culture and spirituality

The notoriety of the old Railway View Hotel in Eveleigh Street had made it symbolic of the Block as a
poisoned waterhole. The hotel, currently converted into offices, is to be removed and the site ceremonially
cleansed to make way for a new commercial building including a hostel for visitors to Redfern and
Indigenous students at nearby tertiary and adult education centres. In addition, a billabong will be created
to act as a rainwater retention basin. It will be landscaped to represent the mixing of salt and fresh water and
become the bubbly brackish water that is symbolic of the reconciliation process. s
Life-size sculptures of Pemulwuy, the Rainbow Warrior, and Murawina mother and child are to be
commissioned to inhabit the new development's public places, to inspire all, particularly the next generation.
The history of the early residents on the site, the Gad/gal clan, and the Aboriginal railway workers from all
over NSW who helped build the railway system and were employed at the nearby Eveleigh railway
workshops will be remembered. Recent history will also be recorded. For example, then Prime Minister, Paul
Keating's, 1992 Redfern oration, which not only contained an apology to Aboriginal people but set an
agenda for change to meet Aboriginal aspirations by 2002, will be recorded graphically in a public place.
8.

Training, skills development and employment

Local Aboriginal youth in particular will be employed through building apprenticeships contracted through
the Redfern Aboriginal Corporation. Gardening, caretaking, laundering, security, and revolving public art and
craft projects will provide ongoing work. In addition, the AHC intends to commission wood-crafted door
handles, letterboxes, notice boards and signs from the local Tribal Warrior Association who have previously
used their skills on local houses and boats.
The project design provides support accommodation for students in the form of 30 rooms in the hostel
together with an Internet cafe and recreation outlets. In 2002 there were over 300 Aboriginal students
enrolled at Sydney University.

9.

Ownership and management

The Aboriginal Housing Company will implement a planned social mix of middle to [ow income Aboriginal
residents who have an existing relationship with Redfern through work or family residences. Plans include
the capacity for all residents to gain title over their homes to allow these Aboriginal families to transit from
tenancy to home ownership. However, there will be a restriction to this capacity that will ensure the land
remains in community hands. The company will enact strict rules and certain aspects of traditional law to
involve the whole family in legal obligations to stamp out drug trafficking. Management will include regular
on-site meetings for a[1 tenants and owners to ensure a build-up of social capital amongst residents.

10.

Aboriginal enterprise

The Redfern community already has at least 32 local, regional and national Aboriginal organisations
providing it with training and job opportunities. A fundamental objective of these agencies is to maintain
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services to stem the drift of Aboriginal families away from the Block. It is hoped that the commitment to build
new high-standard family housing will restore community confidence and thereby increase the Aboriginal
population and local employment levels.
11.

Ecological and environmental sustain ability

All 62 homes will enjoy passive solar conditions with access to light and ventilation on three sides together
with generous shade and sunny outdoor rooms. 9 Rainwater will be collected for gardening at every level and
judicious use of Indigenous plant species will be guided by Aboriginal horticulturalist, John Lennis, from the
Sydney Botanic Gardens. It is proposed that a nearby branch nursery will be established by the South
Sydney City Council before construction starts to provide advanced plants already acclimatised to the local
environment and decent local jobs.
12.

Contact with nature

The commitment to large gardens for every home, with bush plants to support bird life, will inspire outdoor
living and gardening. The establishment of a nursery will support this provision. The recent publication of

Greening Sydney has guided the planning team's requirement for specific green housing provisions. 10 (see
Figures 2 and 3)
Proposed development of the North Redfern

Wilson Bros site

Hostel I short tern
ac:comodation
Link to Red Square
Potential commercial
develoJm1ent

SC1!!l2.l\Jre
RedJ3quar",

Station entr
Shared road
Cultural fac/lit
Figure 2 A master plan drawing showing the proposed redevelopment of North Redfern and Red Square prepared by Cox Richardson,
Architects & Planners. IReproduced with the consent of Planning NSW, July 2003.J

The future and the next generation
The vision of the AHC's CEO, Michael Mundine, for the Gadigal community is to provide living conditions for
his people, which both respond to contemporary design standards and blend with the local community.
However, the difference will lie in the nature of the larger families and lifestyles enacted by the Aboriginal
community of Redfern.
In 1972, just before the Aboriginal Housing Company was established, Dr H.C. Coombs said:

Only the Aborigines will determine the pattern of their future lifestyle and the degree to which it will be
achieved. Whether it is won from us in bitterness and in conflict or whether it develops as an honoured and
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.

•
welcome diversity in the fabric of our national life can,
however, be for us to decide. 11

The AHC planning team is committed to continuous
evaluation of the community social planning
strategies over a sustained period of design imple
mentation. Stage 1 of the project - consisting of 24
homes - will be occupied before stage 2 com
mences, allowing for first-occupancy evaluation
studies to be conducted. Some changes can be
implemented as variations to the later stage of work.
Further post-occupancy evaluations will be carried
out following completion of the second stage and
will inform the constant monitoring process est
ablished by the social planner and the AHC.
Reporting to the relevant funding bodies should
ensure that worthwhile feedback is produced for

Figure 3 Aerial view of a master plan model of the proposed
redevelopment of Red Square and The Block, looking north.
Redfern Station is in the background. [Model Artist: Dao Trang.
Photographer: P. Valilis.]

other Aboriginal communities.
Michael Mundine says he sees no reason why Aboriginal families in Sydney should not enjoy the best
housing design possible. It is anticipated that the Pemulwuy Redevelopment Project will provide models that
will significantly reform the provision of urban Indigenous housing
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